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AIDS EPIDEMIC

THURSDAY, JANUARY 15. 1987

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice at 10:02 a.m., in Room

SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Edward M. Kenne-
dy (Chairman of the Committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Kennedy, Weicker, Metzenbaum, Simon, Thur-
mond, and Adams.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY
The CHAIRMAN We will come to order.
The AIDS epidemic is likely to continue to plague the nation

well into the next decade and even into the next century. The
number of people infected is staggering and it will continue to esca-late.

The magnitude of this scourge, which has been called a possible
catastrophe and a health disaster of pandemic proportion, may
soon surpass any disease in this century and possibly any diseasein history.

AIDS is a crisis for industrial and developing countries alike. We
know that fiv- to ten million people throughout the world are al-
ready infected, of whom one to two million live in the United
States.

Within five years, there may be between 50 to 100 million people
worldwide infected with the virus. Approximately five to ten mil-
lion of them will be Americans. These unthinkable numbers and
the equally alarming projections by the Public Health Service are
convincing evidence that no sector of our society is safe 1:1'0m crisis.

Families, schools, businesses, recreational institutions, govern-
ments at every level are all being forced to confront the dilemmas,
distress and even the hysteria provoked by AIDS.

From a local perspective, the number of cities and States with
significant numbers of new cases increased at unprecedented levels
over th' last year. There are now 14 U.S. cities with more than 300
active cases of AIDS. There are 27 States with more than 100
active cases.

In five years, we will have approximately 270,000 people with
active cases in the United States. Unless a cure is found, every one
of these Americans will die. These numbers should convince us
that all-out action is necessary. We must do as much as we can to
halt the spread of AIDS and find the means to prevent it and cureit.

(1)
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Over the pest year, awareness and concern have increased dra-
matically in the Congress and throughout the country. A number
of experts who are at the leading edge of the fight against AIDS
are with us today as witnesses.

During 1986, several eminent institutions joined the effort to pro-
vide the leadership required to control and ultimately conquer this
diseie. Our witnesses this morning include the Surgeon General,
the Co-Chairs of the National Academy of Scienc- Panel on AIDS,
the AIDS Coordinator of the World Health Org . -ion and the
National Institutes of Health, prominent represen yes of indus-
try, and distinguished researchers.

Most Americans were surprised to learn a few years ago that
vaccine ...wiling had already begun in the African country of Zaire.
Some iesearchers have expressed concern about the nature of that
vaccine and how it is being tested.

In this country, testing may begin within a year on one or possi-
ble additional AIDS vaccines. Yet, there are many questions which
must be answered before a vaccine becomes safe, usable, and gener-

allztreVable.questions are equally pressing. Are we moving drugs that
offer the potential of a cure into clinical trials quickly enough? Is
our national research effort large enough and targeted for maxi-
mum effectiveness?

In the meantime, those who are infected need compassion, sup-
port, and the hope of a cure. Those who are at risk of infection
need counseling and education, and all of us need the commitment
and the discipline to continue to give this ails our highest priority
and to provide resources and national leadership commensurate
with that priority.

Lowell, do you want to make a statement?
Senator Wincass. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I want

to commend you for holding what I hope is one of many hearings
in this Committee concerning Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn-
drome.

As AIDS continues to spread in epidemic proportions, it is essen-
tial to continually evaluate both the current battle against AIDS
and the fig-ht on behalf of the estimated 270,000 people who will
have AIr3 in 1991.

All of these efforts will cost money, and I was pleased to see the
President did request some additional funding for AIDS research
and other LIDS-related programs in his FY '88 budget.

However, while the President proposed a small increase for AIDS
research, he also proposed a large cut in the funds for basic bio-
medical research. Such action reveals a total lack of understanding
of what is needed to fight the diseases we know about and to be
able to respond to new diseases that give us little or no warning
before they appear.

I think most of my friends in the medical community would
agree that the speed with which we identified and cloned the AIDS
virus was due in large measure to the basic research funding that
has preceded such dismvery; that, indeed, it did not happen be-
cause all of a sudden we wanted to go ahead and discover the AIDS
virus and pin all of our money and our hope on that. But because
of a consistent, long-term funding for basic research, li.o-medical
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research, we were able when the crisis hit to take care of that
matter with alacrity.

Additional funding for AIDS is Nisential, bat at the same time
we must maintain the basic research efforts that make possible so
much of what modern medical science can do. We cannot sacrifice
one for the other, we need both.

The President talks so often about being prepared and building
up budgets and arsenals in case there is a war. These preparations
are made to fight against the possibility of danger to the Nation.

But with AIDS we know there are deaths and there will be more
deaths. The Public Health Service getimates that by the end of
1991, there will have been a cumu. -ye total of more than 179,000
deaths from AIDS in the United States, with 54,000 of those occur-
ring in 1991 alone.

Thousands of people continue to die each year from cancer and
heart disease and Alzheimer's, and yet the President would propose
a retreat from the dollars that are most needed to find treatments
and cures for those diseases.

In this hundredth anniversary year of the National Institutes of
Health, the world's premiere center of health research, we must
recognize NIH is also a vital outpost of national security. Assuring
this security recrires that research and treatment efforts be sup-
ported broadly.

No one would suggest the Nation needs only a navy or an army
for the national defense and, lixew'se, the pluralistic efforts of
'health research in the Nation must be maintained.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIP.MAN. Thank you very much, Senator Weicker, for your

comments.
We welcome the Assistant Secretary for Health, Mr. Windom,

and we are glad to have him appear before our Committee. and the
Surgeon General, to have him back before this Committee. He has
produced a very excellent report on this issue previously and I
think has really demonstrated very significant and important lead-
ership for our country, and T. commend you, Dr. Koop. We look for-
ward to your testimony.

Dr. Windom.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. WINDOM, M.D ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC; AND C. EVEREIT KOOP, M.D.,
SURGEON GENERAL, U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, WASHING-
TON, DC

Dr. Wirrnom. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Senator Weicker.
We appreciate this oppartunity to a ^ear before you today to
update you on our information and edu.....tion initiatives to prevent
and control the spread of AIDS.

The war on this devastating disease continues to be the Depart-
ment's number one health priority. I am pleated to announce that
the President's fiscal year 1988 budget contains a 28-percent in-
crease for Public Health Service AM: activities, bringing the total
to slightly more than half a billion dollars.
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To data, more than 29,000 AIDS cases have been reported in this
country, with some 16,500 deaths. We estimate that 1 to 1.5 million
more Americans are infected Ly the AIDS virus and can spread it
to others even though they may currently show no signs of disease.

Present data indicate that at least 20 to 30 percent of these per-
sons can be expected to develop AIDS itself within the next five
years.

Heartening, indeed unprecedented progress has been made in re-
search on AIDS, including identification of the AIDS virus, ensur-
ing protection of the blood supply and hemophiliacs, identification
of drugs of promise and :..itiation of clinical trials, and develop-
ment of public health guidelines. Still, we have no cure, and gener-
al availability of an effective AIDS vaccine is still some years in
the future.

AIDS, it is clear, will remain a serious problem for the Nation
for years to come. Indeed, in June 1986, the report of the Public
Health Service Coolfont Planning Conference projected that by the
end of 1991, the total of AIDS cases will have exceeded 270,000,
with more than 179,000 deaths.

In the absence of a cure or a vaccine, our best hopes today for
stemming the spread of AIDS lie in ensuring that all Americans
know the ways the AIDS virus is transmitted and the practical
steps that they can take to protect themselves or, if they are al-
ready infected, to avoid spreading the virus to others.

From the beginning of the AIDS epidemic, as fast as knowledge
about the disease was generated, the Public Health Service, in col-
laboration with non-federal experts and community leaders, devel-
oped and disseminated guidelines on AIDS to health professionals
and the public.

Indeed, the 22 sets of Public Health Service guidelines that have
been issued to date have formed a basis of AIDS information and
education efforts in both the public and private sectors. Through
grants, cooperative agreements and technical assistance, the Public
Health Service has helped initiate and strengthen AIDS informa-
tion, health eductition, and risk reduction programs in States, cities
and local communities.

The Public Health Service toll-free AIDS hotline, which has been
in operation since July of 1983, provides 24-hour-a-day service to
callers from all over the Nation when they dial 1-800-342-AIDS.

The Public Health Service has also prepared and disseminated a
variety of AIDS videotapes, fact sheets, pamphlets, and ether mate-
rials targeted to population groups at special risk of infection, and
to health care workers, emergency personnel, and the general
public.

PHS is currently cooperating with the American Red Cross in a
mass media campaign on AIDS that includes public service an-
nouncements, AIDS leaflets and posters.

Among other efforts, PHS has sponsored numerous national and
regional conferences and workshops on AIDS to provide needed in-
formation about the disease to health care workers and State and
local health officials.

The agency also sponsored the first International Conference on
AIDS in April of 1985, cosponsored the second Internatirmal Con-
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ference in June of 1986, and will sponsor the third, to be held here
in Washington this coming June.

During the current fiscal year, PHS is devoting $79.5 million to
AIDS information, education and risk reduction programs, and the
President's budget proposes increasing this amount to $104 million
in fiscal year 1988.

This year, PHS is implementing a detailed and comprehensive
new public information and education plan, incorporating ir '''a-
fives to be carried out by all relevant Public Health Service agen-
cies. The Centers for Disease Control had the lead responsibility
within PHS for carrying out this plan.

Under the plan, the Public Health Service will continue and
expand the activities I have already outlined, and will undertake
important new projects that are being develcped. Efforts will target
all segments of the general publicschool and college-age Ameri-
cans who represent the potential next generation of AIDS victims,
persons now infected or at increased risk of infection, and health
care providers.

Supplementing this plan are the efforts of the Alcohol, Drug
Abuse. and Mental Health Administration to prevent the spread of
AIDS among intravenous drugs abusers. AIDS infection among N
drug abusers represents a primary source of spread to heterosex-
uals, leading to perinatal infection and serving as a particular
problem for minority populations.

Successful execution of the PHS plan will require action from
and cooperation among State, county and municipal governments,
professional and service organizations, the private sector, and other
departments of the federal government.

We expect that non-federal entities, applying their own resources
and ingenuity, will build upon and further disseminate the materi-
als and information developed through federal dollars, thereby cre-
ating a multiplier effect.

An important boost to AIDS information efforts was provided
last October by publication of the Public Health Service Surgeon
General's Report on AIDS to the American public. The Public
Health Service has undertaken extensive dissemination of this
report, which has also beer re;rinted in full in a number of outside
publications.

I want to take this opportunity to introduce to you Dr. C. Ev'rett
Koop, who gave that report and who works with us in our Public
Health Service, as we lead this effort on AIDS education. Having
jest recovered from very serious surgery, he is back in full duty
again.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Koop.
Dr. Koop. Mr. Chairman, in February of 1986 during a visit to

the Department of Health and Human Services, President Reagan
asked me to report to him and to the American people on just what
the AIDS threat was all about.

Although the United States Public Health Service and other
public and private organizations had been disseminating current
and accurate information about AIDS, there was still much misin-
formation circulating about the disease and the people at high risk.

9
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The greatest human fear is fear of the unknown. Therefore, the
President directed me to lay before the American people every-
thing that was known, and to do that in plain English.

From that day on, barely a day went by over the next eight
months that I was not involved in that assignment in some way. I
was sure that an objective report on the health and medical aspects
of AIDS could be produced, despite the presence of many sensitive
and controversial issues.

I also consciously tried to make sure that the Surgeon General's
Report on AIDS did not merely reflect my own or any single per-
son's values, opinions or prejudices. To that end, I made the maxi-
mum possible effort to secure the advice and counsel from a broad
spectrum of concerned individuals and organizations.

I consulted with the best medical and scientific experts available
from within and outside the government, but I also met with lead-
ers of many organizations concerned with the health, education
and social well-being of the American people. I wanted to hear
what they, too, had to say about the threat of the AIDS virus.

The response to my requests, I think, has been nothing short of
extraordinary. For example, Mrs. Ann Kahn, the President of the
National Parent Teachers Association, wrote to tell me that she
and her colleagues benefited greatly from our meeting, and went
on to say that she would be happy to share a copy of our report
with 25,000 local PTA units.

And then President Mary Hatwood Futrell of the National Edu-
cation Association told me she had ordered 3,000 copies of the
report for distribution to national education leaders.

After I met with Larry Braidfoot and his colleagues from the
Christian Life Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention, the
largest Protestant denomination, he said the 'meeting had been
very helpful in catalyzing within their group a focus for a growing
concern about the problem and its threat to our society and its
families.

Finally, after a joint consultation on AIDS with the Synagogue
Council of America, Rabbi Henry Michelman assured me that the
Council wished to cooperate with me in every way possible.

Those are just a few examples, Mr. Chairman, that I could offer,
but I have attached to the concluding page of my statement a list
of all 26 organizations with which I worked.

Finally, when it came to the actual writing, for which I personal-
ly take full responsibility, I tried to be as sensitive as possible to
certain feelings that had been shzred with me by many of those
same individuals and organizations, yet not be so sensitive as to
prejudice the objective information in any way.

Thanks to the contribution of many, I was able to produce a
report which I believe reflects a wide range of experience with this
disease and with many of the key issues that surround it.

10
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It presents in plain English all the most up-to-date, pertinent
and factual information that the American people need to protect
themselves and their loved ones from the spread of AIDS.

I finished the manuscript this past September. I presented it tothe Health Work Group of the White House and to the Cabinet
Council on Domestic Policy, and they accepted my report without
change and sent it on to the President, and I would like to submita copy of this for the record, sir.

[The followini, material was received for the record:)

1 i
1
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Foreword

This is a report from the Surgeon General of the

S Pubbc Heads Service to the peopk of the

rated sates on AIDS Acquired Immune Deficiency

Syndrome epidemic that has alreach lulled

thousands of people, mostly )Dung, producuve

Americans In addition to illness.duabdin, and
death AIDS has brought fear to the hearts of most
Amencuts fear of disease and fear of the unknown
Initial reporting of AIDS occurred in the United
States but AIDS and the spread of the AIDS virus

is an international problem This report focuses on
ores moon that could be appbed in all countries

sh report s dl Inform vou about AIDS. has It is
tran,nutted the reLitn e nslcs of infection and hots

to present it It will help sou understand sour fears.

Fear can be useful when tt helps people avid bets.%

tor that puts them at nsk for Alr/S. On the other

Innd unix asonabk- fear can be as crippling as the
disease itself II s ou are participating in amities that

could expose sou to the AIDS' tills this report could
SAC our life
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In prepanng this report, I consuked with the

best medical and scientific experts this country can
otfer I met with leaders of organuauons concerned

with health, education, and other aspects of our
society to gain their views of the problems associated

%IMAMS The information in this report is current
and timely

This report was smitten personally by me to pnwide

the necessars undersunding of AIDS

The vast mammy of Amencaris are against illicit

drugs As a health officer I am opposed to the u"
illicit drugs Ai a practicing phi/moan for More than
cony sears, I have seen the devastatton that blows

the use of illicit drugs addiction, poor health, fam

ily disruption, emotional disturbances and death

I applaud the President': initiative to rid this nation
of the curse of illicit drug use and addiction The
success of h s mruative is c. _alto the health of
the American people and will also he reduce the
number of persons exposed to the AIDS virus

aome Americans have difficulties in dealing with
the subiects of sex, sexual practices and alternate

hfestyles Many Americans are opposed to homo
sexuality, promiscuity of any kind, and prosutuuon

This report must deal soul all of these issues, but
does so with the intent that inbrmation and edoca

lion can change individual behavior, since mu is the
pnman way to stop the epidemic of AIDS This

report cleat: with the posteve and negative conse

quences of activities and behaviors from a health
and medical 'mint anew

Adolescents and pre adolescents are those whose
behavior we wish to especialls influence beca.ise

of th..ir vulnerabihn when they are exploring their
onn sexuahry (heterosexual arid homosexual ) and

perhaps experimenting with drugs Teenagers often
consider themseh es immortal, and these voung
people max he pu n sehes at great risk

9

A

Edit, ion about AIDS should start in early de
mem sshe,ilai aid at home so that children can

',tog the behavior to avoid to protect
exrxrure to the AIDS virus The

JS rat. pntxide an opportunity for par
instill in thrir ^h Wen their own moral and

ethical vindards
Those of us v are parents, educators and cirm

munitv leaders "'deed all adults, cannot disregard
this responsibil to educate our young The flied
is critical anc ,ne price of neglect is high The Ines

of our swung people depend on our fulfilhng our
responsibility

AIDS is an infectious disease It is contagious
but it cannot be spread in the same manner as a

common cold or measles or chicken pox It is con
ugious in the same way that sexually transmitted

diseases such as ssphilis and gonorrhea, are conu
pious AIDS can also be spread through the sharing

of intravenous drug needles and syringes used kir
'meeting illicit drugs

AIDS is not spread by common es entlas contact
but hv sexual contact ( penis vagina, penis rectum

mouth rectum, mouth vagina, mouth penis) Yet
there is great misi,^A standing i mg in
unfounded fear that AIDS can be spread by casual,

non sexual contact The first cases of AIDS were

reported in this country in 1981 We would know
by now if AIDS were passed hs casual, non sexual

intact

Today those practicing high risk behaoor who
oecome infected with the AIDS virus are bond mains

among homosexual and bisexual men and male and
female infra% enous drug users I letin 'sexual trans

mission is expected to account fir an increasing

pmponion of those who become infected with the
AIDS VIRI, in the future

r
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At the beginning of the AIDS epidemic mans

Amencans had little wmpaths for people with AIDS
The feeling was that somehow people from certain

groups deserved' their illness. let us put those
feelings behind us e are fighting a disease, not

people Those who are *each afilaled are sick
people and need our care as do all sick patients

The county s must face this epidemic as a unified

when Vie must present the spread of AIDSs hile at
the same time preserving our humans and =macs

AIDS is a life threatening disease and a nuior pub
lip heath issue Its impact on our society is and will

continue to be devastating B the end of 1991, an
estimated 2-0 WO cases of AIDS will have occurred
with I-9 000 deaths within the decade since the

disease was first recognized In the vear 1991, an

estimated 145 000 patients with AIDS will need health

and supportive senates a a total cost of between S8

and $16 billion How ever AIDS is preventable It can
be controlled by changes in personal behavior It is

the responsibilin of even citizen to be inbred
about AIDS and to exercise the appropriate presets
toe measures This report mil tell mu how

The spread t MD, can and must he stopped

C Eerett isrx,p 'ID 'v. I)
Surgeon General

10
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A

AIDS

AIDS Caused by Vfrus

The letters AIDS stand for Acquired Immune
Deficien Sirdrome %hen 2 person is sick with

AIDS he she is in the final stages of a sews of heakh pea&
kits caused by a virus (germ 1 that can be passed from one

person to another clue& dung sexual con=1 of through
the sharing of intravenous drug needles and emges used
br shouting drugs Scientists have named the AID; virus
HIV or H11 or WI These abbrevisuons stand be

inbrmauon denoung a virus that attacks white blood o-Us
(T Isrnphocires) in the human blood Throughout this
pubb:ationose wig cal the me the "AIDS Anis The

Arum &mimeo/AIDS:mu onith cut auuyt*se alumna
anintc r reproductive) matend

11,, .r di8r rtnt mar µnrnu. iilri mos hl the
scoenur, communin

Hurun Irrnunodeklenc, Virus
HTL% Ill Huntul TL mphmphrwnpw Cirus T,pe HI
UV L,nphark-opath, Assoc-1.2rd inns
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S A

AIDS runs attacks a perSof, immune event and damages
his her abilm to fight tithe! cltsease Without a functionina
Immune mstern to ward off tither germs, he she fA se

beet wilf, vulnefahlt to hemming infected hs Kama
ptta 'nu, Imp and A Whet flfltses and nuagnanoe, winch
ma rause hie threatening illness, such as pneimtnu
meningitis and Cant el-

No Known Cure

Then is pnsenth no a tin in All Ys Then is presenth an

same to prennt All Ys

Vents !panda !Read Stream

When the Allis rents enters the Maud stream n begins

to attack ten= white hk and T Lsinpha testes ) Sub

stances called anulsodses at produced In the buds These
antilOdieS can he detected in the Mood by a sample test

usually two weeks to three months after infection Even

beisre the anntroch test is pasanie. the noun can nit, the
Iftis to others ray methods that wall be expLuned

Once an uidmdual Ls infected there are several pram!

Imbues Some people man remain well ben csen to they are

al* to infect others Others mar develop a disease that ts
less seams than AIDS referred tat 25 AIDS Reiand Complex

(ARC) In SOW people the protector .mmune system ma
be destroyed bs the stns and then other germs bactena.

fungi and other onuses) and Cancc. that awdn

nanh ssouki never get a friothold cause opponunistic

diseases using the opportunsiy of kneeled resistance

to infect and deans Some of the mast common are
Pneumorans carom manna nu and tube rank nu lath
Weals tamed with the AID, sines ma, also Limit ip cerum

nip, of cancers such as kaput s Urn Ma These mimed
people has, damn All Y., halt nee shams s that the All is

Sims mh. ala a JUL k the nervous sweat eatising damage

u I nu brain

to
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No Signs

tit nee people r nun apparent) well after infection with
the AIDS anus Thes mar haw ma physic* apparent ssi qs

ktrns of illness flowerer if pan., precautions are not
used win sexual MotaCts and or intravenous thug use,

these infected IntihILILL21% Can 'plead u o vines to others

Aim nu what dunks he or she infected or inmisect in

high risk betray-Ion shank! re n donate his her Mantel

Organ limo, or sperm because thes 171A am eintaun

the AIDS sines

ARC

Albs-Related omplex (AR( )LS . 0 melanin ,aused In the
tilt is ones in which the patient tests posers , for AIDS

infecuon and has a specific set of the ;cal ssmptoms Hots

eat! ARC plum, svinp.oills are oft s le, see ere than
tMre with the disease ar cal cl."ssic AIDS Sams and

sr, ern was of ARC ma, include kits of appetite weight ken

tern night sweats skin rashes diarrhea, tiredness Lack of
-esimancs to infection Of sifollen Is mph nodes These are

also signs Intl WrnpILmns of mans other disease, and a

physician should he on-tanked

IDS

On', a quabfied health pn itessional can diagnose AIDS

who h is the resuk a,f a natural progress of infectIL xn IT the

MY, aims AIDS dennws the bath s immune ( defense I
nstem and Aka, a nhermu ea nu-nibble infections to
invade the Ind, and cause addma anal diseases These

oraportuntsue diseases would not othmoisc wan a let 'Mold

the bath These oppornininc due ases mar eventualls

.1115, death

Some swam nu ,nel signs of AMA and the a ppa inumme

Infix noes mar inelad, a pesist, ni a ough and User as,
taunt wah shortness of lip alb or difficult breathing and
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A

mat be the swoons of Prieunioosts carom pneumonia
klukgale purplish blotches and bumps on the stun mat be
a sign of Kaposs s sarcoma. The AIDS virus in al infected

people is essentials the same the reacuons of individuals
ma differ

Long Tenn

The AIDS emu nut also attack the :venous stem and
cause delayed damage to the bran This damage mat
take seats to destiny and the smptoms mat show up as
memos loss indifference. lass of coordsnauon, onol
paraksis, or mental disorder These smptoms may occur
alone or with other stmptoins menuoned earlier

*MS, the present situation

The number of people esumated to be infected with
the AIDS tins m the I_ filed Stales is about 15 stallion

Al of these ntheiduals are assumed to be capable of spread
mg the taus SeXUallt (heterosexuals or homosonalk ) or
bs sharing needles and snnges et other implements for
umarenous drug use Of these, an estimated 100000 to
203030 wilcome down loth AIDS Related Complex (ARC)
It s difficult to predict the number who wi0 develop ARC

or AIDS because smptoms sorneumes take as long as tune
wars to shoot up Widen our present knowledge soenusts
predict that 2n ,030 percent ot those infected with the
AIDS on des clop an tines that its an accepted
definition tifiuDs within Ste sews The number of persons
known to ha, e AIDS in the I_ need States to date is air
25 000 of these about half have died of the disease Since
there is no cure the ethers are expected to also eventual,
die from their disease

Thal 'tuition of infected antilsoth pouts,: a-An-idiot.
Who C2IT, the ilDs suns sheen no disease smptoms and
ma not come damn with the disease for man tears, deter

12

A

No Ask front Gunn! Contact

There ts no known nsk a 4 non sexual infection in most of

the situations ne encounter in our dak lees We know that
Emu". members hying with car/ "duals who have the AIDS
nrus do not become in fe,ted except through sexual
contact There is no evidence of transtrussion ( spread ) of
AIDS srus Err wends contact even thous!. these beady
members shared food towels cups razors even tooth
brushes and kissed each other

Hasid, Wailers

We km., nen ml ire a it heal h care norken exposed
All mots icy a _ neanh'nxkesn ho nem

cannt i.r ;Ms :awn- ha n the, n ere sari _
careful, scuttled and tested ix infects. with the AIDS
van These doctors nurses and oche health care givers
have been exposed to the AIDS pate nts blood stool and
other hoch Buds Approximate!, of these health
workers reported post h:: addition il exposure Mr duvet

1 7
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A C S

.[(sou or ear partner is a high reic mad mouth contact

mill the penes. vagina tr rectum

/sued al sexual alyssum...1mb souk l cane CUM or leas

in the linings of the rectum, vagina, or pew

. single teen ape pads have been gamed that Premix.,
and contracting sexual transomed diseases can be the

result of only one an of sexual intercourse Tim have
been taught a .ay ND ro sod They hey been taught lo

sot VO 10 drug0 By saying AC) to an and dnie rhos can

mad AIDS winch can NI them, The sane e the kir
teenage boys who slmukl also not have rectal atercourse

with other males It ma, result n AIDS

. Do not have sex with Marl a% Infected male and
female progrutei an frequently also Intravenous drug
farms therehre. they May infra diens th venal inter

ose and other intemenous atm abusers by Manna

thew intosenous drug equipMent Female fatadaies

aim can Wad heir unbam holm.

A0q

rent n Msrevorwa nrecir area romp, amecon Misled usth
bkr,P, at cos consaln the ARM emu

A 1

Intraveshois Drug Veen

Drug abuses who urea drugs tom their vests an another
populauon group a high risk and with high rates of inlet
Mitt, the AIDS virus Lsers of IntraVennuS drugs make up
25 percent of the cases of AIDS throughout the country

The AIDS virus is caned ri contaminated blood left tri the
needle, syringe or other drug related onplements and the

virus Is mimed r x, the new mom by reuse dory 91,111$3

and needles. Even me smalest snare of mfected bkod
left in a used needle rx ',Wee GM cram IOC AIDS vin
to be passed on to the nest user of dose duty implements

No one should shoot up drugs because addrtion, poor

health Einuly derupuon emotional chsttubances arid

death could fugue fkierver main drug users an addicted
to drugs and for one real on or another her not (lunged

Mot behetor For nese people the only watt not to get
AID., a ro user cent. perm* unused needle Amite
rot am other implement nect-ean h ir the Iniection

drug solution

Hemophilia

Some /Mims vath hemophdo t a Mood ckrung disorder
that maim them subtect to bleeding ) have been infected

with the ABA erus either through blood transfuu in or
the use ofhktd products that help thew blood clot Now
that we know hoe to prepare sale blood tin iduCtS staid d

clotting, the is unhitch to happen The group represent.,
a iris ,171.111percentagt of Mt caws of Atte this

cuntr,

Blood lhanalution

Currenth al Mood dots es at inmaIly screened and blood
is not acciptol from high risk indroduai, Si rd that has
been o Act k w use mews' kr the preserre o tf antisx1,

%Ifs viru, llowever some msmk may her had a
hIn id ors Moon pox to starch 1915 lw* in et knew hoe

n screen hku d ifw cafe trarefies m and ma h.< hen 'Mt
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A D S

AIDS: IAN 4 currently underMood

though AIDS is culla mnsterious disease en man
ways our sax-nags have leaned a great deal about

In five iris cur IMOw more about AIDS than mans diseases

that we haw studied the even kager periods Shea there
Ls no narcine or cure the results from the heath and

hciumoral reseach exinunurun can only aid to our knead
edge and incase emu understanding of the disease and

.2t., to prevent and via it
In site of all that ts known about transmesion of the

AIDS vines scientirts will wan More One povethrlin is the

I Vino ours
trine blood cells

26
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lw to r /Hal dtset nets of factors them rna, better explain the

met hantsm of AI I ronlectu nu

gin ere tba. annlx.thesproduced In the both to fight Ow

A105 iv:a not able In de:ft') that eirsz,

The anntx xhes detected 3n the Mt. xl of earners of the

Ally. urns art me &one at least when e La.( AIDS.
aetualh muttered Than cannot check the damage 11tr4.,1

its the virus which is Im then present in king number.
en the bosh Reseal:hen cannot explain Out IMport.int
e ki.enanon Re sun do rug know sehs the Ally. virus ts
nun destnned hs nuns immor sum

Summary

Ally. no longer is the et me ern of acts one segment of

runty it is the concern of us all. rso AMUIL.111, life is in

danger ef he she or their sexual pan nets do not engage

in high ask sexual hehaxr <If use shared needles or

sInnges to imect 'Urn drugs no the hod,
People who engage in high rrsk sexual hehzmor or who

shoot drugs are risking infection with the AIDS sou and
ate risking their Inrs and the Inrs of others including
their unborn children

we cannot vet 100% the full impact of AIDS on our

semen From a clinical point of VW. there ma be net
man, stanexts of AWN-- ix example, mental disturbances
due to the infection of the bran hs the AIDS elms in
earners of the suss From a social point of mew it ma

hnng to an end the free wheeling w-xual haunie winch has

been called the sexual remlution Ewnomicalls the on of
&MS patients vi put a urmffiau scram on o tier .dreath

eth urdenml and costh health care dr.lner, system

The most ttrtam was tO aesnd getung the All is onus and

ut amtrol the AIDS eindenuc in the l need states ts tt
individuals to anal prortuscuous sexual practices Cu, main

tam mutual/. faithful monogarnt3us sexual ri Lltx ',turn

And t at nd injecting illicit drugs
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Look to the Future

Ilat Orating" of the Fulmer

Alenonnots challenge to public heath Yes ahead of
and we tumid do well m take a kok a the funue

lir MUa be prepared to manage those lungs we can pre

dn. as well as those we cannot

At the present time there is no saccine to prevent AIDS

Theft to no cure AIDS, which on be transmitted sexually

and In shanng needies and sinnges among tics inane
nous ding wen, is bound to produce profound changes

In our sons. changes that teal affect us al

Inforrnation and Education
Ors& Weapon s Against AIDS

It is owned tat tri 1991 54,002 people All tie from AIDS
At the moment mans of them are not mfected with the
AIDS taus \lath proper information and education. as

mans as 12.000 to 1.000 people could be saved tn 1991

from dealt Is AIDS

AIDS WU haspar t All

The changes in our snorts will be economic and political

and till aced our social insoutions, our educational par

aces. and our heath care Akhough AIDS may never touch
sou personage the societal Impact tenni* will

Be Educated- Be Prvparad

Be prepared learn as much about Alfa as vt,t, can -am
inns vennfic inforrnalg in from rumor and rmih

Die Whit Heakh C 1 4 tor local public health officals

and sour fartuk physic an all be able to help sou

.57-133 0 - a6 - 2 QL 3)
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Concern About *mad
o AIDS

Slide the concenaatx, ,f AIDS cases a in the latter
urban area [adz it has been fit wd m even use and
with th e rnobOn of our societs, a s hkels that cases of
AIDS will appear fa tilde

*Reda! Educational
Concern,

There are a number of people, prima*
adolescents. that

do MI yet know, they MI be homosetualor become drug
abusers and will not heed the message-e, there are others
who ate Anew and cannot heed the message They mug
he reached and aught the nix be hat that expose them
to infection with the AIDS lints

High Risk Get Blood Test

The greatest public health problem hes in the large num
bet of uxhvicluak math a hmon &high ink behavior who
have been mimed with and maybe spreading the AIDS
virus, Those with high re* behavior must beencouraged
to protect others In adopting safe sexual practices and hi
the use of clean equipmeru for

intravenous drug use If a
blood test fir anti:odes to the AIDS virus is necessary to
get these indinduak to use safe sexual practices, they
should get a blood test Call sour local health department
fix inf,rnaoto on where to get the test

Anger and Guilt

Some (*orb. Jfficird with AID, will feel a sem, of anger
and hers a .erase .0 guilt in spite of these understand
able reactions anemone must ion the elfon to control
the epidemic to onside fir the ore of those with AIDS,
and to do all we can to infirm and educate others about
AIDS and how to present it

25
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Confidentiality

Because of the stigma that has been as armed with Ailis

mans afilicted with the disease or who are infected with

the AIDS mu are relmtant to be identified with AIDS
Flecause there is no vaccine to prevent AIDS and no cure

many fed there is nothing to be gamed by revealing sexual

contacts that might also be infected with the AIDS minus

When a community or a state requires reporting of those

mimed with theAIDS mu to public health authonues in
order to trace sexual and intravenous drug contacts as is

the practue with other sexual% iransnutted diseases thaw
infected with the AIDS virus go undeiground out
of the mainstream of health care and education For this

reason current public health practice is to protect the

prim() of the individual infected with the LIDS one and
to suntan the strictest confidentsahry concerning his her

heath rewords

Slots and local ALM
Risk Forces

Many state and local iunschcti ins where AIDS has been

seen in the greatest numbers hams IDS task fort -s with

heavy representation from the field of public health Rimed

Fry others who can speak broadly to issues of access to

care, provision of care and the availabdsty of community
and MCIUATIC SUppOrt services Suds a Mit litre is needed

tri every corrimunav with the power to develop plans and

policies, to speak, and to act Ex thy good of the public

health at every level

State and local task forces should ;den ahead an i msk

collthoratwely with other runsclicuons to reduce transme
son of AIDS by far reaching m fermata mal and educational

programs M AIDS impacts more strongls on taxies the,
should be charged with making recommendations to pro

de for the needs of Mose armored with AIDS This also

will be in the best position to answer the concerns and
direct the actmues of those who arc not infected with the

AIDS virus

30
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The responsibility of State and kral task forces should

he for reaching and might include the following areas

Insure enforcement of public health regulation of such
practices as ear piercing and tattooing to prevent trans

mesian of the AIDS virus

Conduct AIDS education programs for police firemen,

correctional institution workers and elllergeriC1 medial
personnd for dealing with AIDS victims and the public

Inure that institutions catering to children or adults
who sod themselves ix their surnxindings with urine,

54701, and vonutus have adequate equipment he cleanup

and disposal, and have policies to MUM the practice of
good hygiene

School

Schi rib will have special problems in the future In addition

to the guidelines akradi mentioned in this pamphlet
there are other things that should be considered such as

sex education and education of the handicapped

Sec Education

Education concerning AIDS must stun at the lowest grads

pousble as pan of am health and hygiene program The

appearance of AIDS could hnng together dame groups
of parents and educators with apprising views on mclu

son of sex education in the curricula There is now no
doubt that we need sex education in schools and that it

must include information on heterosexual and homosexual

Unormlups The threat of AID% should be sufficient to per

mit a tax education curriculum with a heavy emphasis on

past-num of AIDS and other sexually transmuted diseases

Yandlcappal and Special
Education

Children with AIDS or ARC will Fie ayti (ding school along

with others who earn the AIDS VITUS Sarni chidren will

develop brain disease which will produce char es in mental

31
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Omarrwtarte

Quarantine has no role in the management of AIDS because

AIDS (snot spread bs casual contact The onh time that

some form of quarantine might be indicated is in a sltua

non where an individual carrying the AIDS VIS.310509,19)115

and willingly continues to expose others through sexual

contactor shanng drug equipment SUCIICIKUMSCIIIM

should be managed on a c^se by case basis ls bead

thortnes

Identification of AIDS Conies
by Spine Visible Sign

Those who suggest the marking of comers of the AIDS

virus's} some vise* sign have not thought the matter

through thoroughly It would require testing of the enure
popubuon Muth is unnecessary, unmanagekle and costh

It would miss those recently infected mdimduals who
would tea negatwelt but be infected The more procedure
mould gnr a Elbe sense of secant) Allis must and will be

treated as a disease that can infect anyone AIDS should

not be used as an excuse to disciinnmae arr,Lunst am group

or indnidual

Updating Information

As the Surgeon General, t will continual's monitor the

nux4 current and accurate health, medical, and scientific

informant si and make it avaibli sou the Amencan
people Armed mouth this tnformation you L. in y nn in the

discussion and resolution of Ann, related MU, tf t are
cntkal to your health your chikken heakh usi the health
of thi nation

Additional Information

Arkpbone Hotlines
(Tha Free)

PHS AIDS Hotline

WM 342 AIDS

800 342 243"

National soma% Mum
mined Diseases Hahne
American Social Health

Associmon
800 22' 8922

Infornaatian Smarm

('S Pub& Health Se race
Public Affairs Office

Hubert H Humphrey

Builchng Room "29 H

200 Independence Avenue
Sat

Vashington DC 20201
Phone- ( 202 2 4S 686'

National Gay Task Force

AIDS Information I iodine
MOO 221 "-044

12121Kr 6016 t NY Slate)

Local RedCris or
American Red Om
NOS kducanon Office
1'30D Street N
IX ash ingtn, D C 20006

Phone ( 2021'3" 8500

American ilsocsanon of
Pbyuciansfor
Human Rwha
PO lox 14366
San Francisco CA 941,4

Phone- ( 415 1558 9353

ADS Acton Council
'29 Fighth Stress S F

suut. 200

Vashington DC 2000;
Phone 1202154' 5101

Gm, Nen 5 Health Crisis

PO Hos 2 "4

152 Ism 24th Stress

Nev. kirk KOH

Phony 212180' 0655

28
1,

r
; 11

limansc NHS forum
c o APRFI)

853 13roadwa5 Suite 200'

New Mirk, NY 10003

Phone ( 212)8'0 1902 or
11-0 1861

Lois Angeles ALIS Prwct

1562 santa Monica

Ilinik's-ard

1A6 Angeles CAHN-ma
90046

121)08"1 tufts

45
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Mina* Task lbws on AIDS
vo New Park Ch Council
(A Cheeses
475 Pnersade Dee,
Roan 456
New w& NY 10115

Phone (212)749-L14

Molten °JAMS Patients
(MAP)

c/o Barbara Peabody
3403 E Save
San Diego CA92102

1619) 234 3432

Artmonal S Aenvork

'29 Eighth Sam S E.
Suite 300

Washington D C 20003
(202) 546-2424

National Asoxiatio
People u4i6
PO Box 654-'2
Washington, D C 20035
(202)483 '9'9

National Cookron of Gay
Sena* Bunsmitted
Disease Senlees

o Malt Betz
PO Box 239
Atheultee, WI 53201
Phone (414) 2'671

of

Mammal Council of
Cburcbm/AIDS Rah Rya?
475 Pnerede Dee,
Room 572

Near ltek, NY 10115

Phone (212)8701421

San AwmcMcoNDS
Itiundatkos
333 Valencia Street,
4th Floor

San Francterk CA 94103
Phone (415)863 2437

25
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During the preparation of the &neon General's &wort an Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome, Surgeon General C. Everett (loop, MD, met personally ilx)-rr vately with
representatives of the following groups:

AIDS Advocacy Groups

AIDS Action Council
National Coalition of Black Lesbians and Gays
National Minority AIDS Council

Business

American Council on Life Insurance
Health Insurance A monition of America
Washington Buidnaes Group on Health

Education

National Association of Elementary School Principals
National Association of Secondary School Principals
National Association of State Boards of Education
National Education Association
National Parents and Teachers Association

Health

American Dental Association
American Hospital Maculation
American Medical Association
American Nurses Association
American Osteopathic Association
American Red Cross
National Hemophilia Foundation

Labor

American Federation of Teachers
Service Employees Int rnational Union

Public Officials

Association of State and Territorial Health Officers
National Association of County Health Officials
U.& Conference of Local Health Officers

Religion.

Christian Life Council of the Southern Baptist Convention
National Council of Churches of Christ
Synagogue Council of America
U.& Catholic Conference

30
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Dr. Koop. I would like to emphasize, too, Mr. Chairman, that
throughout this assignment I was accorded full independence to
pursue the research and writing of my report in whatever manner
I thought appropriate, and at no time did anyone try to exercise
any undue influence on the outcome.

If I could give you just what I think are the three highlights of
the report, they would be these. First, the risk of infection in-
creases with increased numbers of sexual partners, male or female.
Anyone who engages in free-wheeling, casual sex is playing a dan-
gerous game.

Unless you know with absolute certainty that your sex partner
has not become infected with the AIDS virus through sex or drug
use, you are taking a chance on becoming infected.

Conversely, unless you are absolutely certain that you yourself
are not the AIDS virus, you must consider the possibility
that you can ect others.

Second, the best protection against the infection right now, bar-
ring abstinence, is the use of a condom. A condom should be used
during sexual relations from start to finish with anyone whom you
are not absolutely sure is free of the AIDS virus.

And, third, we need to get the facts about this disease to every
American. The Public Health Service has the responsibility to pro-
vide clear and accurate information about AIDS to all segments of
our society. In particular, our youth must understand that sexual
activity and V drug use can lead to AIDS.

The Public Health Service will provide educators with requested
factual and timely information about AIDS, but families, along
with parent and community groups and State and local school
boards, have the primary responsibility for educating the ycung.

These groups should determine how best to employ this informa-
tion, with consideration of their own values, to achieve the goal of
preventing AIDS among young people.

Mr. Chairman, I believe the threat of AIDS is serious enough to
permit the kind of education that emphasizes the prevention of
AIDS and other sexually-transmitted diseases. The need is critical
and the price of neglect is hip.

As part of our own education and information effort, we have al-
ready distributed 250,000 copies of the Surgeon General's Report on
AIDS in answer to telephone and mail requests. And, in addition,
such publications as the Journal of the American Medical Associa-
tion and the Los Angeles Times have reprinted the report in full
for their readers. And we have made camera-ready copies available
to a number of national organizations who wish to do their own
printing and distribution, and one of these has gone to every
health officer of each of the 50 States.

The report has been copied elsewhere. For example, the govern-
ments of France and Australia have informed us that they intend
to reprint and distribute the report among their own citizens.

With this kind of reception, Mr. Chairman, I believe the Surgeon
General's Report on A MIS is having the salutary effect the Presi-
dent had hoped for not only here m the United States, but else-
where in the world as well.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would be pleased to answer ques-
tions.



The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Koop. I think all of us
who have followed this issue in the Congress and outside as well
have to commend you for the leadership that you have been provid-
ing and the courage with which you have brought this to the atten-
tion of the American people.

I think that your presentations have been very clear. I would
like to review a couple of the significant facts, because I under-
stand that unless we find a cure for the disease, between 20 and co
percent of those infected will eventually develop the full-blown dis-
ease. Is that correct?

Dr. Koop. That is correct. Because of the long incubation period,
sir, it is absolutely, impossible for anyone to tell you how many of
those who have the virus and are now asyiptomatic will come
down with the classic AIDS syndrome or something less. Your fig-
ures are correct, but they could be higher.

The CHAIRMAN. And the disease so far has proven a hundred per-
cent fatal, is that correct?

Dr. Koop. That is correct, Si:.
The CHAIRMAN. And it is true, is it not, that unless we mount an

aggressive campaign to control the spread of the disease, the
number of infected Americans could climb as high as five million
by 1991?

Dr. Koop. I think that is correct because we have neither a drug
for cure nor a vaccine for prevention.

The CHAIRMAN. It seems that our best efforts are, one, the devel-
opment of a vaccine, and second, the whole question of education.
You have ;dentiF,d these goals in your report.

Now, your recommendations require support from all levels of
government End the private sector. What do you think should be
the role of the federal government in terms of the information
campaign?

Dr. Koop. I think it is the obligation of the federal government,
particularly the Public Health Service, to make available to the
States, to the people, to the private sector, all of the information
that we know scientifically and demonstrate to them our willing-
ness to work with them in any way that we can, perhaps even set
up cooperative demonstration projects.

But inasmuch as education and information are the only weap-
ons we have against AIDS, it will require extreme cooperation, and
we have to be innovative in the manner in which we do this be-
cause we are dealing with some people who are victims of this dis-
ease and are possible victims in the future who are not literate
enough to follow a report such as we have written, and we have to
reach those people as well.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, do you think the federal government role
is adequate, given the nature of the crisis today?

we can. We will be coming out with as much information as I think
the public and the State and local health officers can absorb, and
we will be standing behind them to help in way that we can.

and the material, the information that you had had available based

Dr. Koop. I think it is, sir, and I think that we are gathering mo-
mentum; we are getting up more steam. We are working as hard as

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you, as a result of your own study

32
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upon scientific information, should the American people be con-
cerned about catching the disease from casual contact?

Dr. Koop. No, sir. AIDS is not
The CHAntr.AN. Let mebecause we have people watching this

and for the record, it is important. We are talking about in the
workplace, we are talking about food service workers, or even from
infected children in schools.

I would like to hear your answer and I want you to tell us what
is the basis of your scientific information that leads you to that
conclusion.

Dr. Koop. All of the studies that have been done in the private
sector, in government, the surveillance by the Centers for Disease
Control, would indicate that AIDS is not passed by non-sexual,
casual contact.

There is no evidence that you can get it by sharing towels, by
sleeping in the same bed, by usi ig the same telephone, not even by
using-thesame toothbrush. You do not get it from pets; nor is
there any -evidence that you can catch it from insects such as mos-
quitoes.

I think that we have demonstrated as well as one can scientifi-
cally that these are factual statements, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Your report advocates that voluntary testing for
infection be kept strictly confidential. This contrasts with the prac-
tice with regard to other venereal diseases where the public het ith
department often traces contacts to decrease the risk of contagion.

Why do you feel this practice is inappropriate with AIDS?
Dr. Koop. Because the stigma that has been associated with

AIDS is real. Many afflicted with the disease or who are infected
with the virus are reluctant to be identified with AIDS. And be-
cause there is no vaccine and no cure, many feel there is nothing
to be gained by revealing their sexual contacts who might also be
infected with the virus.

And when a community or Staie requires reporting of those in-
fected with the AIDS virus to public health authorities in order to
trace those sexual or intravenous drug contacts, as is the practice,
as you have mentioned, with other sexually-transmitted diseases,
those who are infected with the AIDS virus tend to go underground
and out of the mainstream of health care and education.

And for this reason, public health practice now in this country is
to protect the privacy of A. e individual infected with the AIDS and
to maintain the strictest confidentiality concerning his or her
health records.

The CHAIRMAN. In your report, you state that quarantine has no
role in the management of AIDS. Can you explain why this is the
case? Are there any situations where quarantine is appropriate?

Dr. Koop. First of all, to identify those people who should be
quarantined would be a prodigious, probably impossible task, and
maybe even cost-prohibitive. You would be dealing with, if you
could find them all, as you have already stated, sir, millions of
people.

Inasmuch as I have stated that casual, non-sexual contact is not
a source of contagion, it does not seem that that kind of quarantine
would be worthwhile.

71-317 - 87 - 2
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The 0amitsum. Dr. Windom, we are glad to have you here. We
have the recommendations. First of all, do you agree with the IOM
recommendations on the appropriate level of national AIDS re-
search an public health commitment?

Dr. Wninom. The IOM's report certainly was well received and
we agree with their goals; we hope that they can be achieved. I
think that the progress we are making now is certainly going
toward that goal, and I think from year to year we will see it in-

TcrealentumassAN. Through the past few days, I have heard the Sec-
.

retary of Defense and the Secretary of Education. One responds
that you cannot solve problems by throwing money at them; the
Secretary of Defense believes that probably you can.

Let us put that aside as a debater's point t ld look at the real
allocations of priorities in these areas.

In terms of the dollar figures in the area of research, you have
approximately a $91 million increase, up to $413 million, which is
not even half of what the recommended figures were in terms of
coming to grips in a serious way with this scourge that is giving us
100 percent fatalities.

You have also proposed a very amount for education
you proposed $112 million; again, $1 illion is what has been rec-
ommended figures which could be appropriately, usefully, effec-
tively spent in this area.

We must stress education now, given the certain lag that W3
have before we can make a use of vaccine available. How do you
justify that? Are you going to oppose the efforts that I and others
are going to make to try and make sure that you get adequate
funding in terms of both the education and the medical research
program in the budget?

Dr. WINDOM. Senator, the issue of AIDS is our priority in the
Public Health Service and in the Department of Health and
Human Services. At this time education is our major effort to
really

oday
come forth with a means by which we can prevent that dis-ease t.

The funding needs projected for 1991 by the IOM indicate that
they agree that we need support and effort from every pari; of our
country. We need the media, which have done an excellent job to
date with hour-long or longer television programs, and cooperation
in the education effort throughout our society.

Through the Public Health Service as a resource of the knowl-
edge and the best information known todaywhich v. X11 be chang-
ing as we go forthwe will be able to provide effective information
and education.

I think the progress has been very rapid in that short time, since
five-and-a-half years ago this disease was not known. We are stress-
ing and using the funds very adequately, along with support and
cooperation from many other segments of our society and govern-
ment.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am not sure that completely responds to
the question, but I

Dr. WINDOM. In the area of research, we ha"e given top priority
to AIDS research throughout tin Public Health Service, and we
have no plans whatsoever to decrease that emphasis.
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As Senator Weicker indicated earlier, the basic biomedical struc-
ture that we have in our federal programs and throughout the
nation has made it possible for us to advance so rapidly.

So, besides just targeted money for AIDS, there will be many
areas of research going on that will have benefits that will spin off
to the disease like it has in many other diseases.

The CHAIRMAN Just one or two points. One is I think you can
demonstrate quite clearly from an examination of the NIH budget
that you are really robbing Peter to pay Paul; that you are taking
resources from research in the areas of cancer and a wide variety
of other kinds of diseases where there is a high degree of approval
of various research programs under the peer review system that
ought to be funded and that can really make a very significant and
major impact in terms of the quality of health of the American
people and siphoning those resources off to the AIDS program.

I will give you an opportunity to respond or you can respond in
greater detail, but I think any fair examination of the budget
would have to draw that conclusion, and that is wrong; that i-
wrong.

And I want you to be very clear that we are going to do every-
thing we post-9)1y can to redress that kind of a situation. I %. ould
give you an opportunity to comment, if you want, on it.

Dr. WINDOM. Senator, each year there has been a continual in-
crease in the awards and the funding of the National Institutes of
Health. Also, this next year there will be the highest number of
research award grants ever in history. So we do not feel that we
are sacrificing other r' *arch, but we are trying to bring some sta-bility to that funding level.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, as you know, the administration is recom-
mending cuts in NIH of $649 million this year and next year. Sena-
tor Weicker makes these points very well as a member of the Ap-
propriations Committee that basically the increases are coming as
a result of the actions here in the House and Senate.

I do not want to divert the thrust of these hearings other than to
make sure that we put in some perspective, as we begin these hear-
ings and other committees do, about where we are in terms of both
the research and the education program.

Dr. Koop, I would just say finally and then I would yield to Sena-
tor Weicker, that one of the programs that we see not so frequently
or sometimes with childrenon those St.turclay mornings, you seea whole series of cartoons. There never seems to be any interven-
tion in terms of whether it is AIDS or other public health kinds of
questions.

I am sure yon are familiar that those cartoons run from God
only knows what time, early in the morning until noontime, and it
is an ongoing and continuing process. You might just get a look at
it and see what opportunity there might be for intervention in
those areas.

Having gone through the holiday season with some little grand-
nieces and nephews and hearing those television programs early in
the morning and knowing their rapt attention, there may be an op-
portunity for early intervention.

Senator Weicker.
Senator WMCKKR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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First of all, to the Surgeon General I would like to say that I
think this report of yours on AIDS is a,. outstanding piece of work.
Since this is being carried across the country, I wonder if you
might tell the average citizen how he or she can obtain a copy of
this report.

Di. KOOP. They can write to the Public Health Service and re-
ceive this Let me see if I can find the number. The local Red Cross
will supply it The number you could call in Washington is 202-245-
6867, but we have another line which I do not see here. I am sorry.
I do not think it is in this.

You can call the hotline for more information on the disease
itself and you can get information on how to obtain the report at
the hotline number, 1-800-342-AIDS.

Senator WEIMER. Well, indeed, if there is any of the Surgeon
General's staff here that can supply the mailing address for a re-
quest, I wish they w-ould do so because I think that no one book
encapsulizes the problem better than this work. While there is no
final solution to the problem, the Surgeon General's report certain-
ly highlights those steps that could be taken as a matter of precau-
tion.

I also want to read the conclusion of the Surgeon General's open-
ing letter. I might add this letter, as is ind;cated in the reportwas
not written by any staff member; it was written by the Surgeon
General.

Dr. Koop says, "At the beginning of the AIDS epidemic, many
Americans had little sympathy for people with AIDS. The feeling
was that somehow people from certain groups deserved their ill-
ness. Let us put those feelings behind us. We are fighting a disease,
not people. Those who are already afflicted are sick people and
need our care as do all sick patients."

I just want to say both in terms of its science and it terms of its
editorializing, this is one good piece of work.

Dr. Windom, I am going to ask some questions that I realize
might be P little contentious, but ' think they are deserving of
some response. I want to point out also to all those attending the
hearing that the cooperation which Dr. Windom, as the Assistant
Secretary of Health, has given to this Senator, and indeed to the
Appropriations Committee, has just been outstanding.

It was lar .ly through his efforts that I was able to achieve addi-
tional funding for the clinical trials of AZT on the floor of the
Senate last year, and he has been totally responsive to any matter
that has been raised before hir I express that az a matter of our
personal relationship rather than the budgets, which I plan now to
discuss for a minute, knowing full well that those budgets are not
devised by you, but probably more devised at OMB than they are
at HHS.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you feel like you are being battered up before
the cooking? Do you think you are being warmed up here a little
bit? [Laughter.]

Senator WEIMER. No. This is a good man; I mean it. I am not
going to get in a fight with him, but I do say that the final determi-
nation of our commitment to any problem in this nation is the
budget.
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It is a very unerringit is an apolitical document. It is not philo-
sophical. The dollars and cents are there. You can make all the
statements that you want, but when it is finally said and done it
comes down to are you going to put your dollars out there for the
problem.

Senator Kennedy correctly raised the problem that we have here
in this year's budget. It is that in the request of the Administration
for NIH, number one, they have asked that $334 million in re-
search funds be delayed from fiscal year '87 to fiscal year '88, and
then they tack that 334 onto fiscal year '88.

So, really, whet you are talking about, since I dare say the delay
will - it be approved by the Congress, is that there is going to be
roughly a $600 million reduction in NIH funding, per the Adminis-
tration request of '88.

Again, I have to repeat I would rather doubt that the proposed
delay and cuts in the NIH budget are going to be approved by the
Congress, but it proves to be a real problem insofar as the public is
concerned. You cannot go ahead and abandon your basic research.

I am a novice in this thing; I am not a doctor. I never took any
science courses; they were far too tough when I was in college.
When I was given my choice of a science course at Yale, I took
what was known as rocks and stars, which was geology and astron-
omy, and I stood away from anything else. So I do not pretend tobe an expert.

But when I first joined the Committee, for example, progress was
being made in conquering the Herpes virus, and you might think
that this would be in the infectious diseases area, sexual diseases,
et cetera.

Actually, the greatest progress against the virus that was made
over at NIH was in the Dental Institute, and I only use that as an
example that we do not know where the breakthrough is going to
come from and we cannot abandon the funds that p to basic re-
search, as is clearly evidenced by the Administration's budget.

I am going to use their own words, where they say, "Of this total
amount, $334 million is derived from a proposal to extend the
availability of a portion of 1987 research funds." They then request
$5,535,000,000 in new budget authority for FY '88.

Again, further on, "To maintain a balanced program and, at the
same time, respond to the public demand for deficit control, the
NIH proposes to extend the availability of $334 million in '87 ap-
propriations and defer the spending of this amount until 1988."

And then it says, "In the '87 appropriation"these are the Ad-
ministration's words"the '87 appropriation provided a 17 percent
increase in research funding over '86. Such a large increase, espe-
cially in research project grants, cannot be sustained without sig-
nificant displacement of other activities."

Now, this just is not so. Indeed, I have got to say to you that not
only do I think there should be additional funding for AIDS, but
we should continue the progress that we have made in the basic
research across the board accomplished by NIH and thmigh the
various grant programs and among the various medical schools and
universities of this nation, especially, I might add, with something,
to use the common parlance, as flaky as the AIDS virus where you
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do not know what is going come next or where it is going to
come from.

I know this is tough. Dr. Windom, I do not know if you and I
have had en appropriations session yet, but I have gone through
this for six years where it is very difficult to elicit from the men of
science, which you are, the accurate response when indeed you
have had numbers pushed down your throat from a political docu-
ment rather than a scientific document.

Maybe you read the numbers differently than I do, but if indeed
the Administration '88 request does not include a delay of '87
funds, is it true that it will be $600 million less for NIH than in
'87?

Dr. Wismom. Thank you, Senator, for the comments at the begin-
ning and also at the end, and I want you to know that we are very
pleased to work with you and cooperate in these efforts.

Now, the question you asked specifically is "Will there be a de-
crease?' You are correct: Without the carryover provision, the Ad-
ministratiun's 1988 request is $600 million less than the 1987 ap-
propriation. This is the reason the carryover proposal is so very im-
portant. What we are doing is asking that there be 700 fewer new
grants awarded this year. Now, that still leaves 5,600 new grants,
new awards, new research projects to be granted.

We are cutting down in the arnnnnt in order to take that $334
million and transfer it over to the next year. This does not mean
that any of the current research projects that are ongoing will be
decreased or stopped.

As you mentioned, it is true that an estimated 65 percent of re-
search performed in one area, something spins off to the other, as
you mentioned with Herpes. Those basic research programs are
continuing.

So we ham to look at the new awarded program request for 5,600
grants, and look at those in priority. Therefore, we are educing
the 6,300, down to 5,60',, but still maintaining priority for AIDS be-
cause of its impact on the country. We have given priority to that.

So we will have to level off somewhat, but the total number of
grants is still high. It is the highest ever.

Senator WZICKIR. Fair enough, and I do not dispute exactly what
you have said. But, please, everybody understand that what is
being said is that within the scientific challenges to this nation,
AIDS is a priority.

I come from the point of view that among the priorities of the
nation as a whole, science is a priority, and science falls between
the cracks as compared to other endeavors of the government
where there are substantial increases.

One last question to either you or Dr. Koop, or both. In the Sur-
geon General's Report on AIDS, you state that in the year 1991
and we are only talking four years from nowan estimated 145,000
patients with AIDS will need health and supportive services at a
total cost of between $8 and $16 billion.

Now, mind you, I have just been talking about a $5 billion NIH
budget for '88. We are talking, according to the Surgeon General,
about $8 to $16 billion in health and supportive services in 1991.
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Have any of you got any idea as to how we intend to start to
marshal our resources to pay for this tab, and has the Administra-
tion been so notified that this problem is coming over the hill?

Dr. KOOP. I would be glad to defer to Dr. Windom. [Laughter.]
Dr. Wisinom. Yes, sir, it is coming over the hill and from the

Hill. We are concerned about this, and that estimation is based
upon the information we know today, and that is all we can use toprojwt.

With the mechanisms we have in place and the cooperation of
States and local communities in dealing with the disease and man-
agement, we need to and we are planning to expend the money and
project forward and work toward that goal.

Senator WEIMER. Well, I thank you very much.
Dr. Koop. Senator Weicker, I have the information you requested

about how to obtain copies of the Surgeon General's Report.
Senator %roma. Dr. Koop, I wish you would give that informa-tion.
Dr. Koop. For a free copy of the Surgeon General's Report on

AIDS, one could write to AIDS, Post Office Box 14252, Washington,
D.C. 20044. By telephone, call either one of these 800 numbers:
800-443-0366 or 800-342-AIDS.

Senator WEIMER. I just want to repeat on this again, this is the
Surgeon General's Report on AIDS. It should be in every home in
this nation, and I would ask Dr. Koop once again to give the mail-

ingo
address and the phone number in order to get a copy of thisreprt.

Dr. Koop. The mailing address for a free copy of the Surgeon
General's Report on AIDS is A (DS, Post Office Box 14252, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20044, and the two telephone numbers, 800-443-0366
or 800-342-AIDS.

Senator %%cm. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chair-man.
The CILURMAN. Senator Metzenbaum.
Senator MzrzirsrBAUM. Dr. Koop, Dr. Windom, I do appreciate the

kind of leadership you have provided in this area and your willing-
ness to speak very bluntly and openly about that which is obvious-ly one of the most challenging medical problems this nation has
faced in many years.

I am particularly concerned about the problem of AIDS with re-spect to children. Since 1981, there have been 308 cases of AIDS in
children, 187 of whom have died. There are estimates that there
are 2,000 children who are inflicted with AIDS but who do not getsick.

Most children got AIDS from their mothers who were druid ad-dicts, and c xne children are infected through blood transfusions.
Some estimate that 100 to 300 babies with AIDS have been aban-. doned in hospitals by their parents, most of whom are drug addicts.

The fact is that efforts to place these children in foster care or toset up group homes for them have run into community opposition.
In the last session of Congress I succeeded in getting attached toS. 2345 an amendment that would instruct the Secretary to under-

take a survey to establish the following: A, the number of children
with AIDS nationwide who have been abandoned by their parentsand who are living in a hospital environment; B, the number of
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such children who have been placed in foster care; C, the problems
being encountered by social service agencies in placing children in
such care; and, D, recommendations for improving the care of pedi-
atric AIDS cases who lack ongoing parental involvement and sup-
port.

I cannot think of anything sadder than a little child why has
AIDS who is rejected. Nobody wants the child. The child is prob-
ably not even aware in some instances that he or slit. is being re-
jected, too young to comprehend that.

My question is, even tigh this amendment was adopted by the
Committee, the bill itself never passed, might your office be willing
to provide that information for us so that we might see what we
could do from a legislative standpoint to help you.

I think if we do not get at the facts with respect to the number of
children afflicted with AIDS, we are going to have great difficulty
in dealing with the issue.

Dr. Koop. Senator, I think you remember that my background is
pediatric surgery, for 35 years.

Senator MaTzmulAum. I know that.
:,r. Koop. So I share your concern about the children, and al-

though I am not in active practice, I still maintain lines of commu-
nication with my pediatric colleagues and the question you have
raised is, to them, a very serious one.

One of the problems in a city such as New York is that so many
babies born to cocaine-addicted mothers or to a mother who has
AIDS are abandoned; I suspect that your estimate is probably low,
sir.

I will tell you what is going on in government in reference to
trying to come to closure on this issue and answer some of the
questions that your amendment addressed.

There will be a meeting next month in Atlanta at the Centers
for Disease Control on children's AIDS, and I have been working
for several months now pulling together a Surgeon General's Con-
ference on AIDS in Children, to be held at the Children's Hospital
of Philadelphia in April.

And I think by the time May rolls around, we will have most of
those statistics that you wanted, and I hope will have in place in
the private sector better means of coping with the abandonment
problem and better means in social service of finding some kind of
foster care.

The major problem with foster care, Senator, is that the stigma
of AIDS and the misinformation that it is transmitted by non-
sexual, casual contact is the barrier to taking care of these young-
sters, but I think we can overcome that.

Senator MNIZINBAUM. And do I understand that as a result of
these meetings that probably by about May or later in June, most
of the information that we would have obtainci through our
amendment will be forthcoming?

Dr. Koop. Yes, sir.
Serator MierzmysAum. Good.
Now, according to a recent press report, an anonymous AIDS

test g site in Manhattan has a waiting list that is two months
long. What is the situation as you understand it to be with respect
to testing, and can people in high-risk groups get tested promptly
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so that they can have the test without being exposed to the embar-rassment and some of the other problems that are obvious, since itdoes have that kind a stigma attached to it?
Is there any way that you could suggest, a procedure, sc that at aminimum, there would be available testing sites where 3oplewould be able to protect their identities?
Dr. Koop. Well, I like to think that that flurry of enthusiasmabout voluntary testing, sir, perhaps is in response to the SurgeonGeneral's Report that encourages voluntary testing rather thancompulsory testing.
a is, naturally, a problem either for the State or municipalhealth department. I think tht, problem is greatest in New York,and I think the backlog you mentioned will be caught up with onthe basis if what things I know.
I do not see where the federal government can get into that localjurisdiction in any ray, except to give advice and help when askedfor it.
Senator MirrzErniAtim. Can the federal gover anent be a prod? Inother words, if you live in Atlanta, the fact that there is a testingsite in New York does not help you. If you live in Denver, the factthat there is a testing site in Cleveland does not help you.It seems to that in these conferences and these meetings thatyou are holding, that there might be an iten on your agenda toadvocate a prod to establish, wherever possible, these testing siteswhere people ..an protect their idertity.
Dr. Koop. All the people who Lac ald hear that message are inthe audience this morning, sir.
Senator METZEIIBAUM. Now, Dr. Windom, your testimony out-lines many of the activities underway by the Public Health Servicerelating to AIDS, and I am glad to see that. I think that you aremoving very definitely in the right direction.
However, before we congratulate the Administration too heartilyon its response to AIDE, we cannot forget that in the initial fiscal

year 1986 budget proposal, it called for a reduction in AIDS re-search and related spending.
Has the Administration been slow to respond and is it only nowstar ing to respond v-ry actively?
Dr. WINDOM. I think, sir, that the Administration has respondedvery well and it is progressing each year, realizing more and morethe importance and the significance of thiF disease, and is askingfor even more money for fiscal 1988.
Senator METZENBAUM. Dr. Philip Lee, who is the former Assist-ant Secretary of HEW, -ently wrote, "The Department of Healthanci Human Services has wiled to give firm direction to the effortsto understand and control the disease and it has provided no over-all strategy or program to guide physicians in how best to care forAIDS patients."
How do you respond to that charge? I want to say that I thinkthe recent report is excellent, but we are talking about an ongoingprogram and yesterday rather then today. Is there a definitechange?
Dr. WINDOM. Ye., sir. We are very actively involved through anumber of our agencies. Our Centers for Disease Control publishesweekly a morbidity and mortality report that features AIDS very
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often, and that is published in the Journal of the American Medi-
cal Association and other publications.

We have cooperated, also, with phybians in putting on com-
bined conferences throughout the nation for education and infor-
mation to them. So I feel that we are very actively involved in edu-
cating the medical profession.

Senator Mamma/arm. I am always concerned about the possibili-
ty that there is a lot of research going on, but it fails to have any
coordination. I remember many years ago, as a private citizen, I
was national co-chairman of the Citizens Committee, Commission,
or something, To Conquer Cancer.

I had the feeling that there was not that kind of coordination
that was so important and so vital. What kind of federal supervi-
sion do we have today to coordinate the various clinical investiga-
tions that are underway at this time?

Dr. WINDOM. Senator, we have a very active program among the
five agencies of the Public Health Service, a coordinated research
task force looking at drugs, vaccines, and also biomedical basic sci-
ence research, and it is ongoing and increases its efforts all the
time.

Senator METzENBAUM. How much of the current research is
being funded by private sector companies with federal dollars?

Dr. WINDOM. Well, there are grants that the Public Health Serv-
ice makes to private institutions for research scientists to do re-
search there, and along with those grants from the federal govern-
ment they also have either State or private funds.

I do not have a figure, Senator, at this moment. We can get that
for you if we could figure out the exact numbers. I do not know
that, though.

Senator Mgrzionvand. I would appreciate that figure.
Now, let me ask you, the FDA considers this research, as I un-

derstand it, proprietary, and therefore information cannot be made
public unless the company agrees. Is that correct?

Dr. WINDOM. Unless the company
Senator Mgrz Ermand. If federal funds are used and the private

drug company conducts its investigation, the FDA, as I understand
it, considers the results of that investigation proprietary and the
results cannot be made public unless the company agrees. Now,
was I misinformed on that?

Dr. Wmtnom. Are you referring to the studies that are presented
in the information to 1 he FDA for evaluation of the drug?

Senator Mgrznamtni. Well, I am talking about the research
being done by the private sector with federal funds and then the
submissions to the FD A. for approval to market and the question of
where the public dollars fit into that picture and where the public
interest fits into that picture.

Dr. WINDOM. W '1, pub)* dollars in certain instances are not in-
volved at all beet ...se the research is funded strictly by the drug
company. If it is in collaboration with studies that are being done
at our various health agencies and National Institutes of Health,
the federal governme -. is involved in helping direct those research
studies, clinical studies, and clinical trials.
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Then, in combination, the drug goes to the FDA to see if it is ap-
proved for general use and then given to the public. I think there
is definitely a correlation with both interests.

Senator METZENBAUM. My concernand the Chairman has
pointed out that my time has expired, but my concern is that feder-
al dollars are used. The private company using it, conducting the
research, then gets to a point where it wants to go to the FDA, and
at what point does this information become available so that not
only that company can use it, but other companies as well, and
that it becomes a matter of public interest being served?

Dr. WINDOM. As soon as that evaluation has been completedto
Senator MgrznisAum. Pardon?
Dr. WINDOM. As soon as that evaluation has been completed to

determine that that drug is safe and effective, and then it goes to
the public. I am not aware of any reason that that would be with-
held.

Senator MrrzENBAum. No, but I am talking about the steps
before it gets approved by the FDA.

Dr. WINDOM. It has to meet certain criteria of clinical trials to be
studied in human beings. Some studies are done by the strictly pri-
vate sector; others are dor.e in combination because of the work
through our National Institutes of Health.

Senator Mgrazumum. Well, I have some further questions on
this because I am not sure I am satisfied with the response, but wecan talk further privately.

Dr. WINDOM. I will try to clarify that later. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I think if I could just underline what Senator

MetzenbaumI think there is a sense of urgency about this whole
proposal which I think we feel, certainly from being out and talk-
ing to our constituents.

We believe that both of you obviously are committed to it, but we
are constantly inundated about the slowness of the bureaucracy,
the failure of meetings to take place and other kinds of urgency
that we hope can be expressed with leadership within the Adminis-tration.

I am sure that Senator Metzenbaum has other questions, but
that is something that I am constantly asked about.

Dr. WINDOM. Senator, may I answer in response to that, that
only in Septeniber did we have evidence that there was even a pos-sibility amt. H re _ winmissioner
...is uau Lne r.uA to give top priority to evaluation 'f that drug
or any r ew drug that comes forward that shows promise to go
through the process as a priority, and that is being done.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Simon.
Senator S:moN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and my apologies for

being here just very briefly, but we are voting in another commit-
tee and I am going to have to return there.

Just a couple of general observations and then one specific ques-tion. One is I am concerned as I look at the NIH budget. I am
pleased that we are moving ahead on AIDS research. I hope we do
not, as a result of AIDS research, pull back on research on cystic
fibrosis, arthritis, cancer, and everything else.
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Second, I join my colleague, Senator Metzenbaum, in this tragic
situation that affects children, and I am pleased that you are going
to Atlanta and moving on this.

Finally, and this is my question, I spoke a few weeks ago at St.
Peter's Lutheran Church in Manhattan in New York City, and
while I was there for that particular event, they mentioned they
have a program to help victims. They told me how it
emerged.

They had one person in their congregation with AIDS and he
mentioned there were others with problems, so once a week they
started having a meal and counseling for AIDS victims. They now
have in a short time 55 AIDS victims showing up at this one
'hunch.

There is obviously a desperate need both for the food, I guess -H.
ti.e company, and for the counseling. Are we doing anything to en-
courage the private sector or public agencies to get involved in that
kind of thing?

Dr. Koop. I think all of us who speak for the Public Health Serv-
ice around the country, sir, do talk about the effectiveness of the
private sector in this regard and encourage it to function.

In preparing my report, I did meet with 26 groups in the country
that have interest in AIDS, and they included the National Council
of Churches representing so many Protestant denominations; also,
the Baptists, the largest Protestant denomination.

We met with the cardinals and the archbishops of the Romar
Catholic Church, and also with the Council of Synagogues. And
there is no doubt that they may have been slow to awaken to this
social responsibility, but I would say thRt they all expressed a great
eagerness to go forward in the kinds 4)f things that you have de-
scribed at St. Peter's.

Elsewhere, as you may know, in New York, especially under the
auspices of that Roman Catholic archdiocese, there has bean a tre-
mendous amount of work. St. Claire's Hospital, for example, is a
haven for AIDS victims and it hab nutreach to halfway ;louse% and
so forth.

So I would suspect over the next several years you would see a
tremendous increase in the response of the private rector just as
you saw at that church.

Dr. WINDOM. Senator, r eve four n_bjc: areas of our country
with demonstration pro' managing and handling AIDS pa-
tients, and I want to p particularly that private four,da-
tions hav, also funded a , mote of the centers. We are lefi-
nitely looking tows rel. thel at of ne.xl to be served.

Senator SIMON. I thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Just a final point I would like to make. S.m-

ator Ih'eicker mentioned what the projec ed figures would be in
1991 for the care of these victims, as mentioned in the Surgeon
General's Report.

The principal way in which many of those victims are going to
be cared for is going to be through MPricaid, and yet the Adminis-
tration is proposing to cut back Medic -lid about $20 billion over the
next fi ve years.

So I do think if we are going to be tair as a society in coming to
grips with this whole kind of issue and work together, it is going to
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be the research, it is going to be the education, and it is going to be
the care, and we have to be realistic. Otherw'se, we are really not
doing the kind of job that we should.

Senator Wzicm. Mr. Chairman, just two things. I concur with
the Chairman's remarks. Senator Hatch is not here and he has a
statement that is going to be placed in the record.

[The prepared statement of Senator Hatch follows:)
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Statement of Senator Orrin G. Hatch

Acquired Immune Deciciency Syndrome Hearing

I am pleased that Senator Kennedy is following up on the

hearing I chaired last April on Acquired Immune Deficiency

Syndrome (AIDS). Our witnesses today will provide more insight

and information about what some have called our nation's, and

possibly the world's, number one health problem, AIDS.

In my own state of Utah. 49 people have contracted this

deadly disease. They are among the 29,435 cases of AIDS reported

in this country which have lead to 16,667 deaths. Just last

week, 186 Americans died of AIDS. But more are affected.

Another 250,000 to 300,000 people have symptoms, called AIDS

Related Complex (ARC), from exposure to the AIDS HTLV-III virus.

Unfortunately, many of these individuals will eventually develop

AIDS. And it doesn't stop there. It is estimated that 1.5-2

million Americans have been eiposed to the AIDS virus. At least

30% of those gill die within the next five years unless we can

find a cure.

For obvious reasons, the Department of Health and Human

Servicea has declared AIDS its number one h alth problem. It is

responding to this epidemic with a three pirnged attack --

through research on treatments, through research on a vaccine,

and by educating the public about how to Prevent the spread of

AIDS.
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We have heard a great deal recently about new treatments

for AIDS. I was pleased to learn that we have finally taken our

first small step along this path. One study has indicated that a

new drug, AZT, can slow the progression of AIDS. In addition,

there are several other studies nearing completion which

hopefully will also show encouraging results for other drugs. We

have started, but we still have a long way to go.

Over the last 4 years, the federal government spent more

than $186 million on AIDS treatment, research, and this year the

Reagan Administration has requested $154 million, a 43 percent

increase from last year. In addition, private pharmaceutical

companies are also investing a great amount of their own capital

into findina es and treatments for AIDS victims.

One area which may require our attention is the Food and

Drug Administration's (FDA) approval process. Some critics feel

that the traditi..nal cautious approach of the FDA may not be

appropriate when facing a life-threatening disease with no known

treatment. This is an issue I intend to pursue.

Throughout this discussion, it is -mportant to realize that

we at ,ot yet talking about a cure, only slowing the progression

of the disease. Most experts feel that a cure is years off. Rut

if a cure can be found, it will be found.
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he second prong of our attack has been to work to develop

a vaccine. From 1984 to 1988 the federal government wir_ spend

more than $110 million to develop a vaccine. qnfortunate/y,

whiie we have t ide great progress, there are a number of

technical, ethical, and legal problems which stand in the way.

The first step in the development of a vaccine is tc learn

about the cause of AIDS. We will have invested more than $500

million to learn about AIDS by the end fiscal year 1988. As soon

as the virus was identified, several companies started work on

vaccines. Fortunately, as you will hear later from Genentech,

the field of gene transferring has progressed to the point that

it offers the hope of rapidly developing a vaccine.

There are still a number of technical problems. The AIDC

virus has the ability to rapidly change. Because of this, more

than one vaccine may be necessary.

Once an experimental vaccine is develuped, testing it

presents a number of problems. Because of the long incubation

period of AIDS, any experimental vaccine must be given to large

numbers of individuals in order to find out if it is effective.

Those individuals would then reed to be followed for a number of

years. This is both time consuming and expensive.

Giving an experimental vaccine to a large number disease

free Americans raises a number of ethical questions. There is

-48
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always the chance that more people will be injured by the

experimental vaccine than are helped. Can we ethically subject a

large* no....er of people to that risk?

Even if the technical and ethical obstacles to a vaccine

are overcome, there are still legal obstacles. With our current

liability situation, many companies are reluctant to subject

themselves to the potential liability of producing an AILS

vaccine. More reforms in the areas of medice and product

liability may be needed.

The good news is that we can do something about AIDS today.

AIDS is a preventable disease and each of us can protect

ourselves. We know that !'I'DS is primarily contracted from IV

drug use, sexual contact -- both homosexual and heterosexual --

and now rarely from blood products. And we can now say that

there is no risk from casual contact with an AIDS patient.

From 1984 to 1988 the federal government will spend almost

$300 million directly on AIDS prevention efforts. Other

federal programs will also has an impact on this effort. For

example, last year, we authorized $470 million for education and

treatment of drug abuse, which should also help prevent AIDS.

While we pursue a vaccine, work on a successful treatment,

and continue to educate the puolic about how to prevent AIDS, we
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shouldn't forget an important fourth component of our policies --

compassion.

Others of our citizens will die before the fight against

AIDS is won. They need our support. They need our compassion.

They need the hope of a cure that medical relear& provides. And

they need to have treatment options available. For example, home

health care is a viable and compassionate treatment option fcr

many AIDS victims. I will continue to pursue home health care

legislation, as a reality for chronically ill Americans.

In addition to providing a compassionate alternative to

traditional hospital based care, home health care also makes

economic sense. In the case of patients with AIDS, health care

costs can range from $150,000 to $170,000 from the time of

diagnosis to death. Home health care can reduce that cost to

around $50,000.

Before I close, I would like to add one personal note. As

I mentioned earlier, last yez_ I chaired a nearing on AIDS. One

of the witnesses at that hearing was a victim of AIDS, Mr. Nathan

Smith, immediate past president of the National Hemophilia

Foundation. Several months after that hearing Mr. Smith died

from his AIDS. I want to take this opportunity to express my

sympathy to his wife and family. He was a courageous example of

facing death, while fighting for life.
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We are facing a disease today which is taking tremendous

toll. We have and will continue to dedicate whatever resources

are necessary to stop AIDS. Congress, as always, has a

responsibility to see that money is used responsibly. I am

confident that we will win our fight against AIDS as fast a

humanly possible.
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Senator WEIMER. He has asked that I read the last paragraph of
his statement. He says, "Before I close, I would like to add one per-
sonal note." This is Senator Hatch, now.

As I mentioned earlier, last year I held a hearing on AIDS. One of the witnesses
at that hearing was a victim of AIDS, Mr. Nathan Smith, immediate past president
of the National Hemophilia Foundation.

Several months after that hearing, Mr. Smith died from his AIDS, and I want to
take this opportunity to express my sympathy to his wife and family. He was a cou-
rageous example of facing death while fighting for life.

S e are facing a disease today which has taken a tremendous toll. We have and
will continue to dedicate whatever resources are necessary to stop AIDS. Congress,
as always, has a responsibility to sea that money is used responsibly, and I am confi-
dent that we will win our fight against AIDS as fast as humanly possible.

Senator Hatch wanted to make certain that that statement was
read into the record.

Lastly, a lot of money is being talked about here and I want to
make one point, and I get back to the Surgeon General's Ft:port
where he said the feeling was that somehow people from certain
groups deserved their illness. "Let us put those feelings behind us.
We are fighting a disease, not people."

I want to point out, in case there are those who are still sitting
in sanctimonious chairs passing judgment on others, that the
money that the United States government, the taxpayers, have
spent to cure the "normal" sexual diseases over the decades far
surpasses the money that we are talking about here.

So let not no or.9 think that for some reason or other this is
something special that we are attending to here. When somebody iFI
sick in this nation, as the Surgeon General points out, we take care
of them. We try to find the cause of the sickness; we try to cure it.

This is not any time for anybody to go ahead and start pointing
fingers at anybody else. This has been our heritage, and it has been
our heritage as far as other sexual diseases are concerned and we
are doing no more now than we did decades ago. We are all in this
together.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Windom and Dr.
Koop. We appreciate very much your presence here.

Our second panel will be the two co-chairs of the blue ribbon Na-
tional Academy of Sciences Panel on AIDS. They are Dr. David
Baltimore, Whitehead Institute at MIT, and Dr. Sheldon Wolff, of
Tufts University and the New England Medical Center. Dr. Balti-
more chaired the panel on research; Dr. Wolff chaired the panel on
education. We appreciate their being with us here today.

We would understand about 20 seconds of restlessness and then
we are going to ask for the room to be quiet so we can hear this
very important testimony. We have got three panels and, realisti-
cally, probably two more hours available to us.

We do not want to inhibit the presentations, but we would indi-
cate to all our witnesses that their statements will be filed in their
entirety. We will try and shorten our questions and make them a
little more precise, less wordy, but we will try and move along.

Our next two panels are enormously interesting in terms of what
is happening in the world and then an update on what is happen-
ing with the vaccines, which is going to be, I think, extremely im-
portant in rounding out our hearing.
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So we will start with Dr. Baltimore. I want to welcome him both
as the Chairman of the Committee and also personally. We are
glad to have both of you here.

Dr. Baltimore.

STATEMENT OF DAVID BALTIMORE, DIRECTOR, WHITEHEAD IN-
STITUTE FOR BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH, MASSACHUSETTS INSTI-
TUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MA, AND CO-CHAIR, COM-
NirrrEE ON NATIONAL STRATEGY FOR AIDS, NATIONAL ACAD-
EMY OF SCIENCES; AND SHELDON M. WOLFF, M.D., ENDICOTT
PROFESSOR AND CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE,
TUFFS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, AND PHYSICIAN-IN-
CHIEF, NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL, BOSTON,
MA, AND CO-CHAIR, COMMIT_ _Z ON A NATIONAL STRATEGY
FOR AIDS, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Dr. BALTIMORE. My name is David Baltimore and I am Director
of the Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research and Professor
of Biology at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and a
Nobel laureate in medicine.

I co-chaired the study that produced the recent report, "Con-
fronting AIDS," for the Institute of Medicine and the National
Academy of Sciences. As part of that task, I also headed a panel on
research needs and opportunities.

I should like to emphasize certain points in our report.
The speed and effectiveness with which research on AIDS has

beel carried out has been phenomenal. The disease was first recog-
nLed in 1981, and within two years the first report of a causative
agent had appeared.

There followed a veritable explosion of new information about
tho virus and the diseases it causes. This progress came about as a
direct consequence of the many billions of dollars that the United
States Congress has appropriated for basic research in biomedical
science.

It was a vindication of the lf:ngstanding recognition by commit-
tees such as this that we must learn all we can about life processes
because we never know just what information is going to be rele-
vant to coping with our health needs, a point that both of the Sena-
tors have made very eloquently.

The extraordinary success in identifying the agent and in devis-
ing a blood test for it has not been followed by great progress on
the two fronts we care about most, production of a vaccine and de-
velopment of an anti-AIDS drug.

Let me describe a bit wherein the problems lie. AIDS is a disease
caused by a virus, but the virus has a peculiarity. It does not
induce an effective antibody response. The consequence is that the
virus continues to grow inexorably in contrast to the usual virus
infections which are limited by the body's production of antibodies.

A second consequence of the poor antibody response is that pro-
ducing a vaccine is going to be very difficult because we will have
to trick the virus rather than using our usual tactic of getting the
virus to do the work for us.

Drug development is going to be equally hard. No other virus dis-
ease has ever been cured by a drug, although some have been held
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in check. Thus, we have the rare situation of a virus that does not
stimulate the body's protective system, where artificial develop-
ment of protection is probably going to require development of un-
precedented strategies, and where drug treatment would be a
urique achievement.

Clearly, the AIDS virus poses a uniquely difficult problem to
medical science, one to which we cannot expect to have a rapid re-
sponse. In fact, the speed with which drugs of at least partial effec-
tiveness have been found is amazing and quite gratifying.

The research needed will require the commitment of the entire
scientific community inside government, in the academic world,
and in private industry. A crucial part of the effort will be work
with animals, particularly primates, that provide the only useful
models we have for understanding and developing treatments and
prevention for the human disease.

To get the involvement of everyone who has something to offer,
we need many things. We need to upgrade facilities at universities
and research institutes around the country. We need to bring to-
gether the private and public sectors. We need to encourage the
free and rapid dissemination of research material.

We need to seek out the most innovative members of the scientif-
ic community and see that they become involved. We need to in-
crease our efforts in basic immunol and virology to provide the
information base for coping with the .

We need to expand research on primates and to encourage more
trained virologists and immunologists to become interested in pri-
mate research. All of this requires money, so we must be prepared
for large research expenditures.

On the other side, I think we should avoid tendencies to central-
ize efforts, to set up czars of research, or to tightly direct programs.
Those tendencies stiflgorather than encourage are& ,Ivity.

To optimally deal with the problems posed by the AIDS epidem-
ic, the National Academy of Sciences and Institute of Medicine
Committee made a series of recommendations.

First, that we respond now by a massive educational program to
li-nit high risk activities because we cannot hope to soon enough
protect people by a vaccinc. Dr. Wolff will comment further on that
program.

Second, that we commit ourselves to a long-term research pro-
gram to fmd the strategy that will successfully produce a vaccine
and to learn the secrets of the virus so that we can most effectively
produce drugs. This effort we expect to require $1 billion of re-
search funds by 1990.

Third, we do not try to steal the money for this program from
other biomedical research efforts, because we need to be ready to
cope with future health emergencies and we have many health
problems to deal with other than AIDS.

Fourth, a national advisory panel be established to oversee the
anti-AIDS efforts because it requires integration of many sectors,
including industry, State and local government, and the federal
government.

This should be an ongoing panel that should also serve the neces-
sary function of reporting to the American people periodically on
the spread of AIDS and the prospects for control.
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FAh, the President exen personal lee ership in the anti AIDS
campaign because a disease that will soon count its victims in the
hundreds of thousands is a national catastrophe.

Sixth, the United States play a major role in efforts to under-
stand and cueb AIDS internationally because of the enormous mag-
nitude of the problem, especially in Africa; because we have much
to learn about how AIDS is spread from studying the problem
abroad; and because al' the United States' traditional role a- leader
in world health efforts.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Baltimore follows:]
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Statement by David Baltimore, Ph.D., director, Whitehead Institute for

Biomedical Research, and professor of biology, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

I was co-chairman of the study that produced the recent report

Conironting AIDS for the Institute of Medicine/National Academy of

Sciences. As part of that task, I also headed a panel on research needs

and opportunities to thwart the AIDS epidemic and control the spread of

its causative agent, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).

The needs of an adequate research program against AIDS are sc numerous

as to be intimidating. But the imaginativeness of research performed thus

far and the swiftness of acquiring knowledge through that research give

hope that further success is largely a matter of money and time. Federal

money and federal researchers have fostered much of the progress made in

understanding AIDS. The funding of future research will coitinue to be a

responsibility of the federal government, but the scientists engaged in it

should represent a stronger participation by talented investigators from

the universities and from industry.

At this stage in the research effort, time is on the side of the

epidemic. That is why a major recommendation of our committee was to

employ education and other public health measures that we know how to

apply now. We believe that a vaccine against AIDS will not be ready for at

least five years and probably longer. Suitable drugs against HIV infection
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also are a number of year!: away; promising candidates fol. _rug therapy

must yet undergo much testing or efficacy and safety.

A better understanding of the ,asic biological processes of infection

with HIV is required for the development of vaccines and drugs. The same

kinds of fundamental r' arch in virology and immunology that have enabled

finding the cause of AIDS should lead eventually not only to its control

but also to the vanquishing of other diseases.

However, success in these ventures is not assured. The ideal drug

against AIDS both must stop the replication of the virus and permit

regeneration of the immune system that it crippled. Also, the drug must be

easily administered, preferably by mouth; it mus be nontoxic over years

of use, possibly a lifetime; and it must reach the brain, where infection

now is known to have dreadful consequences. No drug has yet been proved to

meet these criteria. The situation is similar for vaccines. Development of

an immunizing agent against viruses like HIV has never been seriously

attempted, much less achieved. Even if the scientific obstacles were

surmounted, the legal, ethical, and social difficulties in testing such a

vaccine are enormous.

Research needs also are great in the s^^ial sciences. Much more must be

known about sexual behavior, drug use, and the many other factors that

contribute to HIV infection. Social science research can improve the

effectiveness of education campaigns aimed at helping people protect

themselves against infection.

The methods of epidemiology need to be expanded to enable better

surveillance of the populations acquiring HIV infection so that ,e can
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determine the future course of the epidemic. In addition, academic

laboratories and the ranks of investigators must be expanded. And the

supply of laboratory animals, p -ncipally non-human primates, needej in

research toward drugs and vaccines must be augmented and carefully

preserved.

The money that can usefully be spent in this research against AIDS and

HIV infectioi, our committee is convinced, should reach a total of $1

billion a year by the year 1990. These funds must be new appropriations,

not money redirected from other health or research programs. AIDS is a new

disease, coming on top of all the dread ills we already have to fight.

The diversity of work to be accomplished--bot' scientific research

and public education--is so great as to elude successful approach by any

one entity. Neither the public sector, the private sector, nor any

particular agency, organization, or group can be expected by itself to

provide solutions to the multi: :sous problems pose by the disease. All of

these approaches and entities must be organizaed in a national effort,

integrated and coordinated so that participants are working toward common

goals and are aware of each other's activities.

Toward this end, our committee recommended that a new entity--a

National Commission or. AIDS--be established to meet the need for guidance

of the national efforts against HIV infection. The commission would to

monitor the course of the epidemic; evaicete research, health care and

public health needs; encourage federal, stat,, philanthropic, industrial,

and other sectors to participate; .cimulate involvement of academic

scientists; and generally trrck the epidemic and the work to stem it so ag
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to i %e recommendations for better deployment of the resources demanded by

the sweep o4 the problem.

The commission would achieve its purposes by taking an advisory role

and by acting to bring together the disparate groups whose participation

is so crucial to halting the AIDS epidemic. The commission should have its

own budget fot effective operation, but should not dispense funds.

880
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The CILURMAN. Dr. Wolff.
Dr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, my nameis Sheldon Wolff and I am Chairman of the Department of Medi-cine--
The CHAIRMAN. Could you just pull that mike just a little moredirectly in front of you?
Dr. WOLFF. Okay.
My name is Sheldon Wolff. I am the Chairman of the Depart-

ment of Medicine at Tufts University School of Medicine, and Phy-
sician-In-Chief of the New England Medical Center.

One of my responsibilities as co-chairman of the IOM/NAS study
on AIDS was to chair a panel that examined matters of health care
and public health, including public education, entailed in stemmingthe epidemic of AILS and the spread of the viral infection thatcauses it.

The urgency of the situation is only partly portrayed by the offi-cial reports of a relentless increase in cases of AIDS. This morningwe have heard repeatedly about the large numbers of patients both
infected and suffering with AIDS in this country today.

Most persons with AIDS can be expected to ciie within two years;hardly any survive past the third year. The larger dimension cf thedamage is that these victims are only a small proportion 4 tir
people already infected with this virus.

A very much larger population, however, is not infected with theAIDS virus, even though some of them are in high-risk groups forinfection. These are the people who must be reached by a massiveand continuing public education campaign to teach them how toavoid infection.
Such a campaign was a central recommendation of our study. Wefound that education offered the only hope of slowing the spread ofthe virus over the years that we expect it will take to devise aneffective AIDS vaccine or therapeutic agent.
Education, as we mean it, includes inducing, persuading, and

otherwise motivating people to avoid transmission of the virus. The
message must be as direct as required to impress the target audi-
ences of the rril of the infection and how to avoid it.

Target groups include homosexual men, intravenous drug users,
sexually-active heterosexuals, and adolescents. Whatever vernacu-lars it takes to reach them are the languages that educators mustemploy.

Our committee expressed disappointment in past federal educa-
tion efforts against AIDS. In fact, we described it as woefully inad-
equate. However, we were pleased to see the report if the I.J.S. Sur-
geon General on AIDS which was released shortly before our
report, and believe that it is a step in the right direction.

Along with the education campaign. we recommended other
publx. health measures, including an expanded program of testingfor infection that is both voluntary and confidential, stronger ef-forts in treatirent and prevention_ of intravenous drug use, and ex-
periments in furnishing Rtert le needles and wiring( s to intravenousdrug users.

All told, the education and public health measures that we rec-ommended, can be expected to cost approximately $1 billion a year
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by the end of 1990. However, those expenditures are to be shared
among federal, State, local and private sources.

An idea of the expenses that cal mount up to $1 billion a year is
given by only a few examples. Testing for infection, including coun-
seling, is estimated to cost approximately $40 per person. Twenty
million people in this country need to be tested, as a conservative
estimate.

The five States leading ir. spending for AIDS prevention have
gone through $117 million in two years, but have had to tap other
State health programs to raise the money. Advertising will be
needed to push the message of prevention. Conceivably, we mw
have to spend as much as it costa to launch a laundry detergent,
which is approximately 50 to $60 million.

These figures pale, however, in comparison wit' the cost of
caring for AIDS patients and persons afflicted with other expres-
sions of the virus. The annual cost of care for AIDS patients at
present is estimated to be between 20 and $60,000, while the life-
time cost jx.r AIDS case is seen to range from 50 to $150,006 per
patient.

Thus, one could estimate, as wab mentioned earlier this morning,
that it will cost between 8 to $16 billion in 1991 just to care for
patients with AIDS. Against such figures, the investment value of
preventing each new AIDS case is a huge bargain.

The high cost of care for AIDS patients already has grievously
burdened hospitals and other facilities in some urban centers with
a large number of cases Similar problems can be expected in the
next few years to engulf facilities not familiar with AIDS. They
will need the advice of those who have learned which techniques of
care work best.

Our committee found the most appropriate care emphasized com-
munity-based services that keep hospitalization to a minimum. We
already see our recommendations reflected in the recent Massachu-
setts decision to fund home care for AIDS, which may be the first
such action in the nation.

International problems with AIDS and infection by its virus have
yet to provoke an adequate response from the United States. Par-
ticularly in developing nations, and especially in the nations of
Central i`frica, the rate of infection with the virus is reportedly as
great as ten percent.

Such an involvement with such a dread disease imperils not only
further development of these struggling countries, but also the
very survival of their most deprived sub-populations.

These co ntries have so few health resources that they cannot
begin to cope with AIDS unless the United States joins in research
to benefit them and, consequently, us. We also should support the
newly-expanded AIDS program of the World Health Crganization.
It was our recommendaton that by 1990, our total commitment to
international efforts shotild total at least $50 million e year on a
continuing basis.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Wolff follows:]
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Statement by Sheldon M. Wolff, M.D., chairman, Department of Medicine,

Tufts University School of Medicine, and Physician-in-Chief, New England

Medical Center Hospital

I served as co-chairman of the Institute of Medicine/National Academy

of Sciences study that issued the recent report, Confronting AIDS. My

particular purview in that study was a panel that examined matters of

health care and public health, including public education, entailed in

stemming the epidemic of AIDS and the s,read of the virus infection that

causes it.

The urgency of the situation is only partly portrayed by official

reports of a relentless increase in cases of AIDS--currently about 35 new

cases a day in the United States. Most of those persons can be expected to

die within two years; hardly any survive nast the third year. The larger

dimension of the damage is that these victims are only a small proportion

of the people already infected with the virus. In five years, 10 times as

many AIDS cases will :lave been reported.

A tremendously bigger population, however, is not infected with the

virus, even though some of them are in high-risk groups for infection.

These are the people who must be reached by a massive and continuing

public education campaign to teach them how to avoid infection.

Such a campaign was a central recommendation by our study committee. We

found that education offered the only hope of slowing the spread cf the
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virus over the years that we expect it will take to devise an AIDS vaccine

or therapeutic drug.

Education, as we mean it, includes inducing, persuading, and otherwise

motivating people to avoi, dismission of the virus. The message must be

as direct as required to impress the target audiences of the peril of

infection and how to avoid it. Target groups include homosexual men,

intravenous drug users, sexually active heterosexuals, and adolescents.

Whatever vernaculars it takes to reach them are the languages that the

educators must employ.

Along with the education campaign we recommended other public health

measures, including an expanded program of testing for infection that is

both voluntary and confidential, stronger efforts in treatment and

prevention of intravenous drug use, and experiments in furnishing sterile

nP-dles and syringes to drug users.

All told, the education and public health measures we recommended can

be expected to cost $1 billion a year by the end of 1990. However, th,se

expenditures are to be shared awl !ederal, state, lucal, and private

sources. An idea of the e-penses that can mount up to $1 billion a year is

given by a few examples. Testing for infection, including counseling, is

estimated to cost $40 per person; 20 million people to be tested is a

conservative estimate. The five states leading in spending for AIDS

prevention have gone through $117 million in two years, but have had to

tap other state health programs to raise the money. Advertising will be

needed to push the message of prevention, conceivably as much as has been

spent to launch a new laundry detergent: $50 to $60 million.

6 5
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These figures pale in comparison with the costs of caring for AIDS

patients d persons afflicted with other expressions of the virus

infection. The yearly cost of care for AIDS patients is estimated at

$20,000 to $60,000, while the lifetime cost per AIDS case is seen to range

from $50,000 to $150,000. Against figures such as these, the investment

value of preventing each new AIDS case is a huge bargain.

Our committee expressed disappointment in past federal education

efforts against AIDS. However, we were pleased to see the report of the

U.S. Surgeon General on AIDS, released shortly before our report, and

believe that is a step in the right direction.

The high cost of care for AIDS patients already has grievously burdened

hospitals and other facilities in some urban centers with a large number

of cases. Similar problems can be expected in the next few years to engulf

facilities not now familiar with LIDS. They will need the advice of those

who have learned which techniques of care work best. Our committee found

the 4.Jst appropriate care emphasized community-based services that keep

hospitalization to a minimum We already see our recommendations r-flected

in the Massachusetts decision to fund home care for AIDS, which may be the

first such action in the nation.

International problems with AIDS and infection by its virus have yet to

provoke an adequate response from the United States. Particular., in the

developing nations, and more especially in the nations of Central Africa,

the rate of infection with the virus is anecdotally reported as great as

10 percent. More than six percent of employees at one hospital there were

found recently to test positive for contact with the virus. tich an
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involvement with such a dread disease imperils not only further

development of the struggling
country, but also the

very survival of its
most deprived subpopulations.

These countries have so few health resources
that they cannot begin to

cope with AIDS unless the
United States joins in research to benefit them

and, consequently, us. We also should pitch
in with the newly expanded

AIDS program of the World Health
Organization. By 1990, c ,otal

commitment to international
efforts should total $50 million per year on a

continuing basis.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Wolff, for your pres-
entation.

If we start with Dr. Baltimore, the IOM recommended $1 billion
a year for expenditures on research on AIDS by 1990. Why do we
need to spend so much money?

Dr. BALTntortg. We need to spend so much money because it is
such a complicated problem. It takes in so many different disci-
pline.: and, as I said, it involves inventing new methods of vaccine
production, new methods of drug development that have not exist-
ed before, have not had to exist before.

These are expensive matters partly because we do not know
where we are going, and so we have to take every avenue of ap-
proach that might conceivably be helpful. Also, the need for prl:a-
tes makes it a very expensive business because they have to be
cared for carefully and humanely, but they are very necessary in
trying to develop models so that we can understand the transmis-
sion of the virus.

We do not actually understand the transmission of the virus ex-
tremely well in human beings at all. We know who gives it to
whom, but we do not really know how. Those kinds of things could
be learned, I think, only by studying primate models.

So there are huge expenditures necessary. There are very expen-
sive kinds of research necessary, and we have to bring whole
groups of people into the problem who have not been involved pre-
viously, including the academic scientific community.

The CHAIRMAN. The Administration recommends $413 million for
research in '88. Whet is your medical and scientific evaluation of
whether that is sufficient'?

Dr. BALTIMORE. To my mind, that is not sufficient. We were very
pleased to see that the Administration had recommended an in-
crease in the AIDS budget, but our own projectionsend they are
not p-ecise to the dollar were that it would take $1 billion by the
199C Judget.

And projecting that back to this budget, I would think that this
budget should provide something over $500 million for AIDS re-
search.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know where you would pt. Lie additional
money?

Dr. BALTIMORE. I would have to k a detailed analysis of where
the needs are.

The CHAIRMAN. But you are satisfied that there are-
Dr. BALTIMORE. I think there are many opportunities where that

money can be used very effectively.
The CHAIRMAN. It has been proposed that we have a national

commission on AIDS. What would it do?
Dr. BALTIMORE. I think it would help the American public to

make a continuing assessment of the developments in this area. It
would help to coordinate activities between groups that have not
historically been involved with each other, particularly the re-
search efforts in private industry and the research efforts in the
public sector.

It would help to assess the international situation and see its rel-
evance to the United States. We do not see it as a commission that
is directing research or that becomes the conduit for research
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funds, but rather a kind of overarching commission that rill lock
at the problem broadly and help people cope with what is an in-
creasing burden on the society in so many different directions. As
Dr. Wolff had said, this includes health facilities as well as re-search.

The CHAIRMAN Let me ask Dr. Wolff, one of the knottiest prob-
lems that we face, it seems to me, is how to conduct a comprehen-
sive education program without offending the sensibilities of many
people on these delicate subjects.

What is your feeling About how we ought to pi uceed?
Dr. WOLFF. As you might imagine, we have discussed this subject

in great length and we share your concern about offending people's
sensibilities. On the other bind, we feel f at to allow this disease
to continue unchecked is much more offen. ie.

ure believe that there are means for educating people in a taste-fi way, but nevertheless getting the message across. We feel verystrongly that one has to be explicit. In other words to "sa; it like it
is" if we are to get rough to the groups that we are interested inreaching.

Certainly, there are some of r very sensitive issues that seem to
be handled in very open ways our media -ithout offending a lotof people's sensibilities.

The CHAIRMAN. No problems in killings and shootings rnd v.lence on the television.
Dr. WOLFF. Right, correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And yet sometimes there is hesitancy in matters

which can make the difference between life and death
What leads you to believe or what evidence is tl. e that these

education campaigns, these effixts to change behm patterns,can really be effective?
Dr. TOLFF Well, there is some correlative evidence. When thegay community
The CHAIRMAN. There is what kind of evidence?

WOLF? There is supporting -vidence.
The CHAIRMAN. Fine.
Dr. WOLFF. When the gay community began very intensive local

educational activities in plar-11 like San Francisco there was much
wider use of condoms and associated xually-transmitted diseasessuch as anal gonorrhea dropped by 90 percent within a year.

Since we know the use of condoms w; b the passage of virusinto the recipient, we believe that the same thing would happen.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you wt it to comment on the A dministra-

tion's budget figures again in order that we have some kind of
guidance as we go thi.,agh this process in terms of stalcAng out pri-
orities?

Dr. WOLFF. Yes.
The CHAIFMAN. It is about $121 million.
Dr. WOLFF. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. We recognize, as Dr. Baltimore said, v e are not

just talking about federal; we are talking about States, local com-
munities, groups, business, church groups, and others

But given the amount of your own consideration, the consider.
ation of the commission on this issue of education, are there
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enough resources there, with $120 million, to do the kind of job
that should be done?

Dr. Worm. No, as you know, we asked that $1 billion be made
available by 1990 for public health measures and public education.
This money was not just for advertising or just for public educa-
tion. It was for testing, it was for counseling, it was for trying to
improve in some way the handling of drug abuse; not the interdic-
tion of drug abuse, but rather the treatment of drug abusers.

We heard in some of our hearings in New York, for example,
that methadone clinics were over-subscribed; drug abusers could
not get into them. It cost about $3,900 a year to maintain a patient
on methadone. It costs up to $150,00" to .,reat r case of AIDS. We
think that the trade-off is considerable.

The CHAIRMAN I would ask you both, on the recommendation of
the Administration in terms of the budget, we have this reduction
in NIH. As re.. rch scientists who are s# tingly committed on
AIDS, is this a .oublesome factor? Are you concerned not only
about the priority that AIDS has, but are you concerned about the
withdrawal of funding for these other areas of research as well, Pr.
Baltimore?

Dr. BALTIMORE. Absolutely. The opportunity that we have today
to understand the basic cellular processes eat lead to diseases like
cancer, heart disease and others, those opportunities are without
precedent in history.

We could be doing a tremendous r nount more work today than
we are, and the only limitation is ftwds. The scientific communiq
consists of people very well trained and very dedicated to research
activities and, real ", the limitation on how much they can accom-
plish, how much .nore they can learn about cancer, how milch
more they can learn about AIDS, how much more they can learn
about the fundamental virology and immunology that is behind so
many diseases is the !imitation of funds.

To see the Administration recommending that money be taken
from this year's budget and that next year's budget be even less is,
to me, shocking and seems to me to be a total misreading of what
the priorities of this country ,fight to be.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Wolff, do you want to make a comment?
Dr. WOLFF. Yes, Senator Kennedy. I would like to emphasiz3

and support what Dr. Baltimore just said and what you and Sena-
tor Weicker have said earilier. I would like to add that I think it is
incredibly short-sighted.

Let us suppose that we were lu, 'ty and in five or ten years we
had a treatment for AIDS and a vacs for it. There would have
been precious time lost in dealir,/, wh,.. other very important dis-
eases.

Most importantly, I would like to take exception to one of the
things that the Assistant Secretary said this morning. I agreed
with many of the things he said. However, when he said that a cut
to 5,600 grants this year wou:d not affect new grants, I think that
that is patently wrong.

You cannot cut 700 grants out of the NIH's budget, and not
expect very disastrous consequences in the scientific community,
and I think those consequences will be far-reaching.
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The CHAIRMAN. I am sure that that is a pretty good cue for Sena-
tor Weicker t4 come in. I would just ask you wiether both of youbelieveyou are scientists, you are researchers, leaders in this
area of research and education.

Would it make a difference if the President became involved inthis in terms of providing leadership on it?
Dr. WOLFF. Y i. I would urge him in the strongest terms to take

a strong leadership role. I think it would be most important.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Weicker.
Senator WEICKER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and I

v"ry much appreciate the testimony of the two witnesses, but I sort
of come to expect that of the National Academy of Sciences both interms of your testimony and your report.

And, indeed, when a problem arose at the Centers for Disease
Control that might have been misunderstood by the piolic, I
turned to my good friend, Sam Thier, and asked that the Institutes
of Medicine investigate the problem so there could not be any polit-
ical connotations to it, and the Institutes of Med; Lie just did anoutstanding job.

To show what foresight is all aboutand you indicated that vari-
ous members of the. Administration might have been somewhat
short-sightedI point to this book that was, put out. This is the
report that you gentlemen put out, and there is a sentence in hereI think I should read because it came forth before the '88 budgetwas released.

These funds must be newly appropriated, lot money taken from other research,because the nation's general health efforts as well as those directed against HIV
need contfuing progress in basic biomedical science on a broad front.

So these fellows are not being sort of attuned to the politics ofthe times; they made this very clear in their report before the
budget came out.

Now, I would like to, if I might, just get to the two items, the $1
billion for research that you recommend and the $1 billion for edu-
cation. If we continue at the requested level for '88 by the Adminis-
tration, we would be roughly in that ballpark of the $1 billion.

In other words, there is $344 n illion requested for fiscal year '88,
and to pro3ect that out, in other words, for a three-year period wewould be within that $1 billion ballpark.

I am now talking about research, not education; I am going toget to that in a minute because we hal : very little there. But in
other words, that figure of $1 billion, do you consider that to be asound figure as to what we should be seeking in the period of time'88 to '90?

Dr. BALTIMORE. We were actually talking about that as a yearlyfigure, not as an aggregate.
Senator WEICKER. That is a yearly figure?
Dr. BALTII -ORE. Yes, that is right.
Senator WEICKER. Okay, all right, so we are actlialb, talking

about $3 billion by the year 1990, then?
Dr. BALTIMORE. Well, escalating up to that. No research program

can jump from $200 to $1 billion in a year without gross inefficien-
cies. So we saw the country developing its programs in a measured
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way, roughly doubling its efforts yearly, and that would bring us to
about $1 billion.

Senator WzicitEx. Now, the reason why I am especially con-
cerned about this figure isI will tell a little secret out of school
here and I hope I do not get anybody in trouble, but for the par
several years, the past two years at least, I have met unofficially
with various and sundry persons both within NIH and those work-
ing with NIH to ask the question as to what was actually needed in
terms of research dollars by the NIH.

Whatever that figure is, I have always come up with it in the
appropriations process, regardless of what the Administration
budget was. We all knowit is no great secret around herethere
has been no HHS budget, in other words, devised by the doctors,
and the scientists at NIH.

It is done at OniB, and I will tell you, when I asked OMB if they
had a doctor or a scientist over there that helped divine the num-
bers, they said absolutely not. They do not have anybody over there
that knows anything in tl.e area of your expertise, but they are the
ones that devise the budget.

What I am worried about, in other words, is I think it is terribly
important that we be able to responsibly digest whatever monies
Senator Kennedy, myself and others are going to fight for here in
terms of AIDS research.

If, indeed, we ave been falling shortand I am saying within
the last two years, not before that, because I think before that we
have a huge EhortfallI would certainly hope that the National
Academy would work with us, in additiln to those that 1 have had
to work with strreptitiously, in getting straight information.

What I am saying is I do not want us to fall into the Pentagon
syndrome of just throwing money out there and seeing money
wasted, because then the credibility of the scientific community
will be in dangei.

Dr. BALTIMORE. Senator, I could not agree with you more. I think
that we were making a projection of what we thought would be
needed, but I think the yearly appropriation process has to look at
what it is we can really do and what monies can really be used.

It is my impression that more money could be used in the 1988
budget than is there. How that should project in '89 and '90 and
beyond that, we made a guess at, but I think we have to take a
look at that guess each year and see where we are and see what is
coming along.

If, for instance, there are major breakthroughs on either the vac-
cine or drug front, then the picture changes enormously. On the
other hand, if many of the things that look promising today turn
out not to be as promising as we hope, we may say, well, we have
got to redouble our efforts.

It will also depend very much on how effective we are with the
educational program. If we could truly prevent the si.n.:ad of this
virus within the population by educational activities, then we
might see a different level of necessity in the development of vac-
cines and drugs.

On the other hand, I think most of us suspect that as hard as we
try at education and public health measures, they are likely to be
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only partial*, effective, leaving a big part that will have to be dealt
with by the traditional methods of dealing with infectious disease.

Senator WEICKER. Web, now I will get to Dr. Wolff's side of this
There is no $1 billion or anywhere near for education. There isalmost nothir

Staff indicates to me that $120 million is currently projected for
education. That is far short of the $1 billion that you recommerd.
Would you like to address that?

Dr. WoLFF. Yes. Again, I would like to emphasize that the $1 bil-lion is not just for public education, but it is also for other public
health measures to make sure that there are a& oate facilities
available for testing and for counseling, to make bare that there
are adequate detoxification facilities available for people.We do believe, however, that a massive public education effort,
which would include not just sex education na the school, not just
TV advertisement, but to reach the groups at risk and the popula-
tion as a whole, will cost considerably more than is presently lying
spent and, in toto, by 1990 should reach $1 billion.

Senator WEICKER. All right.
Dr. Woi.n. If I may EKE one thing, Senator, in addition to what

my colleague has said.
Senator WEICKER. Please, please.
Dr. WOLFF. All morning, we have talked about research. One of

the things that is going to cost a great deal of money and v a aregoing to have to come to grips with in this countryin the lastnumber of years, we have done nothing aboui, our physical plantsand our instrumentation, and or: laboratories in this country in
many places are too old; they are antiquated, they are inefficient.Much of cur instrumentation, in fact, is outdated.

And in addition, order to do research in retroviruses, you needcertain kinds of specialized facilities. In order to stay competitive
scientifically with the rest of the world, I would hope that yourCommittee, Mr. Chairman, would begin to deal with the fact thatthrough the years we have neglected physical facilities; we haveneglected instrumentation.

Senator WEICKER. Well, I could not agree with you more. I mean,I cannot tell you how delighted I was to have Senator Kennedy pro-vide the opportunity for these hearings and then to have the exper-tise and the eloquence of those of you that are testifying come tothe attention of the American public, because you are entirelyright.
Whether it is research, whether it is the infrastructure or the fa-.s, et cetera, this nation has absolutely neglected this to thepoint where we have got a toug:1 tow to hoe.
I can only, number one, assure that in the appropriations proc-ess, which I have some say over. I will ask all of you to testifyagain. But is it not amazing ino in this nation we fAty to eachoth:r as individuals that if you do not have your health, you do nothave anything?
That is said a million times a day across this country from indi-

vidual to individual, but do we say it nationally as a matter of pri-
ority? No, n,. We do not have anything as a nation if we do nothave our health, but we are not willing to go ahead and make that
true insofar as our spending priorities.
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Dr. BALTIMORE. There is perhaps one other piece to this puzzle
that might be worth putting on the table, and that is that even the
funds that are today appropriated, if you look back at where those
funds came from, a lot of them were taken from other programs.

Senator WEIMER. Yes.
Dr. BALTIMORE. So the business of taking from other research

p to develop the AIDS budget has beer. going on for a
wlul e, and one of the aspects of the $1 billion that we recommend-
ed was to return those funds, partly because of the problems of in-
frastructure and partly just the problems of the progress in the
various areas of research in the country.

Senator Wicicxze. Well, I concur with you. Granted, our job on
Appropriations has been incomplete, but we have tried mighty
hard to stem what have been just large, massive onslaughts if you
will, by the Administration into this area.

Indeed, it is one of the major reasons why, insofar as my own
=is concerned, I am the turd in the punchbowl. I think we
done as well as can be expected and now, hopefully, we will

be able to move on to a more positive element.
C 1 the matter of education that Dr. Wolff refers to, the impor-

tance of thatyou can disagree if you will, but I think you would
probably concur that we Can spend, for example, in the area of
drugseverybody wants to have a war on drugs and they want the
U.S. militia and the National Guard called out, and the Army; get
more helicopters, use the Air Force, bolster up immigration. We go
on and on and on.

There is only one way to stop the abuse of drugs. You will never
stop that stuff coming into this country. What you have got to atop
is the use, and if you would educate our children from two years of
age on that it will kill you, that will stop the problem. Nothing else
will.

The same holds true as to what you are recommending here inso-
far as any effective response to AIDS while the research goes on.

I thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish Senator Weicker would oe a little clearer

about his views. [Laughter.]
It is always a pleasure. Thank you very much to the panel.
Dr. BALTIMORE. rillilk you.
Dr. WOLFF. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. For our next panel, I would like to welcome Dr.

Jonathan Mann, the AIDS Coordinator for the World Health Orga-
nization. Two months ago, WHO announced an international plan
for facing the AIDS crisis, and we look forward to hearing about
the worldwide scope of this deadly plague.

I would like to welcome Dr. St. John of the Pan American
Health Organization, who is coordinating AIDS activities in this
hemisphere. We have had the good opportunity to work closely
with Dr. Mahler and the World Health Organization. We hope that
you will give him my best personal regards. We admire the leader-
ship that he has provided in the World Health Organization and
are very mindful of the very important service that they provide in
many different area of health policy.

We are delighted to have Dr. St. Joh, here as well. We have had
a chance to work closely with PANAT-i0 and other organizations,
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pL.rticularly in the work of immunization of children in Central
America and other health areas which has been enormously im-
pressive. I think it has been sort of the one small silver thread in
an otherwise gloomy situation, certainly, in El Salvador and other
Central American countries, the work that has been done by
PANAHO.

We have got a major new challenge. We will look forward to
hearing from each of you. We will start with Dr. Mann.

STATEMENT OF JONATHAN M. MANN, M.D. DIRECTOR, SPECIAL
PROGRLM ON AIDS, WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, ACCOM-
PANIED BY RONALD ST. JOHN, M.D.
Dr. MANN. Thank you very much, Mr. CHAIRMAN. Airs is a

global health problem for both the developed and the developing
world.

The CHAntkum. We will be quiet now, if we could, please. We
have all been very_courteous. This has been a very instructive and
important hearing and we want to make sure that our witnesses
are given all the courtesies which they are entitled to.

Dr. Mann.
Dr. MANN. Thank you very much.
AIDS is a global health problem for both thy developing and the

developed world. The numbers of reported cases and the numbers
of countries reporting cases h-.ve both increased dramatically.

In December 1982, 711 AIDS cases were reported from only 16
countries. As of early this week, nearly 39,000 cases of AIDS have
now been reported from 85 countries representing all continents,
for a more than 50- fold increase in the number of reported cases in
the last four years.

In the Americas, 33 countries have reported AIDS. In Europe,
there have been approximately 4,000 AIDS cases reported thus far,and we estimate there are between a half a million to one million
infected persons, such that by the end of 1988, 25 to 30,000 cases of
AIDS are expected i- Europe.

In Asia, the AIDS virus is starting to threaten that continent,
and although there have only been fewer than 100 cases of AIDS
reported from ten countries in ksia, the virus has penetrated the
high-risk groups, cases have occurred, and the future of the crnti-
nent may be at stake in terms of the question of whether the virus
penetrates the large populations of Asia in the future.

Africa is clearly the most affected part of the world. The World
Health Organization estimates that there are between two and five
million Africans infected with the AIDS virus now, and we know
that in parts of central, eastern and southe Africa, between 4and 15 percent of healthy adults are currently infected with the
AIDS virus.

By /991, we expect that there will be up to 1.5 million new :Imesof AIDS occurring in Africa, resulting exclusively from people al-
ready infected with the virus.

Worldwide, the World Health Organization estimates that there
have been over 100,000 cases of AIDS since the begihning of the
epidemic and that five to ten million persons may be infected
throughout the world.
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By 1991, we expect that there may be 50 to 100 million infected
persons, and this all depends on what happens in Asia and South
America. If the virus penetrates those large populations, those esti-
mates will be conservative.

Worldwide, the broad impact of the AIDS virus infection goes
beyond the health statistics to realities and to fears. All over the
world, there hrve been personal and family tragedies as a result of
fear and ignorance about this virus.

The loss to society has occurred in at least two ways; first,
through the selective loss of 20- to 40-year-oldsin r Cher words, fa-
thers and mothersand, secondly, through the stismatization of
different groups in different societies.

While in one society homosexual and bisexual men may be stig-
matized, in other parts of the world hemophiliacs, female prosti-
tutes, Westerners, or Africans are stigmatized.

At the national level, AIDS poses a threat to economic and social
development and stability, particularly in those parts of the work,
where the urban elites are particularly severely affected.

In addition, A IDS has provoked reflex reactions at the interna-
tional level, reactions to restrict international travel or trade, reac-
tions to blame othersoften on the basis of political expediency
to blame others for the problem.

Finally, threat to children is critical because AIDS poses a direct
threat to the success of the child survival initiatives which have so
painstakingly been put into place in the developing world.

AIDS is a dual threat to children in the developing world, first
because when the mother is infected the child may be infected.
There are parts of central and eastern Africa where ten percent of
pregnant are infected with the AIDS virus, such that five percent,
or one in twenty, of all children born in those areas are born in-
fected with the virus.

But, in addition, children are particularly susceptible to diseases
such as malaria which result in a need for injections, which may be
given with needles and syringes that are not sterile, and a need for
blood transfusion in areas of the world wnere blood is not screened
and where one out of every ten 'milts of blood may contain the
AIDS virus.

If we look overall, therefore, at the stresses to society created by
the 100,000 cases of AIDS that have occurred thus far, then we
have to project what more than a million new ca.-"es of AIDS occur-
ring in the next five years will mean global!; .

Global AIDS prevention and control requires, first, a recognition
of the problem. We could really call 1986 the year of global AIDS
awarene. the year when countries and people began to realize
that this is not a problem restricted to one grout that this is truly
a global problem.

On November 20th of last year, the Director General of the
World Health Organization announced that in the same spirit with
which WHO undertook smallpox eradication in the past that WHO
was undertaking now the more urgent, more complex and more dif-
ficult task of global AIDS prevention and control.

Thin will require the development of strong national AIDS pre-
vention and control program in every country throughout the
world and international leasis.rship, coordinaticri and cooperation.

'IS
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WHO started its AIDS program in 1986 and we received a veryvital initial moral and financial support from the U.S. Agency for
International Development which allowed us to start as quickly aswe did.

We have developed a 1987 action plan; it is in the discussion
phase with the donor agencies throughout the world.

In summary, AIDS is truly a global health problem. The conse-
quences of AIDS virus infection at the personal, family and sociallevel are profound. AIDS threatens the limited health gains that
have been achieved, particularly in the area of child survival,
throughout the world and it threatens economic and social develop-ment.

The epidemic of this virus is ofextraordinary scope and unprece-dented urgency, and requires a response of unprecedented energy,
creativity and resource. We are, Mr. Chairman, truly at an historic
moment, at the beginning, really, of a worldwide epidemic whose
dimensions and scope we are only beginning to truly understand.

It is clear that actions that we take now have greater potential
to affect the ultimate shape of that epidemic than actions taken inthe future.

Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Mann follows:]
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The World Health Organization's Perspective on AIDS:

Global Dimensions and Prospects fol Prevention and Control

Jonathan M. Mann, M.D. M.P.H.

Director, Special Programme on AIDS
World Health Organization

Geneva

January 15, 1987

I am pleasel to appear here today to speak on behalf of Dr. Halfdan

Mahler, Director General of the World Health Organization, who was imiced by
the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee to provide testimony to this
Committee. The r ecutive Board of WHO is underway and Dr. Mahler requested
that I represent. him and the Organization as Director of WHO's Special

Programme on AIDS.

When the Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) was first recognized in
1981, the disease appeared limited to a single nation and to a single group
characterized by its sexual orientation. Today, as a result of extensive
national and international collaborative research, the worldwide epidemic of

human immunr ciciency virus (HIV) and related retroviruses* is recognized

to be an international health problem of extraordinary scope and unprecedented
urgency.

I. Global Dimensions

Numbers of reported cases of AIDS rnd countries reporting AIDS have

increased dramatically. As of December 1982, 711 /IDS cases were reported to

the World Health Organization (WHO) from only 16 countries. However, by S

January 1987, 37,872 AIDS cases were reported to WHO from 85 countries

representing all continents.

AIDS Casey orted to WHO: 5 Janary 1987

Continent No. of Cases No. of Countries

Africa 23 17

Americas _1230 33

Asia 86 10

Europe 3847 23

Oceania 386 2

TOTAL 37872 85

* The name human immunodeficiency virus" has replaced the earlier
names for the "AIDS virus", including "Human T- lymphotropic virus type
III" and "Lymphadenorathy-associated virus-. The related retroviruses

include LAV-2, lirLV-4 and other recently recognized retroviruses

infecting humans and which are considered related to HIV, with or

without ;,idence of immunosuppresion or clinical disease. In this

document, -HIV- stands for all of these viruses.
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An additional 40 countries (Africa
- 17; Americus - 11; Asia - 5; Europa -

4) have informed WHO Jest they
thusfar have no AIDS cases to report.

Reticence in reporting of cases from some areas, combined with

under-recognition of AIDS and under-reporting to national health authorities,

has want chat the number of reported AIDS O&M represents only a fraction of

the total CAMS to date; these are estimated to be in (Mee, of 100,000.

Therefore, WNO confider' the number of countries reporting AIDS cues to 's

more Indicative of the wirer' at extent end more relevant to an 00000 ement

of the scope of the NIV pandemic than the number of officially reported

cases. in addition, due to the long incubation period (up to six years or

longer) from HIV infection to the development of clinical di , the number

of AIDS cases provides,
et best, an inaccurate and at worst, a sieleadlnely

optimistic view of the reel
extant and intensity of HIV infection. Worldwide,

WHO estimates that betimes 5 and 10 million persons or sore are curree-ly

infected with SIP. VimmllY, recent recognition of additional pathogenic human

retrovirtumf in Weft Africa and
apparent identification of en AIDS-like

rettlivirue in South America suggest
the possibility that HIV may be the first

of a series of retrovi 00000
recognised to be capable of infecting humans and

Producing ineunosuppression.

A. The Ame_iCeS:

In the Americas, 91 percent of
cases (25,523 of 31,230) have been reported

from the United State, where the
epidemiological characteristics may be

considered typical of 'Western- AIDS.
The United States Public Health Service

has estimated that approximately
1.5 million US residents are MIV-Infected and

that 270,000 AIDS cases rill likely have occurred by 1991. S 1 0;ner

Ountriee contrnuts substantially to the AIDS :see total for the Americas,

including: Canada (755), gratil (754),
Haiti (501), Mexico (161), and Trinidad

end Tobago (105). With the exCeptIn of Haiti end possibly other Caribbean

, the epidemiological pattern appears 'Western', primarily
involving
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homosexual and bisexual men and/or ',acuminous drug users. The

apidesiologinal pattern in Haiti appears intermediate between the 'Western'

and the 'African' pattern described below. Finally. an additional 27

countries in the Amer4cas have each reported from 1 to 68 AIDS cease.

B. Europe

Europe has repotted 3.847 eases from 23 countries. The latest data

summary from the MO Collaborating Centre on AIDS in Paris reviewed the

epidemiological situation as of 30 September 1986. The largest numbers of

AIDS cases were reported from France (1050). Om Federal Republic .1 Germany

(675). the United Med(' (512) and Italy (367). Additional countries

reporting 100 or more cases included: Belgium (180). Denmark (107). the

.cherlands (180). Spain (201) and Switserlend (170). As of the date of this

report. A countries in the European Region reported no cases' lulgaris. the

German Democratic eepublic. Hungary and the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republica. Among the 3.251 adult cases among persons of European origin. 71

percent ova, homosexual or bisexual can 13 percent were heterosexual

intravenous drug users. 3 percent were homosexual men who were also

intr-esnous drug users. A percent were haemophiliacs. 2 percent had received

blood transfusions. 5 percent had none of the above-listed risk factors and

inforeation was not available for the remaining 2 percent of cases.

Most countries in Europe are now experiencing an epidemic of HIV

infection. Current estimates of the total number of HIV-infected persons in

Europe range from 500.000 to 1 million or sore. Based on current trends. an

eetieated 25.000 to 30,000 AIDS cases are expected in Europe (cumulative) by

the end of 1988.

C. Oceania

The cases chaster reported from Oceania are all from Australis (364) and

New Zealand (22) and are typical of 'Western' e'idemiologic
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D. Africa

Re area of the world is
more affected by HIV than

Africa. in term, of the
proportion of the healthy population

already infected and probable numbers of
AIDS cases. Central, Eastern and parts of Southern Africa are experiencing

epidmfc HIV infection and
there is increasing evidence

regarding a Vest
African focus of additional

human retrovirel infections. In Africa. the
epidemic of clinically

recognisable AIDS sneers' to have started recently,

between 1925 and 1950. The geographical
scope and intensity of HIV infection

in Africa is difficult
to allele, due to limited

infectinue disease

surveillance end laboratory
aerodiagnoetic capabilities mod lack of a widely

accepted clinical tees definition
for AIDS. Nevertheless, a einieuauetleate

for the African continent
includes 2 million

HIV-infected pera,*s and 10,000
to 20,000 cases of AIDS annually.

The proportion of healthy adults with
serological evidence of HIV

infection in the countries
from AIDS-epidemic

regions of Africa ranges from 4
to over 30 percent, although

many of the
-lies have involved rather smell

and selected (often urban)
cumulations. The annual incidence of clinical AIDS

in some Central African
cities is at least 500 to 1,000 per million

population.

While the basic modes of
HIV transmission in Africa ars identical to those

in the developed world (sexual, blood
contact. perinatal), several important

regic.odi variations exist. The dominant al. of HIV transmission in Africa is
sexual, inv.:ay.-4 heterosexual

transmission (infected men to woman; infected
women to man) of 0.1 virus.

Not eurtrisingly, the sale to legal ratio among
AIDS clue or among HIV- infected petsons is

approximately 1;1, '0 HIV

seroprevalance rates among
African women prlsticutee

are quite high, generally

tensing from 25 to 90 percent. Data from Nairobi, Sony* have desonscrated
that once HIV is introduced

into a heterosexually
active population, rates of

HIV infection mer rise dramiticslly. Ems, in 1980-51, 4 percent of female
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prostitutes tested in Nairobi had antibodies to HIV; by 1965-66, 59 percent

were seropositive.

The !aperient, of blued transfusions for HIV transmission in Africa is

suggested by the high proportion of infected (although healthy) blood donors,

which reaches 5 to 16 percent in some . Therefore, persons receiving

blood transfusions from these donors may face a 1:20 to a nearly 115 chance of

becoming infected with HIV. While practices for collecting and transfusing

blood vary widely throughout Africa, screening of donors for HIV infection is

not usually performed and storage and processing facilities are often

insufficient.

While intravenous drug use is virtually absent in most of Africa, the

problem of HIV transmission through contaminated o.telles exists in other

ways. Any needle or other skin - piercing Instrument that becomes contaminated

with the blood of one person and tk:it used, without proper steriliastion,

to pierce the skin of another person can bet se a vehicle for HIV

transmission. The problem in Africa particularly involves injections given

for medical purposes, such as for treatment of malaria, f , diarrhoea or

other common problems. While such injections era probably not a very

efficient route for HIV transmission, persons receiving large numbers of

injections, especially in peripheral, poorly equIpped clinics, in paramedical

or non-medical settings, may be exposed to snA infected with HIV.

Fortunately, current evidence suggests that HIV is not being spread through

childhood vaccination programmes, in large part due to the longstanding and

aggressive .forts to smuts clean needles and syringes in these vital public

health programmes.

Since HIV is heterosexually transmitted, pregnant women are among those in

Africa who are likely to be HIV infector!, with resulting transmission of the
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virus to their children, either before, durng, or shortly after birth. while

the efficiency of mother-to-child
spread is presently unknown, in area of

Afrir where 10 percent or more of pregnant women are 11/1/ saropositive, as

many as S percent of 6.1 newborns
may be 9IY infected frog birth Paediatric

AM, particularly difficult to recognise where malnutrition, reepirstlry and

gastrointestinal infection are common, is an increasing problem in Africa.

finally, despite important socioeconomic
and environmental differenr-v in

household, occupationet and other setting, in Africa compared -etch Europe and

North America, there is no
pideeiolft al evidence to support casual contact

trout Lesion or ttanteission through
mosquitos, or other insects.

I. Asia

In dramatic contrast t, Africa.
SIT has only stetted to appasr in Asia. a

ema11 number of AIDS cases have
been repor.ed from Jahn (21), Thailand (6),

Soo* Song (5), Ind__ (2), China Id totem (1). laser cases have either'

been related to imported blood end blood products. to selotal t'- mission

among persons with high risk u...tours
(fatale of al. Pretitutee.

Serosurveys have n' _Aar demodstrated
little or no evideic of HIV infection

in general Asian populations, yet infections ,re occut-ed among members of

particular rick groups.
The current extent of HIV reoetration into Asia is

uoknown: the opportunity for protection of Asia _oat widespread

dissemination of IIT is evident and
nay be vital to the future of that

continent.

P.
71" NatTrallt=72111a212ELI"

The eventual outclass of HIT i-fiction remains unknown, is scientific

knowledge about the natural history of HIV
infection in limited to the 5-7

y lbsarvetion period that has elapsed since AIDS woe first descr bud.
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Three iajor HIV-associated outcomes have slreaay been distinguished:

o AIDS

o AIDS-related ill

o HIV neurological disease

During a five year period, 10 to )0 percent of HIV-infected persona can be

expected to develop AIDS. An additional 20.10 percent are likely to develop

AIDS-related illnes as Tne proportion of infected persons who will have lily

neurological disease (particularly dementia) la unknown, but an epidemic of

progressive necrological disease among HIV-infected persons *Mot be considered

a realistic possibility.

Ultimately, the majority of infected persons may suffer severe ad

health outcom. or der.h associated with HIV infection.

C. Broad Impact of HIV Infection

The per anal, social and economic costs of the HIV epidemic are enormous.

Uncertainties regarding prcgnosie, along with fears and realities of exposure

and ostracism lead HIV-infected but asymptomatic persons to experience higher

levels of stress tNan AIL'S patients themselves. The family structure and

function is threatened both by infection aad the loss of mothers and fathers.

The social end economic fabric is drr ically ftatted by the epidemic of

illness and death among productive 20-40 year cads, which is typical of AIDS

epidemiology in industrialised end developing countries. In P'rica, social

and economic development may be threatened by the loss of substantial

proportion of 20-40 year old p.raona, particularly among the urban elites.

The direct economic costs of AIDS are also enormous. For example, in the

United States, the total cost of direr medical care for AIDS patients in 1991

is estimated to reach 16 pillion do,,qrs. In some Central African hospitals,

20 to 50 percent of adult patients on medical wards hc7e AIDS or other
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NTV-telated conditions, placing
an edditionel burden upon already limited

health care systems. The combined impact of the HIV pandemic, of AIDS.

AIDS-related diseases and
neurological diverge upon health cars, insuranee and

legal system. sconottic and
social development and indeed entire cc urea end

populations is *treed, &&&&&
ordinary and will become

increasie-ly profound.

Thrt.ghout the world, personal and public reaction to AIDS has been

considerable. f AIDS and stigmatisation
of different groups

(boeoseemel men, haemophiliac*.
Africans, Westerners, female

pr.tstitutes) have
become common phenomena.

However, this remarkable global response has been

generated by onlv 30,000 AIDS
cases in the United S ttttt, 4,000 caste in

Europe, and relatively few reported cases in many other countries.

Individual, tautly, group and social tragedies are occurring
rezularl- as a

result of fairs, met often
unjustified, of HIV Infection and its spread.

Throughout the world,
tremendous social pressures and tensior are beins

generated by AIDS and AIDS-related concerns. Therefore, it must be

anticipated that societal
stresses resulting !roe the occurrence of .10,000

4I09 cases in the United
States t,y 1991, 25.000 to 30,000 European AIDS cases

by late 1999, and
increasing worldwide infections say be correspondingly

great. Proposed restrictions on HIV-infected workers and international

travellers and tie unfortunate
tendency to blase 'others' for HIV suggests

sons additional international
aspects associated with the HIV pandemic.

Predictions of future epidemic
trends are quite difficult. in addition,

the pandemic appears to be progressing deogranhicslly
as well as increasing in

intensity in areas already infected. Further spread of HIV is certain to

occur, for several reasons:

o Peron, with HIV are ikely to be infected for life; moat

will not develop and apomi or evidence of illness

for at least several
yetis, Au. 'ng which time thy may transmit

HIV to others.
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o HIV is spread sexually (from any infected person to his or her

1 p ), as well se through blood (transfusions,

irjections, skin-piorcing instruments) and frost mother-to-child.

This combination o modes of transmisP'on means that virtually all

segments of the wales prwletion have soma derma of risk of

exposure to DIV. In ..her vor4s, once HIV is introduced into

population, spree: is virtu-11y inevitable.

o HIV is already disseminated throughout the world, even though

regional differences in currant intensities of infection are quite

important.

WHO hat estimated that SO to 100 million may be .nfected with EIV

worldwide by '991; this provisional estimate will be conservative if JIV

penetrates spreads widely through South Americo and Asia.

II. Proeress Towards Prevention and Cortrol

A. Vaccine an' Treatment

The p ion of RIP transmission would be facilitated by midi and

effective vaccine capable of preventing infection, or therapeutic agent able

to reduce or eliminate the infectiousness of already infected persons.

H o , despite rapid advances in the early phases of vaccine devil ntant, a

vaccine suitable for large -scsle use is ..orAidered highly unlikely to become

available prior to the mid-199Ce. In addition. vaccine has never been made

again_( s human rrrrrr irus and several re:roviroloaist have raised the

sibility that vac .nes currently under development may not be protectivt

A recent clinical treatment trial among AIDS patients found teat

acidothymidine (AZT) prolonged life and wad associated riel clinical ant

immunotogics1 improvement. There were, howO'er, side-effects, including bone

n arrow impression; longer-term benefits and risks of AZT treatment ars
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currently .nknown. AZT say nevetthsless represent the first saint evai,

towards eventual development of safe and effective thelipsutic agents. It is

also possible that these agents could have a role in the treatment of

*emcee/nit RIV-infected persona, acting both to prevent progression AIDS

e nd reducing or eliminating cliir
infectiousness. A very recent press report

has suggested that the anti-viral
drug ribavirin ally prevent progression of

RIV itfectio* from en AIDS-related
complex level (persistent generalised

lyivOadenopathy) to AIDS. Howeve-, this information, while encouraging, must

be considered preliminati at this tine.

Despite impressive technical
and scientific advances, it is unlikely that

vaccine will become available
to &List in controlling the pandemic of HIV

infection during the nest S years.
Therefore, at least during this initial

period, prevention will rely primarily upon educational interventions designed

to promote sustained behavioural changes.

0 1 I

S. Recoenition of the Pandemic

The magnitude of the RIV pandeait
and its broad upset *lye been mediusly

underestimated and undereppreciated.
However, duties the second half of 1966,

a major Ishii. of perspecive and opinion
has oc-urred in many Worth American,

European and African countries.
For ^temple, in the United gingdoe, Prance,

Italy and eh& !Jolted SCAM., statements
by prolamine health officials and

dramatically i d financial commitments for AIDS prevention programmes

testify to a growing awareness of the scope *f the HIV roblee at national

:ty.:10. An evolution in perspective teleran' AIDS can be observed at the

regional, group, social, national and i..t.rnational levels. The initial

response to AIDS usually involves denial and an effort to minieite the

Problem, often through cosparistit of the numbers of AIDS capes with deaths

from already well-described public health problem.. Then, as the number of

AIDS cv.es int aaaaaa rapidly
and estiaates of the number of person. aireedy
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infected with RIF in the population are developed and publicised, the BIN

problem commands further attention. Finally, once the potential is r,coenised

for BIN to involve major segments of the population, including doss who may

have nreviously considered themselves without risk, the epidemic nature and

urgency of the HIT .ituation generate political committment and a vIlliLdness

to act. Africa provides just one specific sample of this generic evolutiou

ir perceptions about AIDS. AIDS as first discovered in Africa in lace 1983,

As epidemiological data became available during 1984 and 1965, the scope and

intensity of the NIT situation in many African countries became el , /et

AIDS was not Noised or accepted as health priority. Then, in March

7966, a: a WHO Regional meeting in I ills (Congo), AIDS was publicly

declared to be an important public health problem. Finally, st WHO Regional

Meeting on AIDS in g ills in November 1986, representatives from 37

countries discussed AIDS openly and agreed that action to control the epidemic

of AIDS iu Africa had to be given the highest priority.

In May 1986, citing "intensive international interest and concern bout

AIDS, the 39th World Health Assembly formally approved the creation of an AIDS

aim within WHO. I. November 1986, the girector-General of'tha World

Health Organisation announced that in the 3SMS spirit and with the rime

delication which characterised WHO's global smallpox eradication programme,

WHO was nor committed to the more urgent, difficult and complex challenge of

global AIDS prevention and control.

III. :label AIDS Prevention and Control

A. General Concepts

While the international HIV situation is dynamic, agreement exists on the

fundamental concepts end prieripal components' of global AIDS prevention and

control.

88
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The fundaments' concepts include:

o WIV infa:tion is an international health problem;

o Infection with KIP is an ad health outcome of profcind

personal, family and social importance;

o Ole infections threaten the limited gains in health which have

been achieved in several areas of the developing world;

o Neither 7accine nor therapy for eidespread use is likely to

become available for at least several years;

o The Ile global control effort will be long-term and will

likely last beyond cur Operettas;

o SIY prevention and control progrlmee must be integrated with

primary health care;

o The Me pandemic represent. an unprecedented chelleno to

pubi.c health which mandates response of unprecedented

creativity, energy and resource.

The principal cosponante of glo,,a1 AIDS prevention and control are:

o strong national AIDS prevention and control progr-vas

o international leadership, -00rdluattinn end cooperation

B. The World Wealth OrganixatiJr. Special o rams on AIDS

The World Wealth Organisation is a recupfted international leader in

tublic health, can draw upon broad existing axperWe, and has estab.ished

mechanises for collaborating with canaile.. .hroughout the world in the

design, development, implementation and evaluation of national programmes. In

the unprecedenten effort for global AIDS prevr'inn and control, MO All draw

particularly on its experience in global mobilisation and coordination

(smallpox eradication), h management 0.g., Tropical Diseases

Researchi, development of active and effective programmes (e.g., Upended

8 9
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Programme on Innunigation. Control of Dian :Deal D ), the ability to

work with non-governmental organisations and the private sector, and its

Longstanding collaborative relationships with Hasher II

The Special Programme --. AIDS ha en created as the vehicle for the

World Health Or.Aisation's critical role in global AIDS p ion and

control. The Special Programme on AIDS will support the development of strong

national AIDS prevention and control progromneS, provide international

l.adersbip and assure global coordination and cooperation.

1. Objectives

The Special Programme on AIDS has two objectiv.s:

o The primary objective is to prevent HIV transmission.

o The secondary objective is to reduce morbidity and sortality

associated with 11' infection.

2. Support to National AIDS PrOSTSUM011

The hey components of national AIDS prevention and contra, programmes

include:

a. politicsl willingaess to confront the HIV probles

b. reati-n of a National AIDS Committee, representing the

health and broad social inter's:, involved in tha HIV problem

c. initial epidesioloficel cal resource aaaaa /seats

d. establishment of surveillance system for AIDS end

particularly for SIV infections

a. development of io -country laboratory capabilities

f. m:sftonal programme for health workers at all levels

g. prevention proarenee directed to the general public and to

specific groups in the Wps scion

h. valuation mechanises based, to the ettent possible, on HIV

infection indi

90
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3. International Leadership, Coordination and C000sretion

The Special Pregramma on AIDS has certain global responsibilities and

bonitos', including;

a. preparation and distribution of guidelines, strategy cements, manuals

and other prototype materials

b. collection and analysts of data to describe cermet and future

NIV infection trends. their social, economic end demographic

impact, and Implications for interventions

c. coordination, 'tomtit. and support to intonational

biomedical, epideniological, social, behavioural sod operational

research and development

d. Asvelopment, 'reaction and support to design, implamen-stion end

evaluation of health promotion intemtacions which Jtilice

behavioural change trsteglea and commmaicatiom techniques

e. operation of active information exchange
systems on scientific,

legal, social and policy aspects of ntv

f. provision if training, ,urganisation of forums for WAITAAtiOnAl

exchanges of scientific and technical
information, development of

ctitia and international standards, and
establishment of

conse.sue on other issuer of International scope and COMCirn.

4. St-ategiea

The IMO Special Programme on AIDS
hap e.eloped S broad strategies and has

defined specific activities to be conducted vitlin each strategy during

11167-SS. Hoverer, the evolution of knowleCe recording HIV and techniques fo:

nteven,'ng tTSUSU11111011 or reducing the impact of MIS infection nay stimulate

changes in strategy or activities during this period.
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a. prevention of sexual transmission

b. p f414 of transmission through blood fusion

c. prevention of trawls...-. thieugh blood products

d. prevention of transmission through injections and skin -

piercing instruments

c. prevention of trammels.: through organ end seven donation

f. preve.tiou of perinatal cranomission

g. prevention of transmission from HIV-infected parson? through

use of therapeutic egents

h. O'vventioo of HIV transmission through the development and

deavery of vaccines

i. reduction of impoc f IT" 'infection on individuals, group.

and societies

(* strategies e-f .re groupid according to transmission categorr -

sexual, pc , perinatal)

5. Pyretic.' Issue* and Considerations

The Special Programme on AIDS has taken up the challenge of providing

rapiC esergencp 0410f1140000 CO Member Sates and 40 OVS0111f041Ci01141 working on

AIDS crises and, et the ease cis., establishing the conceptual, technical and

organisational foundation chat is needed for effective medium and long term

SIDS prevention and control progreemos.

During 15$7, therefore, both short-teem support and loos-term planning and

strengthentur will be provided tr. Member States. Immediate support, for

exesple, is required for natizn, educational progranmes designed to p

the sexual of HIV; at the same time, WHO will prepare guideline.

92
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and prototype materiels that can be used end adapted to crests more effective

progresses to prevent sexual transmission. The nature of the problea and the

urgency with which it needs to be faced also means that curing the nest Icy

years many of liP"s programme activities will need to be developed

sisultaneouslY or, certainly, sot await the type of sequential developsent

that might be anticipated with
less urgent type of problem.

The Spacial Programme on AIDS is
already providing technical assistance

and support to national activities
in countries where there bee been an

epidesiologicrl and political rec,gnition of the HIV problem. This sorb.

urgently needa to be strengthened and broadened to Pasts. COaartiell already

engaged in soling with NIS. lower: as better information becomes available

in other countries with respect
to the nature and magnitude of the HIV problem

and as political willingness to confront
AIDS in these countries increase.. it

car We anticipated that the level of support that vi- be requested of SIO

will i drassacelly.

017

The budget estimates for 116/
are boss: on collaboration with the SI t, 40

countries. predovinantly in Africa but a_so in Arts, the Middle east and the

Americas, which have indicated active intercat an issa4ste work with UMO. In

many of t see areas, the current health care
spates laftr.ttactere say not

Permit more than selective .4teuentions
at this time. dowever, as developing

countries in which the existino health
care system infrastructure is capable

of mobilising national prograres begin to recognise the HIV problem,

substantial additional financial resources may be require. Indeed, duing

1,87. one of the roles of the Programme viii be to stimulate countries in

sat .ring the NIV situation end in recnsligia$ the need for a national

prevention and control pros- AIM.
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In order to take up this challenge the Special Programme on AIDS will need

first year staffing level and financial resources unprecedented in the

Organisation. The Orgaristation'a capacity to address personal and

infrastructure nee0. and it the same time, its ability to attract the

requisite funding to support the proposed progrceme of work, vii' determine

whether the at tie. designated for 1957 can be accnspliehad.

IV. Summar]

Thf.t HIV epidemic is global and involves both the industrialised and

developing countries. It constitute. an urgent and unprecedented threat to

global health. We as at an historic moz-nt, at the beginnings of a global

epidemic whose ultimate magnitude cannot be predicted. It is clear that

action taken now will have greater !enact than actions taken later.

Therefore. series of immediate priority actions, Along with the development

of a lonvtere strategy, are urgently needed.

National end international energies, resources, creativity and committment

n411 be requir ' for global AIDS control. The World Health Organisation has

assumed its responsibility for leadership at the international 1'1,0 end is

rapidly mobilising the required internal and external resources. Through

h, application of 'misting end improved technologies, and educatioa.1

programmes leading to behavioural change, global AIDS prevention and control,

although difficult any costly, will become possible.

*
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for a very important and
significant statement, one that is both dramatic and disturbing in
terms of what is happening internationally in sections of the world.You have referred in your testimony to the tendency to blame
others, and we have also heard that on the agendas of some coun-tries they are thinking about putting some restrictions in terms ofworld travel. Can you elaborate on both of those points?

Dr. MANN. Yes, sir. In terms of the stigmatization and the blam-ing of others, this appears to be part of the initial reflex reaction inalmost every society to the appearance of this disease.
Anxiety is high and the desire to find someone to blame or ascapegoat is often high as well. Several countries have introduced

proposals of different kinds to restrict international travel, and theworld Health Organization, which is responsible also for the inter-
national health regulations, is taking a strong stand against theimposition of those kinds of restrictions, which we believe will have
no beneficial effect in preventing the transmission of the virus.

The CHAIRMAN. What sort of restrictions? I think that is ratheran unusual, to say the least, kind of requirement. What are wetalking about, that you might not get entry into a particular country unless you have been tested? What sorts of things are we talk-ing about?
Dr. MANN. Mr. Chairman, there have been proposals to restrictthe travel of what you might call the routine traveler, the routineinternational short-term traveler. The proposal suggest that if thatperson cannot present a certificate showing that they are not in-fected with the virus, a certificate which not only could be easily

fraudulently produced, but which in itself provides no guarantee ofprotection. They could be excluded.
In addition, there have been proposals to restrict the scholar-

ships that could be given to students if the student is infected. And,finally, there have been restrictions proposed regarding long-term
vise applicants, guest workers, if they wish to enter the country.All of these are based on the false idea that by identifying infect-
ed people, you can somehow protect the home population. Whenthis was proposed in the Unled Kingdom, however, it was pointedout that there are already 30 to 60,(100 infected people in theUnited Kingdom and that the desire to exclude a few African stu-dents who might be infected appeared to not have major disease
prevention significance.

The CHAIRMAN. This is being considered in what parts of theworld, Western Europe?
Dr. MANN. These kinds of restrictions are being considered in avariety of parts of the world. There have been several initial sug-gestions proposed in the Americas which, thanks to the work of thePan American Health Organization, have not been pursued.
There have been proposals in several parts of the Middle East inthis regard, and also proposals in Europe. The European proposals

have focused on students on long-term visa applicants.
In the United States, a proposal at one time had also been pre-sented to address the same question.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you think your message can be effective-ly spread worldwide? Do ycu feel that there have been sufficient
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efforts to bring international representatives together to exchange
AIDS information and to coordinate efforts?

Dr. MANN. Yes and no. There have been the major international
conferences which the World Health Organization cosponsors, the
first one in Atlanta, then in Paris, and then in Washington in June
of this year.

And, in addition, we at WHO have had a series of meetings, and
expect to have roughly 50 _meetings during the next year on vari-
ous aspects of international AIDS. I think it has taken a while for
organizations and for people to realize just how broad the scope of
this problem is, and I think in the next year we are going to hear a
lot more about the social and economic impact rather than just the
limited health impact in international forums.

The CHAIRMAN. About a month ago, the World Health Organiza-
tion announced its plan to combat AIDS. Could you briefly summa-
rize the plan?

Dr. MANN. The essence of the prog im, Mr. Chairman, involves
the develJpment of strong national AIDS prevention and control
programs. Every country in the world needs this kind of program
that starts by assessing the scope of the problem and then develops
a series of concrete activities for which WHO has established the
blueprint on how to proceed and what sort of steps are necessary.

And these, of course, include such issues as the surveillance
aspect, the laboratory capability, the education and training of
health professionals, and then the prevention programs to prevent
sexual transmission, transmission through blood and blood prod-
ucts, and transmission from mother to child.

These are the key components of what every country in the
world needs, but for which many countries need tremendous sup-
port in order to be able to implement. In some central African
countries where AIDS is a severe problem, the annual health
budget per capita is less than one dollar.

In those situations, without the addition of external aid, an AIDS
prevention and control program is not a pessibility.

In addition, there is a need for international leadership and co-
ordination because many of these issues, such as the international
travel issue, require international consensus, and the strongest
force we have, in a sense, is the moral suasion that comes from the
agreement of the best scientific minds in the world to address a
particular issue.

If those minds say that there is no danger for an AIDS virus-in-
fected person to travel on an aircraft, then we believe that the
moral force of that argument will carry.

The CHAIRMAN. What else do ycu think that the United States
ought to be doing as far as its role internationally?

-11'. MANN. Well, certainly, tr. Chairman, we are looking for
support from le United States, for significant support both in
terms of the technical resource, people, and the financial resource
to be able to implement the '187 action plan and the plans beyond
that.

It is important that this kind of international AIDS control effort
have 4lie resource that is required, a resource that will grow rapid-
ly as the awareness and ability of countries to deal with the prob-
lem increases.
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The CHAIRMAN. The World Health Organization is facing finan-
cial difficulties. Could you tell us, in terms of this particular pro-
gram, the battle internationally on AIDS, what are you talking
about in terms of their effort?

The World Health Organization has been very, very involved inthe past in eradicating a variety of different kinds of diseases,
scourges, plagues, others. Now, they have identified an action pro-
gram internationally. W. at is its estimated cost?

Dr. MANN. The estimated cost for 1987 is $43 million.
The CHAIRMAN. In '88?
Dr. MANN. We will know in about four months, with some expe-

rience of '87, what '88 will cost. You must realize, Mr. Chairman,
that in this area the key unknown variable is the extent to which
countries will indeed take on the challenge of global AIDS control.

That figure could easily increase ten-fold within two years.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, what is your estimate of your budget for

1990?
Dr. MANN. The 1990 estimate for the budget for global AIDS con-

trol approaches $1 to $1.5 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. And you professionally and scientifically believe

that that kind of resource is necessary to battle this international
ly?

Dr. MANN. Without question, and that includes the requirement
for the non-governmental organizations and the myriad of other or-
ganizations '1 i.iclude their work, and that work is not included inthe total sum.

The CHAIRMAN. And what kind of pledges do you have up to thispoint to try and give you some kind of assurance that the world
community is going to take this kind of plan seriously?

Dr. MANN. Well, first, Mr. Chairman, I must say that the re-
sponse to AIDS has changed dramatically in one year Six months
ago, on the basis of a $12 million request for funding for two years
for the World Health Organization AIDS program, we received $9
million of that $12 million from seven countries, of which $2 mil-
lion came from the United States.

Now, we are going back to those countries arid saying our assess-
ment of the problem is sucli ...gat $43 million is needed in 1987
alone, and all of those countries without exception have spoken
positively of the need to do this kind of program and of the need
for the additional resource.

Now, whether the resource that would be available in 1990 or
1991 will truly become available, I think, depends entirely on what
happens and on the perception. But when we look at the fact that
two years ago, people did not even realize that AIDS was a global
problem and that now we understand the true global magnitude
and the threat it represents, I think that in one year from now,
Mr. Chairman, I could speak in front of this Committee and tell
you about the dramatic increase in availability of funding as aresult of increased awareness.

The CHAIRMAN. I hope you are right.
How many people do you now have working on this with regard

to WHO? How many are assigned to this?
Dr. MANN. The WHO AIDS program, which w.arted in June of

'86, started wita one professional, increased three, and Dr.

71-317 - 87 - 4 9
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Mahler has indicated that I will have 15 professionals working on
the staff as of later next week.

In other words, this is being done with the real rob Peter-to-pay-
Paul principle. This is being done by taking people on a short-term
basis from other important programs within WHO and establishing
the critical mass of approximately 15 professionals that will allow
us to initiate and implement the 1987 action plan.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, for something that really is a global threat
and something which we are going to eventually end up investing a
good deal of resources both from a research and educational point
of view and billions of dollars in terras of - _re, and to recognize the
international and global scope of this whole challenge, we are
starting off internationally with three professional people.

We do not question your leadership and your commitment and
dedication or Dr. Mahler's at WHO, but it is certainly an effort
that must be and should be supported, and hopefully would be, and
we will certainly work with you here in the Congress to try and
gain that support.

Dr. Mann, one month ago, the world was surprised with the news
that a vaccine trial had started in Zaire. What can you tell us
about that trial?

Dr. MANN. Mr. Chairman, I can tell you unfortunately little of a
scientific nature about that trial. This trial was brought to our at-
tention, actually, by the media, and most of what the World Health
Organization knows about this trial, it has read in the newspapers,
French and American.

What appears to have happened according to these reports is
that a vaccine trial has indee...1 been underway in Zaire for a period
of at least several months, and we are eagerly awaiting the scien-
tific information that will allow us to assess whether this trial con-
tributes or does not contribute to the ultimate development of a
vaccine available for large populations.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, given the need for international coordina-
tion, is it not unusual for a secret vaccine trial to be underway?

Dr. MANN. Well, I think it. is extremely unfortunate. In fact, the
World Health Organization had a meeting in mid-December where
we brought five American, four European and four African experts
together and agreed that it is critical in this area that the clinical
trials of AIDS vaccine, because they are of such importance to the
entire world, be done in a scientifically open manner involving the
international scientific community and in a socially and ethically
acceptable manner.

The real disaster would be if a vaccine were inadequately tested
somewhere, pronounced to be effective in the media, but yet not ef-
fective or not assessable on the basis of information that was devel-
oped.

That would create a disaster because the pressure to use the vac-
cine would be intense and he unfortunate consequence could
ensue where a vaccine that does not protect or even hurts could be
used in millions of people, and that could even delay the ultimate
development of a vaccine that would truly protect.

So we are strongly committed to the need for international col-
laboration and communication in the vaccine ..evelopment area.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think you have talked about it briefly,
but what is really the danger of an individual, secret trial that does
not have the larger research community, hnth in terms of progress
on the issue and for the individual as well?

Dr. MANN. For the individubis involved, there is always the con-
cern about the human rights; there should be the concern about
the human rights and the ethical standards under which this vac-
cine would be tested.

And I am sure that other people who have spoken to you this
morning could speak qui' 3 eloquently about the need for ethical
safeguards in vaccine f: 31d trial develop' rent, particularly with
AIDS vaccine.

The other danger is that a vaccine field trial might not be ade-
quately well designed or adequately well conducted. These are diffi-
cult to perform. When we get to the final pay-off, which is the
question of does a vaccine work, does it protect, that is going to be
an extraordinarily difficult process which may take several years
to figure out, to decide, o../ the basis of scientific evidence

And if one proceeds too rapidly
The CHAIRMAN. Wait a minute. Just on this point, you mean

from the time the vaccine is actually developed until the time that
you have information that would indicate its effectiveness?

Dr. MANN. That it worked, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It may be what? How long did you say?
Dr. MANN. We would estimate it could be as long Is several

years.
The CHAIRMAN. Several years?
Dr. MANN. That is right, and that just emphasizes and under-

lines the complexity of the work. It is not easy to conduct a vaccine
field trial and efforts by people who may not be in contact with the
real experts internationally in this field could conduct a trial with
good faith, but with inadequate scientific credibility, and that is
where we all could be the losers.

The international scientific community offers the best chance to
get the best minds working on this problem.

The CHAIRMAN. You are concerned that it may create false hope
and false answers?

Dr. MANN. False hope, false answers, and if we imagine the sce-
nario where a vaccine that did not work was proclaimed as a vac-
cine that worked and was used by people who then abandoned
their safer practices, believing that they were protected, I think the
importance of that kind of misinformation is clear.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there anything additional that you car tell us
about the French test? I mean, have you made any kind of medical
assessment as to its effectiveness?

Dr. MANN. Mr. Chairmaa, we have no facts. We know that a vac-..
cine is being used and we do not really even know the numbers of
people involved. We do not know the manner in which those people
were selected. We do not know what teeth have been used to deter-
mine the effectiveness of the so-called vaccine.

I think it must be considered to be highly preliminary and that
our best interests lie in sharing of the information as rapidly as
possible.
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The CHAIRMAN. Given the great interest in the development of
the vaccine both in the private and public spheres in this country
and in other countries, is it realistic to expect coordination in vac-
cine development and testing?

Dr. MANN. It will be difficult in this area because this is AIPS
and because of the intensity of public and professional involvement
with this subject. On the other hand, the World Health Organiza-
tion has a track record. We have a track record in vaccine develop-
ment, we have a track record in research management, we have a
track record in establishing standards and guidelines for interna-
tional use.

i think that we must make this effort, which ultimately boils
Town to an effort of voluntary participation by vaccine manufac-
turers, scientists and others throughout the world to realize that
the benecits or collaboration benefit the whole world and that this
problem is too important to leave to any one laboratory or to any
one research facility.

However, we may not succeed, but the alternative to +tying is po-
tential chaos in this area.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, do you have an estimate as to the number
of people that, say, in 1991 worldwide would be infected? We have
heard figures up to close to 150 million people.

Dr. MANN. The World Health Organization estimatethe one
that you quoted, in fact, in your opening remarksis 50 to 100 mil-
lion.

The CHAIRMAN. I Lee.
Dr. MANN. And this is speculative.
The CnAmmAN. That is right.
Dr. MANN. As I suggested earlier, if it enters the Asian popula-

tions, 100 million is an excessively conservative figure.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. I just want to, for our audience here and

those who are watching, to mention about the World Health Orga-
nization. They have been perhaps more responsible for the eradica-
tion of smallpox than any other organization, any group in the
world, and they have made very significant progress in malaria,
typhus, yellow fever, rabies, and others.

So they are speaking from a track record of profound experience,
and I think when they warn us about the global implications of
this, we ignore that at our own risk. That has an enormous and
significant importance to us as a people.

Senator Adams.
Senator ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no questions. I

a preciate the testimony of the witness, and I apologize to the
Chairman. I have been over in the nuclear threshold test ban
treaty area. Otherwise, I would have been here with

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
We are delighted to have Dr. St. John here. I imagine that Dr.

Mann, when he Wil3 talking about the global implications, was
talking about Central America and the hemisphere as well, and we
welcome and thank you for joining us here today.

Thank you very much, gertlemen.
Dr. MANN. Thank you vex-. much.
The CHAIRMAN. Our final panel will focus on the development of

a vaccine. I would like to welcome Dr. Anthony Fauci, who is the
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Director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease
and AIDS Coordinator for the National Institutes of Health; Dr.
David Martin, the Vice President for Research of the biotet.anology
company Genentech; and Dr. Samuel Katz, of Duke University, a
member of the expert Institute of Medicine Panel on Vaccine De-
velopment.

There are many important issues which we must address so a
vaccine will be available to the public in tine to help protect the
world's populations from the AIDS plague, and I think that ourpanel here this morning can provide for this Committee and hope-
fully for the public an ill..late of where we are medically in terms
of vaccine development.

We will start with Dr. Fauci.

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY S. FAUCI, M.D., DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
INSTITUTE OF ALLERGY AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES, AND CO-
ORDINATOR OF AIDS RESEARCH, NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF
HEALTH, WASHINGTON, DC; DAVID W. MARTIN, JR., M.D., VICE
PRESIDENT, RESEARCH, GENENTECH, INC., SAN FRANCISCO,
CA, ACCOMP kNIED BY BRYAN CUNNINGHAM, VICE PRESIDENT
AND GENERAL COUNSEL, GENENTECH, INC., SAN FRANCISCO,
CA; AND SAMUEL L KATZ, M.D., PROFESSOR AND CHAIRMAN,
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS, DUKE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE, DURHAM, NC

Dr. FAUCI. Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am here
today to discuss the research activities of the National Institutes of
Health, (NIH), related to the development of a vaccine for the pre-
vention of AIDS and AIDS-related diseases.

I have submitted my written opening statement for the record. I
would now like to summarize briefly the salient features of that
statement.

As soon as it was recognized that AIDS was caused by a specific
virus that attacks the human immune system, the NIH aggressive-
ly pursued the development of a vaccine to prevent this devastat-
ing disease.

At the present time, vaccine development and research is being
supported extramurally by NIH as well as in the NIH intramural
program. The NIH has obligated a total of $20,518,000, total, from1984 to 1986 to vaccine development efforts.

It is estimated that $26,677,000 will be obligated in fiscal year'87, and the President's budget for fiscal year '88 reflects
$42,054,000 for vaccine research. These sums do not include the
great deal of basic research funded by and at the NIH that forms
the foundation for and that is applicable to vaccine development.

In this regard, it is important to point out that the advances wehave made toward developing a vaccine are due to the previous in-
vestments in basic research and the resulting knowledge gained inthe areas of virology, molecular biology, microbial genetics and im-
munology.

Despite these advances, a great deal of work needs to be done
before an effective vaccine will be available. Nonetheless, concrete
steps are already being taken in vaccine studies.
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A number of candidate AIDS vaccine preparations have been
made using a variety of scientific approaches. The specific details
of several of these approaches and the institutes involved in the
execution and/or support of them are described in my written
statement.

In order to expand further the scope of investigators involved
and the types of approaches used, the NIH will establish in fiscal
year '88 several National Cooperative Vaccine Discovery Groups
that will consist of multi-institutional, multi-discipi rY research
teams to develop creative and targeted approaches tc, ine devel-
opment.

This program will encourage the collaboration of academic and
industrial organizations. In addition, as a step toward increasing
the NIH intramural capabilities in AIDS vaccine development, an
intramural vaccine development unit wax established by NIAID in
fiscal year 1986.

After candidate vaccines have been shown to be safe and immun-
ogenic in the laboratory and in animal testing, they will become
the responsibility of the MAID, the National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases, for clinical evaluation in humans.

NIAID currently supports six vaccine evaluation units specifical-
ly designed to conduct phase I and phase II safety and antigenicity
testing of vaccines in humans. Several of these units will be in-
volved in AIDS vaccine testing and are now preparing for the time
when candidate preparations become available

Those units to be involved in AIDS vaccine testing will be ex-
panded to allow them to respond to this additional need while
maintaining their commitments to other important vaccine testing
efforts.

It is likely that phase I studies aimed at deteraining safety and
immunogenicity of a candidate vaccine may be initiated in 1987 or
the beginning of 1988. Coordination of NTH scientific efforts in vac-
cine development is handled through a variety of mechanisms.

The Chautsuan If I could just ask you, what are the numbers
you are talking about that may be tested on?

Dr. FAUCI. When you have phase I studies, they are, relatively
speaking, smIll ntimbers. You are talking of approximately a hun-
dred people wtich then in phase II go into a thousand r so and in
phase lull, lager numbers.

The CHAIRMAN. Right.
Dr. FAUCI. Coordination of NIH scientific efforts in vaccine devel-

opment, as I mentioned, is handled through a variety of mecha-
nisms. There is a great deal of coordination of efforts that occurs
through the usual informal scientist-to-scientist interaction be-
tween NIH institutes, other Public Health Service agencies, private
industry, and academic institutes.

The NIH AIDS Executive Committee, which is made up of direc-
tors of the Mil components with AIDS research responsibilities,
meets regularly twice a month to coordinate administrative, fiscal
and research efforts.

The committee is co-chaired by the Director of the NIH and
myself. In addition, I have established an NIH-wide AIDS scientific
vaccine committee made up of intramural scientists actively en-
gaged in AIDS vaccine research.

1112
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Exchange of information on vaccine development with other
Public Health Service agencies is facilitated by the PHS AIDS Vac-
cine Development and Therapeutic Intervention Subgroup of the
PHS Task Force on AIDS that meets 1,gularly.

In summary, the NIH has responded to the need for a vaccine to
prevent AIDS and AIDS-related disease through the development
of a number of basic and applied research efforts both within its
intramural laboratories and through extramural support of aca-
demic and industrial organizations.

Important advances have been made. However, despite these
rapid advances, given the nature of the AIDS epidemic and other
considerations which I will be happy iscuss with you during the
question period, evea if the preparations now under investigation
prove to be safe and effective, it is likely that it will take a number
of years until a vaccine is available for widespread use.

The Outlaw'. Can you just e!aborate on that? How many years
are you talking about?

Dr. Ewa. You are talking about from five to eight years. If youtalk about phase I studies, they go from three to nine months;
phase II, anywhere from a few months to 36 months; and phase III,
which involves larger, widespread, multi-center, controlled trials,
will take up to five or eight years.

So vie do not expect, ifwe do have a vaccine, that it will be avail-
able for widespread use well into the 1990s.

This concludes my remarks, Mr. CLairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Fauci bllows]
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee. I am here today to

discuss the research activities of the National Institutes of Health

(NIH) related to the development of a vaccine for the prevention of

AIDS and AIDS-related diseases. I will report on the status of AIDS

vaccine development efforts and on plans for future research

initiatives.

neraopucriam

As soon as it was recognized that AIDS was caused by a specific

virus which attacks the huran immune system, the NIH agressively

pursued the development of a vaccine to prevent this devastating

disease. At the present time, vaccine development research is being

conducted in NIH intramural research laboratories and supported at

outside institutions by the National Institute of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases (NIAID), the National Cancer Institute (NCI), and

the Divisior of Research Resources (DRR). The NIH has obligated

$20,518,000 from FY 1984 to FY 1986 on vaccine development efforts. It

is estimated that $26,617,000 will be obligated in FY 1981, and the

President's budget for FY 1988 reflects $42,054,000 for vaccine

research. These sums do not include the great deal of basic research

funded by and at the NIH that forms the foundation for, and that is

applicable to, vaccine development. In -ddition to these in-house

activities, many NIH intramural scientists and extramural scientists

supported by the NIH are collaborating closely viii industry in these
q

vaccine development efforts. A number of NIH intramural scientist- are

collaborating with a variety of industrial organizations and academic
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institutions by sharing scientific expertise and research materials.

Most of the initial efforts on vaccine were focused in the NIH

intramural program because the virus was isolated in those laboratories

and because it is possibl, to change the focus of research efforts more

quickly in intramural laboratories. There is a steady shift in the

direction of extramural involvement and a number of extramural efforts

for vaccine development will be described later.

I think it is important to point out that the advances we have

made toward developing a vaccine are due to the orvvious investments in

basic research and the resulting knowledge gained in the areas of

virology, molecular biology, microbial genetics and immunology. The

foundation of basic research, coupled with new biomedical technologies,

have enabled us to learn more about the nature of the AIDS virus, its

component structures and their funitions, and its mechanisms of

pathogenesis in a shorter period of time than has been the case with

any other infectious disease.

Despite these advances, a grwat deal of work needs to be done

before an effecti vaccine will be available. We need to define

clearly the role of the human immune system in the pathogenesis of

AIDS. We must have a better understanding of the immune mechanisms

that are able to prevent either the ini,ial viral infection or the

progression of an asymptomatic infection to full-blown AIDS. We must

understand the reasons for differences in susceptibility to infection

from individual to individual.
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Through the technologies of molecular biology, we will have

greater insight into the antigenic variation of various components of

the virus in order to identify those with most potential as candidate

immunizing agents. We are supporting a large number of intramural and

extramural research projects directed toward these basic research

goals.

APPROACHES TO THE DEVELOMEINT or CANDIDATk VACCINES

A number of candidate AIDS vaccine preparations have been made

using a variety of scientific approaches.
These approaches include the

use of whole killed AIDS virus, subunit preparations extracted from the

virus, recombinant DNA-produced antigens, synthetic antigens, and

vaccines produced by the insertion of AIDS virus DNA into a live

vaccinia virus vector. Specific efforts underway include the

following:

Scientists at the NCI have isolated purified fractions of the

viral envelope glycoprotein. One such preparation, called the

gp120 subunit. has been inoculated into goats, horses and rhesus

monkeys. These animals produced antibodies to this fraction thlt

were capable of neutralizing the AIDS virus in laboratory tests.

Both the natural and the genetically engineered pieces of gp120

are being tested in chimpanzees to assess whether actual
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infection with the AIDS virus can be preented in vaccinated

animals.

Scientists at the NIAID have inserted the region of the AIDS

virus DNA that codes for the expression of its envelope proteins

into vaccinia virus. In collaboration will. the NCI, NIAID

investigators have inoculated Macaque monkeys with this

recombinant vaccinia vector preparation and antibodies have beer

producer that also neutralize the AIDS virus in iaborLtory tests.

In addition, the NI11 is also supporting researe, that has

produced two synthetic peptides containing amino acids *_het are

analogous to the gp120 and gp41 regions of the AIDS virus

envelope glycoprotein. Antisera from rabbits inoculated with

these peptides were capable of neutralizing AIDS virus

infectivity in laboratory assays. The synthetic peptide which

corresponds to the gp41 region is currently being evaluated in

chimpanzees. Considerable intramural and R & D contract

supported efforts are being focused on the development of these

types of synthetic vaccines. Some of these preparations are

being tested for safety and antigenicity in laboratory and animal

studies. Depending on these results, phase I studies in humans

will be initiated at the appropriate time.

Many of these viral vaccine preparations, particularly the small

molecular weight antigens such as the subunit fractions and the

1
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synthetic peptides. are only able to elicit a weak antibody response

when injected into animals. In r-der to increase the antigenic

response, investigators have injected them a in combination

with other agents ca]led adjuvants. While .ear of sejovants can be

used in animals, only one, alum, is approved as safe 'or use in humans.

Therefore, the NIH will be supporting research proje,zs to develop

t iitional adjuvants as well as to explore other procedures for the

safe potentiation of the human immune response to these small antigens.

GAXERAL VACCINE DEVELOPMENT EIPPORTS

At the present time, no one knows which of these various

approaches will provide the best vaccine candidates. :-....refore, it is

important that all scientifically sound approaches be pursued. To

further expand the numbers of investigators involved and the types

approaches used, the NIH will establish in FY 1988 several National

Cooperative Vaccine Discovery Lroups based on the model of the National

Cooperative Drug Discovery Groups, that were established to provide

innovative scie '4= approaches tr. targeted drug development.

Likewise, the N. tonal Cooperative Vaccine Discovery Groups that

consist _4 multi-institutional, multi-disciplinary research groups will

develop creative and targeted approaches to vaccine development. This

program will encou-age the collaboration of academic and ir.ustrial

organizations in the use of their scientific talents and resoutees to

address AIDS vaccine development.
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As a step toward increasing the NIH intramural capabilities in

AIDS vaccine development, an intramural Vaccine Development Unit was

established by the STAID in FY 1986. The capabilities of this unit

will be expanded this year to encompass a full range of vaccine

development activities including basic research on the molecular

biology of the virus and the host immune response. In addition, a

concerted effort will be undertaken to develop appropriate animal

models for the evaluation of candidates vacci,-.4s. To support this

latter effort, a high quality animal containment facility will be a

component of this unit.

The availability of appropriate animal models for the testing of

candidate vaccines is a particularly urgent need. At the present time,

the chimpanzee is the only model of human AIDS virus infection that can

be used for the evaluation of candidate vaccines and therapeutic

agents. Although the chimpanzee does not develop the disease, an

infection can be established in this primate, and valuable information

on the immune response to the virus as well as on the potential of

various candidate vaccine preparations can be obtained. While there

are other primate models that may be of some value in vaccine and

treatment studies, they involve disease caused by a related primate

viru- lot identical, to the human AIDS virus. Considerable intramural

and extramural research efforts are being directed, throu3h several

individual NIH components, toward the further refinement of the

chimpanzee model and toward the development of an alternative model.
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After candidate vaccines developed by the NIH have been shown to

be safe and immunogenic in laboratory and animal tests, they will

become the responsibility of the NIAID for clinical evaluation in

humans. Candidate vaccines will be evaluated through R & D contract

supported institutions in collaboration with intramural scientists,

other NIH Institutes and other appropriate PHS agencies. The NIAID has

a great deal of experience in the development and evaluation of

vaccines against a large number of infectious agents. It currently

supports six vaccine evaluation units specifically designed to conduct

phase I and phase II safety and antigenicity testing of vaccines in

humans. Several of these units will be involve.; in AIDS vaccine

testing and are now preparing for the time when candidate preparations

become available. Those units to be involved in AIDS vaccine work will

be expanded to allow them to respond to this additional need while

maintaining their commitments to other important vaccine testing

efforts.

PHASES IN AIDS VACCINK CLINICAL TESTING

As mentioned, these units are primarily designed for early

vaccine testing. The first step in vaccine testing in humans is

referred as phase I. In phase I studies, the primary purpose is to

look fcr toxicity or gross adverse side effects of the vaccine, gain

some information on its immunogenic potency in humans, and establish a

proper dose level for further studies. Phase II studies involve larger

numbers of subjects a-d provide more information on safety and
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immunogenicity. These phase II studies confirm the proper dose levels

and may provide some preliminary data on the possible effectiveness of

the vaccine in preventing disease. After a vaccine has completed phase

I and II testing, it is moved to phase III studies that involve large

numbers of volunteers. These studies are often multi-centered, and are

usually designed as randomized, placebo-controlled trials. These phase

III trials provide the statistically significant data on the efficacy

of the vaccine that is necessary before the vaccine can be made

available for general use. It is likely that plums 1 studies o'

candidate vaccine asp be initiated in 11117 or the begfamies of 19S he

The AIDS Program of the NIAID sponsored a workshop on AIDS vaccine

development in July of 1986 which addressed the status of various

approaches to vaccine development and began ,qscussions on the design

of safety, antigenicity and efficacy studies of AILS vaccines. The PHS

will be holding a meeting in March of 1987 for further discussions on

the design of clinical trials and to establish the criteria that should

be met by vaccine preparations ,o be considered for human trials.

COORDINATION

Coordination of NIH scientific efforts in vaccine development are

handled througi. a variaty of mechanisms. A great deal of coordination

of efforts occurs through the usual informal scientist-to-scientist

interaction between NIH Institutes, other PHS agencies, private

industry and academic institutions. The NTH AIDS Executive Committee,

4
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which is made up of Directors of NIH components with AIDS research

responsibilities meets twice a month to coordinate administrative,

fiscal and research efforts. In addition, I have established an NIH-

wide AIDS Scientific Vaccine Committee made up of intramural scientists

actively engaged in AIDS vaccine research. This Committee meets

regularly to discuss scientific approaches to vaccine development and

results of current research as well as to plan new experiments.

Members of NIAID's extramural AIDS Program staff attend these meetings

in order to be aware of the status of vaccine research and to plan for

future testing through extramural facilities.

Exchange of information on vaccine development with other PHS

agencies is facilitated by the PHS AIDS Vaccine Development and

Therapeutic Intervention Subgroup of the Public Health Service Task

Force on ! -DS. This subgroup also meets on a regular basis. and each

agency involved in research on AIDS vaccines provides updated reports

on its work and discusses future plans. Further PHS coordination comes

from ueetings of the main PHS Task Force itself that meets twice a

month.

SIBINAully

In summary. the NIH has responded to the need for a vaccine to

prevent AIDS and AIDS-related disease through the development of a

number of basic and applied research efforts both within its intramural

laboratories and through extramural support of academic and industrial
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organizations. Important advances have been made in better

understanding of the pathogenesis r" the disease, the nature of the

causal agent, and factors important is the immune response of the host.

The rapid advances made in underst.e'ins the biology and molecular

biology of the AIDS virus have led to concrete steps being taken toward

the development of a vaccine through the preparation of several

candidates that are in various stages of preclinical testing. Despite

these rapid advances, given the nature of the AIDS epidemic, even if

the preparations now under investigation prove to be safe and

effective, it is likely that it will take a number of years until m*

veacine is available for ittespreed use.1

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, this concludes my

prepared statement. I will be happy to answer any questions you have.
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The CHAuthudv. Could we have Dr. r vid Martin?
Dr. MARTIN. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is David

Martin. I am a physician and geneticist, and Vice President and
Director of Research of Genentech. With me is Bryan Cunningham,
who is Vice President and General Counsel of Genentech.

Genentech is a leading biotechnology company committed to the
research, development and commercialization of pharmaceutical
products made through recombinant DNA tech.iology.

Genentech is one of the biotechnology companies actually pursu-
ing development of an AIDS vaccine. I appreciate the opportunity
to share with you the promise and the frustrations of our efforts inthis area

A major hope in the struggle against AIDS is that development
of a vaccine will be possible. The consensus of experts, including
those at the WHO and the National Academy of Sciences, is that
even if the scientific and non-scientific issues which cloud the de-
velopment of an AIDS vaccine can be resolved, a vaccine is five or
more years away.

Although a vaccine may be years away, this should not detract
from the tremendous strides of the scientific community that youhave heard about earlier this morning, nor should it dash any
hopes for a vaccine.

Perhaps the major scientific obstacle involved in producing an ef-
fective AIDS vaccine is the virus variation problem. This problem
stems from the fact that there exist multiple strains of HIV, or the
AIDS virus, with immunologically distinct surfaces.

This enables the virus to evade an immune response because the
immune responsefor example, one generated by vaccination
which eliminates one type of virus may be less effective or ineffec-
tive in eliminating a virus with a slightly different surface compo-
nent.

A similar situation exists in the case of polio, where there are
three immunologic-distinct forms of the virus. All three types of vi-
ruses are included in a polyvalent vaccine. This vaccine has been
spectacularly effective and it is obvious that a similar polyvalent
vaccine for AIDS might protect individuals against the various
types of the virus.

Unfortunately, the number of HIV typesthat is, serotypesis
completely unknown at this time. Federal efforts should support
and expedite the ongoing research efforts.

First, Congress should provide increasing funding to greatly en-
hance and fully support the NIH and other governmental and pri-
vate agencies who are conducting serotyping of the AIDS virus.
The same serotyping program which was done for polio is essential
for the developmer of an AIDS vaccine. The technology for this
zerotyping currently exists.

The results of this typing will allow the various investigators
working on an AIDS vaccine to choose the genes from the appropri-
ate viral isolates for inclusion in a polyvalent vaccine in order to
provide broad protection against the different types of AIDS virus.

Secondly, we urge this Committee to take steps to develop a cen-
tral repository for viral isolates and patient sera so that they are
readily available to all qualified scientists.
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The powerful tools of biotechnology have much to offer in the de-
velopment of vaccines, particularly in connection with an AIDS
vaccine. Genetically-engineered vaccines based on portions of the
recombinantly-produced surfaces of AIDS viral envelope are inher-
ently much safer than conventional vaccines which used weakened
or killed vaccines.

Recombinantly-produced fragment merely mimics a portion of
the virus in order to trigger an immune response. Absolutely no
one will develop an AIDS infection from this type of vaccine.

No vaccine, however, is a hundred percent safe. It will not be
until after the widespread use of an AIDS vaccine that the infre-
quent adverse effects will be identifiable. Testing of an AIDS vac-
cine has its own unique problems. There are no good animal
models.

Because the HIV affects certain non-human primates, it does not
generate an AIDS in those animals. Only direct test on humans
will suffice, and the direct test will clearly raise many social, ethi-
cal and political questions in the determination of whether a vac-
cine will be effective.

Because of the long latency period of HIV in humans after infec-
tion, it may take, as Dr. Fauci has said, many years to determine
whether it effectively prevents AIDS.

The Institute of Medicine conference in March of 1986 found that
promising research results are not developed into products because
of, number one, the enormous expense of clinical trials; number
two, the unknown market size, particularly with adult vaccines
which are not mandated by the States; and, number three, the po-
tential for large and unpredictable awards in product liability cases
where the manufacturer has properly made a vaccine which has an
inherent and unknown risk, one that cannot be avoided.

The Institute of Medicine has correctly identified the barriers to
vaccine development. The uncertain legal environment has had
tang:me ad verse effects on vaccine manufacturers. It has discour-
aged the me nufacturer in innovation of vaccines.

Some pha maceutical manufacturers have chosen to opt out of
the vaccine business altogether. The remaining manufacturers
have been forced to reflect the increased cost in their prices.

Last fall when Congress considered the childhood vaccines bill,
the number of manufacturers had dwindled to one manufacttaer of
polio vaccine, one manufacturer of vaccines for measles, mumps
and rubella, and two DPT vaccine manufacturers.

In fact, in May of 1986, the two manufacturers of the DPT vac-
cine announced tremendous price hikes to cnver the cost of law-
suits. One of the manufacturers, which had priced a dose of vaccine
in 1982 at 11 cents per dose, was reportedly charging $11 per dose
after June 1986 to cover the costs of litigation through self-insur-
ance.

The same disincentives for manufacturing childhood vaccines
exist for developing an AIDS vaccine. In addition, there are other
obstacles to the development of an AIDS vaccine.

Unlike the childhood vaccines whose widespread use identified
adverse side effects, we cannot accurately know or guess what side
effects will be associated with an AIDS vaccine.
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Unlike the childhood vaccines which the States make mandatory
for each child, we do not yet know whether or when the govern-
ment will make an AIDS vaccine mandatory.

The question of who will use the vaccine is critical to answer for
of commercialization, but it has even more significantpurposes re

consequences. From a public health point of view, there are
a number of reasons why the government should make an AIDS
vaccine, once developed and proven safe, compulsory.

First, the most important consideration is that the current epide-
miology of AIDS in the United States and its prevalence in the
identified high-risk groups such as homosexual men and N drug
abusers most likely reflect the transmission of the virus five or
more years ago.

Five years from today, we may well see an entirely different epi-
demiologic pict.tre for HIV infection with a much greater preva-lence in the general heterosexual population.

Indeed, we already know from the epidemiology of HIV infection
in Africa that at least certain HIV strains can be spread through
the heterosexual population. For this reason, the vaccination of the
general population at the earliest possible date is essential to pre-
vent anything remotely similar to the widespread heterosexual epi-
demic now in progress in several African nations.

Secondly, there is absolutely no way to guarantee that the na-
tion's blood supply will remain entirely safe with respect to HIV
transmission. Generalized vaccination of the heterosexual popula-
tion is the only way to reduce the risk that contaminated blood is
not inadvertently administered to unprotected individuals.

Thirdly, we cannot afford to allow HIV to become endemic in the
way that hepatitis B has. Currently, there are over two million car-
riers of hepatitis B in the United States and nearly 200 million in
the People's Republic of China.

As has happened for hepatitis B, once a significant number of
women of child- bearing age are infected with HIV, the infection
may become endemic because it is frequently passed to the chil-dren of such mothers. If we do not intervene now, we may be faced
in the future with a widespread, chronic, endemic infection and alarge pool of carriers.

Fourthly, generalized vaccination programs are responsible for
the remarkable successes of the smallpox and the polio immuniza-
tion/eradication programs which you heard about a few moments
ago.

Vaccines targeted at high-risk groups without compulsion, such
as the hepatitis B vaccine, have failed to prevent an increased inci-
dence of the disease in the United States.

At least one State, California, has enacted legislation to facilite
development of an AIDS vaccine. Last fall, California passed a law,
assembly bill 4250, which addresses each of the obstacles the Insti-
tute of Medicine said would stymie vaccine development.

The California lwislation is a laudable first step. Federal legisla-
tion should go further in the area of tort reform. It should ensure
that judges ind juries do not have the power to second-guess the
judgment of FDA. experts who, after spending years evaluating the
benefit/risk ratio of s vaccine, will have concluded that the benefit
to the public from an HIV vaccine outweighs the unavoidable risk
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inherent in such a vaccine. Federal law should clearly protect the
manufacturers of an AIDS vaccine from liability without fault.

For these reasons, we support the following Congressional ac-
tions: number one, increased funding for programs directed toward
serotyping; number two, establishment of a central repository of
AIDS virus isolates and patient sera; number three, tort reform to
establish fault-based products liability, including a victims compen-
sation fund to discharge society's responsibility to pay fc.r the
larger benefit of a population protected against the deadly HIV;
number four, making a vaccine against HIV a compulsory vaccine
for the general population.

We urge that these steps be taken now when the biotechnology
companies developing HIV vac cir es are on the verge cf making the
decision of whether or not to mount the very expensive scale-up
and pre-clinical development programs necessary before the com-
mercialization of their R and D efforts.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Martin follows:]
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fTATENENT OF DAVID N. MARTIN, JR.. M.D.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee,

Genentech is a leading biotechnology company

committed to the research, development and

commercialization of pharmaceutical products made

through recombinant DNA techniques. Genentech it

one of the biotechnology companies actually

pursuing development of an AIDS vaccine.

appreciate the opportunity to share with you the

promise, and the frustrations, of our efforts in

this area.

Today mankind is confronted with potentially

the most insidious disease ever known -- one which

attacks the immune system and renders it incapable

of resisting the invading virus. Those wt) develop

the symptom of it will die.

Acquired Immune Deficient' Syndrome -- AIDS- -

is primarily a sexually transmitted disease with no

early warning signs. After infection with Human

Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), individuals may be

healthy for five or aore years during which time

their serum may not even test positive for AIDS

antibodies. These individuals, unaware of the

infection, unw ttingly spread it. Health officials

suggest only 25% to 50% of those infected will

2
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develop the symptoms; the rest remain carriers of

the dread disease.

Between 1981 when the disease was first

diagnosed and the end of 1986, over 27,000 people

in the United State have been reported to have

AIDS. By the end of 1986, over 15,300 had died.

The U.S. Public Health Service estimates that by

1991 there will be 270,000 reported cases of AIDS.

Considering estimates that one to two million

people may already be infected, the Public Health

Service's estimate of AIDS cases in 1991 seems

extraordinarily conservative.

The costs to society of this dread disease are

staggering. The human costs -- the emaciation, the

dementia, the pain, the suffering, the loss of

productivity, the loss of young lives -- are

incalculable.

The dollar costs :re astronomical. The

National Academy of Sciences recently z.;zrted that

the average hospital cost-) alone range from $50,000

to $150,000 for each AIDS patient. The Public

Health Service projects that direct costs of care

for AIDS patients in 1991 alone will be $8 billion

to $16 billion. It is little wonder that

eradication of AIDS is America's highest health

priority.

3
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What can be done and how can we wags war on

this disease?

Diagnostic tests are now available which are

capable of detecting antibodies to the AIDS virus.

These diagnostics have done such to enhance the

safety of the Nation's blood supply. Appropriate

criteria are in place for identifying and excluding

blood and plasma of donors who are at increawed

risk of transmittang the disease.

Unfortunately, AIDS cannot be curlew at this

time. One drug, AZT, has shown promise in

inhibiting a key enzyme, reverse transcriptase,

involved in the replication of the virus. On

balance, however, the extensive efforts directed

toward screening and testing antiviral products,

products to rebuild the immune response and

products to treat opportunistic infections

associated with AIDS have not been successful.

While we must continue the search for effective

treatments, even an effective treacasnt is not a

complete answer.

A major hops in the struggle against AIDS is

that development of a vaccine will be possiblw.

The consensus of experts including those at the

World Health Organization and the National Academy

of Sciences in that, even if the scia'tific and
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nonscientific issues which cloud the development of

an AVM vaccine can be resolved, a vaccine is five

or more years away. although a vaccine is years

away, this should not detract from the tremendous

strides the scientific coanunity has taken in

understanding 'UV and how it works, nor should it

dash hopes for a vat

lumtnisation against dam and prevention of it

in our population and in the world at large must be
our goal. Historically, immunisation has been one

of medicine's most spectacularly successful and

cost effective preventive health measures. One
reason has been because government or other

organisations were willing to step forward at the

appropriate time with particularly powerful

resources. Through immunisation in our lifetime we

have seen the global eradication of smallpox. We

have also witnessed the
virtual elimination in tit..

United States of poliomyelitis and have drastically

reduced measles, mumps and rubella. There are now

thousands of children alive and well who 'would have

died of these diseases if our modern vaccines had

not been developed. Such is the hope of vaccines.

Vaccines all work on the same basic principle

by getting the body to make antibodies which will

recognisc and bind to an infectious agent,

5
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signaling other parts of th immune system to kill

or inac ivat.. the agent. Perhaps the major

scientific obstacle imolved in producing an

effective AIDS vaccine is the virus variation

problem.

This problem stems from the fact that there

exist multiple strains of HIV with immunologically

distinct surfaces. This enables the virus to evade

an immune response, because the immune response

which eliminates one t),e of virus may be less

effective or ineffective in eliminating a virus

with a different spectrum of surface component.

Practically speaking, an individual vaccinated with

the components of one type of virus sight be able

to mount an immune response against the homologous

virus, but not necessarily against a different

strain of virus.

A 4milar situation exists in the case of

polio where there are three immunologically

distinct forms cf the virus. All three types of

virus are included in a polyvalent vaccine. This

vaccine has been spectacularly effective, and it is

Obvious that a similar polyvalent vaccine for AIDS

might protect indiiduals against the various types

of the virus.

Unfortunately, the number of HIV types is
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completely unknown at this time. Taus, are there
only a few types of HIV, as is the case with polio?
Or, are there an enormous number of types, as is
the case with the influenza virus? These questions

are central to the development of an AIDS vaccine.

A large number of virus types (>50) might make the
practical production of an AIDS vaccine virtually
impossible.

Federal efforts should support and expedite

ongoing research efforts. First, the Congress
should provide increased funding to greatly enhance
and fully support the NIB and any other

governmental or private sector efforts to conduct
serotyping of the AIDS virus. The same typing

program which was done fox poly is essential for

the development of an AIDS vaccine. The technology

for this typing currently exists. The result of

this typing will allow the various investigators

working on an AIDS vaccine
to choose the genes from

the appropriate viral isolates for inclusion in a
polyvalent vaccine in order to provide broad

protection against the different types of AIDS
virus.

Second, we urge this committee to take steps
to dxvelop a central r, ,sitory :or viral isolates

and patient serum, so that they are readily and

7
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easily available to all qualified scientists.

Third, we ask for greater coordinecion of federal

efforts in order to make more readily available

information concerning governmental research

projects and the data resulting from such projects.

The powerful tools of biotechnology have such

to offer in the development of vaccines,

particularly in connection with an AIDS vaccine.

Genetically engineered vaccines, based on portions

of the recoabinantly produced surface of the AIDS

viral envelope, are inherently much safer than

conventional vaccines which use weakened or killed

viruses. The recoabinantly produced fragment

merely mimics the portion of the virus in order to

trigger an immune response. Absolutely no one will

develop an AIDS infection from this type of

vaccine. No vaccine, however, is 100% safe.

Moreover, it will not be until after the widespread

use of an AIDS vaccine that all the infrequent,

adverse effects are even identified.

Testing of an AIDS vaccine has its own unique

problems. There are no good animal models. Even

though the HIV infects certain non-human primates,

it does not give them AIDS. Consequently, animal

t':ts can only determine 4f the vaccine prevented

the viral infection by testing for antibodies to
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the HIV and for the MIV ner Such tests cannot

predict for certain vnether the vaccine will

prevent AIDS in humans. Only direct tests on
humans, which raise many social, ethical and

political questions, will be able to determine

whether the vaccine is effective. Because of the
long latency period of HIV in humans after

infection, it nay take several years to determine

whether it effectively prevents AIDS.

In March of 1966, Psis Committee and the House

Committee on Inergy and Commerce asked the Mationel

Academy of Sciences, Institute
of Medicine (ICI() to

help formulate a new vaccine policy, ION convened

a conference of 70 leading experts on vaccines and

immunisation. The discussion at the conference
focused .1) the continuing inadequacy of government
and industrial investment despite the cost -

effectiveness of immunisation. The IoM conference

found that promising research results are not

developed into products because of (1) the enormous

expense of clinical trials; (2) the unknown market

size, particularly with adult vaccines which unlike

childhood vaccines are not mandated by the states;

and (3) the potential for large and unpredictable

awards in products liability cases where the

manufacturer has properly made a vaccine which has
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an inherent and known risk; one which cannot be

avoided.

The National Institute of Medicine made the

same points in its recently published,

comprehensive analysis of the AIDS epidemic:

Much of the expertise in vaccine
development is in the industrial

sector. However, contributions of
industry to the development of an HIV
vaccine are inhibited by the substantial
developmental costs in the absence of a
significant probability of fiiancial
return and by apprehension over potc.ntial

liabii1ty incurred in the course: of

vaccine distribution. Creative optIons

for the governmental support If

industrial researmh, guarantees o!
vaccine purchase, end the assumption of
reasonable liability should, therefore,

be actively explored and encouraged.

Confrontina AIDS: Directions for Publil

Health. Health care and Research (1986), at 27.

In its report, the /ON later aptly observed:

Another difficulty involves the

unwillingness of many pharmaceutical
companies to commit to a significant
financ -al and scientific investment in

vaccine development in the face of

prsent liability threats and insurance

ccnsiderations. Concerns exist over

liability both during the testing phase

of vaccine development and after a

vaccine is licensed but are perhaps

greater during the latter period. Unless

problems of vaccine liability are dealt

with swiftly and effectively, no
manufacturer may be willing to produce

HIV vaccine for use in the Aaerican

market.

Ibi4, at 229.

The Institute of Medicine has correctly
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identified thd barriers to development of vaccines.

The liability questions loom particularly large.

These are troubling questions. Does the

manufacturer who properly prepared and labelled the

vaccine or the equally innocent victim who is

injured by the infrequent, but unavoidable, side

effect bear the loss? If the side effect was

unknown, should the manufacturer or the innocent

victim have to bear the loss?

Under well-established law, the vaccine

manufacturer is not liable for injuries when the

vaccine has been properly manufactured and adequate

warnings of known risks have been provided. Some

courts have acted contrary to these principles and

forced manufacturers to pay sizable damage awards

including awards of punitive daaages. In the first

significant case, Peva. v Myeth Laboratories, 498

F.2d 1264 (5th Cir. 1974), the Court suggested

compensation should be provided to the innocent

victim and that the cost is best borne by the

sanufacturer.

The clear signal to vaccine manufacturers from

the Roves decision, and those which follow in its

wake, is that liability may be found without fault.

Subsequent case rulings have further encouraged the

filing of law suit,' departing from liability

/1-317 - 87 - 5
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associated with fault. An Witch, S.W. The

Vaccine Dilemma," Issues in Science and Technology

(Winter 1986), at 108 - 121. These decisions have

the effect of unjustifiably making the m.....nufacturer

the insurer.

The uncertain legal environment has had

tangible adverse effects on vaccine manufacturers:

It has discouraged the manufacture and innovation

of vaccines. Some pharmaceutical manufacturer have

chosen to opt out of the vaccine business

altogether.

The remaining manufacturers have been forced

to reflect the increased costs in their prices.

Last fall, when Congress considered the childhood

vaccines bill, the number of manufacturers had

dwindled to one manufacturer of polio vaccine, one

manufacturer of vaccine for measles, mumps and

rubella and two DPT vaccine manufacturers. In Kay,

1986, the two manufacturers of DPT vaccine

announced tremendous price bikes to cover the cost

of law suits. One of the manufacturers, which had

priced a dose of vaccine in 1982 at $.11, wet

reportedly charging $11.40 per dose after June,

1986, to cover the cost of litigation through self-

insurance.

The same disincentives for manufacturing

12
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childhood vaccines exist for developing an AIDS

vaccine. In addition, there are other obstacles to

the development of an AIDS vaccine. Unlike the

childhood vaccines whose widespread use has

identified adverse side effects, we cannot

accurately know or guess what side effects will be

associated with an AIDS vaccine. Unlike the

childhood vaccines which the states make mandatory

for each child, we do not yet know whether or when

the government will make an AIDS vaccine mandatory.

The question of who will use such a vaccine is

a critics` one to answer for purposes of

commercialization. It has even more significant

health consequences. From a public health

viewpoint, an HIV vaccine should be a universal

vaccine. There art a number of reasons why the

government should make an AIDS vaccine, once

developed, compulsory.

The most important consideration is that the

current epidemiology of AIDS in the United States

and its prevalence in the identified high risk

groups such as homosexual men and IV drug users

most likely reflects transmission of the virus five

or more years ago. In five years, we may well see

an entirely different epidewiologic picture for HIV

13
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infection with a such g:eater .lance in the

general heterosexual population. Indeed, ve

already know from the epidemiology of HIV infection

in Africa that at least certain HIV strains can be

spread through the heterosexual population. For

this reason, vaccination of the general population

at the earliest possible data is essential to

prevent anything remotely similar to the idespread

heterosexual epidemic now in progress in several

African nations.

There is absolutely no way to guarantee with

100% certainty that the nation's blood supply will

resain entirely safe with respect to HIV

transmission. Small but finite risks exist at the

present time that individuals who have the HIV

infection, but who have not yet developed the

antibodies to HIV which the diagnostic tests can

detect, will on occasion donate blood and

contaminate the natimo, blood supply. Generalized

vaccination of the heterosexual population is t:Ige

only way to reduce the risk that contaminated blood

is not inadvertently administer d to unprotected

individuals.

We cannot afford to alloy HIV to become

endemic in the way that hepatitis IS has.

Currently, there are over 2 million carriers of

1.
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hepatitis 8 in the United States and nearly 200

million in the People's Republic of China. As ban

happened for hepatitis 3, once a significant number

of women of Childbearing age are infected with HIV,

the infection may become endemic because it is

frequently passed to the ch dren of such mothers.

If ve do not intervene now reduce the number of

HIV seropositive women of Childbearing age, ve may

be faced in the future with a wiftspread chronic

endemic infection in a large pool of carriers.

The most successful vaccination programs in

the United States have both involved the vaccines

which were administered universally to the general

population. Generalized vaccination programs were

responsible fcr the success of the smallpox and

polio immunization programs. Vaccines targeted at

high risk groups without compulsion, such as

hepatitis 3 vaccine, have failed to prevent an

increased incidence of disease in the United

States.

At least one state, California, has enacted

legislation to facilitate development of an AIDS

vaccine. Last fall California passed a lay,

Assembly Dill No. 4250, which addresses each of the

obotacles IOM said would stymie vaccine

development. California's law provides for

15
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compensation to the innocent victims whose injuries

are caused by an AIDS vaccine; it provides some

needed tort reform to assure only manufacturers at

fault are liable; it guarantees the purchase of a

certain number of doses of any FDA approved AIDS

vaccine; and it provided $6 million for clinical

trials.

The California legislation is a laudable first

step. Federal legislation should go further in the

area of tort reform. It should insure that judges

and juries do not have the power to second guess

the judgment of FDA's experts who, after spending

years uiluating the benefit/risk ratio of a

vaccine, will have concluded that the benefit to

the public from an HIV vacci- outweighs the

unavoidable risks inherent in such a vaccine.

Federal law should clearly protect the

manufacturers of an AIDS vaccine from liability

without fault.

Immunization is a social good. Macs

immunization can create "herd immunity." In the

case of smallpox, universal immunization ultimately

resulted in eradication of the disease. Thus,

society benefits when its people are immunized and

society should bear the costs when innocent victims

develop known adverse reactions !rem vaccines of
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which manufacturers have warned, but which they

have no power to eliminate. For similar reasons,

society should bear the cost when innocent victim,

develop previously unknown adverse reactions frym

vaccines. In the case of an AIDS vaccine, the costs

of a victim compensation program with reasonable

limits for innocent victims is a small price to pay

compared to the spiraling costs for hospitalization

and treatment of AIDS patients which could be $16

billion and climbing yearly by 1991.

For these reasons, we support the following

Congressional actions:

1. Increased funding for programs directed to

serotyping;

2. Establishment of a central repository of

HIV isolates and patient sera;

3. Tort reform to establish fault-based

products liability, including a victim

compensation fund to discharge society's

responsibility to pay for the larger

benefit of a population protected against

the deadly HIV;

4. Making a vaccine against HIV a universal

vaccine.

We urge that these steps be taken now before the

biotechnology companies developing HIV vaccines

17
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have to face the decision of whether they vill

commercialize their inventions or not.

L343(65.1237/mb
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The CHAIRMAN. You have given us a lot to think about in thattestimony, both the ethical issues as well as the viability issues,commercial matters, which we will come back to.
Dr. Katz, we welcome you, a distinguished pediatrician. We aredelighted to have you here today.
Dr. KArz. Thank you, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Weicker, Mr. afietz-enbaum, Mr. Adams. This is a special opportunity for me to speakwith you about some selected issues which we face in the develop-ment and the use of vaccines to prevent AIDS.
My own interest in vaccines spans 30 years of involvement with

bas;...1 virologic research, clinical investigation, vaccine trials, re-search consultation and, more r-^ently, public policy.
Currently, I serve as chairman of the Immunization PracticesAdvisory Committee of the United States Public Health Service,which formulates the recommendat'ons for use of vaccines in thiscountry.
Additionally, Dr. Fauci has asked me to be a consultant to theAIDS Executive Committee of the National Fistitutes of Health.For several years, from 1982 to 1985, I served on several instituteof Medicine committees which at the request of the National Insti-tute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases examined priorities in vac-cine development and the very interaction to which Dr. Martinspoke of the ?unllc and private sectors in vaccir 1 innovation.I think it is importai.., to review briefly the ,ast history of vac-cine development in this country in order to look at the currentchallenge with some perspective. D Ling the past 35 years, we havebeen eminently successful in developing safe and effective vaccinesto prevent a multitude of virus infections, including influenza, po-liomyelitis, measles, mumps, congenital rubella, and hepatitis B.These successes have all represented combined endeavors of indi-vidual scientists and groups of researchers in various settings, uni-versity medical centers, research institutes, governmental agencies,including NIH, the Centr,rs for Disease Control, the Dep irtment ofDefense, and the Food and Drug Administration, and pri ;ate indus-try.

The interplay among these individuals and roups has been dy-ne/n:1, healthily competitive, and in many instances positive andcollaJorative. Most of those who attended a July NIH workshop onAIDS vaccine sponsored by the National Institute of Allergy andInfectious Diseases left those sessions with guarded optimism, butrenewed determination to seek effective vaccines for the preventionof HIV infections.
A was apparent that much information remained to be acquiredregarding many aspects ._ AIDS. During my earlier statement, Ispoke with optimism, but I think it is important to underline whatDr. Fauci has already mentioned, and that is we have no previousexperience with the prevention of human in' Itiorq due to this par-ticular class of agents, the retroviruses, /i..: the other successeswhich we mentioned are with different types of viruses.In thinking of the directions in which vaccine developmentshould go, it is my best judgment that the most important inter-vention will be in `he prevention of the original infection withhuman immuno-deficiency virus, not in the prevention of disease inthose important, unfortunate 'ndividuals who are already infected.
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Their salvage will be better addressed by chemotherapy, immun-
otherapy and combinations of both.

Even if induced animal infections sm... as those mentioned in
chimpanzees and other non-human primates can serve as models of
human infection, it is important to appreciate that retroviruses
may behave very variably m different species, so that the requisite
transition from laboratory and animal experiment to human study
will be critical and frought with anxiety.

The eventual strategies for intervention with vaccines to prevent
human infection will be conclusively determined only by studies in
man. Thus, there are ethical, legal and social issues to be consid-
ered in parallel with the very complex scientific ones.

There are major concerns regarding liability. Dr. Martin has
spoken to these. This is an area where government intervention is
critical to the encouragement of successful clinical studies.

The recently-enacted National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of
1986, Public Law 99-660, could well serve as a prototype for federal
and/or State development of legislation to establish an equitable,
reasoned approach to compensation and liability for alleged vac-
cine-related injury.

This issue is considered at great length in several recent reports
from the Institute of Medicine. To encourage the pharmceutical
industry to develop and to distribute potential AIDS vaccines, the
system must be corrected in a way that will remove the current
legal interpretation of strict product liability while still protecting
vaccine recipients and guaranteeing compensation for any injuries
incurred.

The planning and implementation of the initial human clinical
trials will merit careful scrutiny by an expert advisory group. Such
trials will have to be conducted in special settings, such as those
which Dr. Fauci described in the vaccine centers.

When a vaccine is shown to be successful in generating an
immune response, the next steps will be even more difficult. How
does one select a group of susceptible individuals at risk in order to
assess the efficacy of such a vaccine?

There will be many issues to be considered, including the afore-
mentioned confid:ltiality, compliance with lcng -term follow-up,
and the anticipated cost of such studies. Once an apparently suc-
cessful vaccine has been developed and brought through phases I
and II, the question arises again as to at what age and to whom
would one administer this vaccine.

It will be exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to identify in ad-
vance those individuals whose eventual choice of lifestyle may
make them at greater risk of AIDS or who will be subjected to en-
vironmental factors th-+ may put them at higher risk.

The question will arise whether this is a vaccine which should be
administered to all children, and Dr. Martin has raised that ques-
tion, early in life, is no, our accepted practice for the common,
preventable diseak _4, diptheria, whooping cough, tetanus, polio,
measles, mumps, rubella.

The social stigma of AIDS may arouse significant reluctance of
parents to have their hildren immunized against a disease which
they cannot envision ever affecting them.
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However, an ideal age might be age 10 or 11 years, prior to or at
the onset of observed sexual activity in our society.

The issues of funding are obvious; they have been spoken to and
I will not reiterate them.

In summary, I believe that the priorities which one can assign to
the development of an AIDS vaccine are unequaled by any other
disease which we face today or have faced in recent years, so that
in the consideration of all of these issues we can only adopt a posi-
tive approach to the development of a safe and effective vaccine
and the mobilization of funds to continue and foster the research
and development leading to it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Katz follows:]
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Mr. Cnairman and Committee members,

This is a welcome and privileged opportunity to speak with you

today about some of the issues which we shall face in the development and

use of vaccines to prevent Acquired Lowe Deficiency Syndrome WM. My

own interest in vaccines spans 30 years of personal involvement "teginning

with basic virologic research, e. 'ending into clinical investigation and

vaccine trials, merging into research consultati.n and, more recently,

public policy. Currently I am Chairman of the Immunization Practices

Advisory Committee of the UniteC States Public Health Service (at the

Centers for Disease Control) and a consultant to the AIDS Executive

Committee of the Natiolal Institutes of Health. From 1982 until 1985, I

was Chairman of a conmdttee of the Institute of Medicine of the National

Academy of Sciences to study at the request of the National Institute of

Allergy and Infectious Diseases the establishment of priorities for the

development of new vaccines. Simultaneou-ly I was a member of a second

committee at the Irstitute of Medicine investigating publicprivate sector

relations in vaccine supply and innovation. These experiences leave me

with an overall optimism regarding the ability of our nation to mount

2
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eventually a successful vaccine program to prevent AIDS.

The past history of vaccine development in this country is

important to review briefly in order to examine the current challenge with

acre perspective. In the past 35 years we have been successful in

developing safe and effective vaccines to prevent a multitude of virus

diseases including influenza, policanyelitis, measles, romps, rubella, and

hepatitis B. These successes represent the combined endeavori, of

individual scientists and groups of researchers in varied settings

including university medical centers, research institutes, governmental

agencies (including the National Institutes of Health, the Centers for

Disease Control, the Department of Defense and the Food and Drug

Adninistratinil and private industry, Especially the pharmaceutical field.

The interplay among these individuals and groups has been a dynamic,

healthily competitive one and in many instances a positive and collaborative

relationship. Previous witnesses before your committee this morning have

already attested to the unique attributes of AIDS, the -srus mnn which is

responsible for it, the =rune response to the infection and the problems

in research and health education. With the mobilization of talented

scientists in the many environments to which I have referred above, there

3
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are already significant advances occurring in a dynamic fashion increasing

our understanding of the virus, the immune response to infection and those

characteristics of both aspects which must be taken into consideration in

research and development of a preventive vaccine. The dynamic kaleidoscope

of AIDS research is such that almost daily new information is acquired

regarding HIV and its interactions with the human host.

On July 28th and 29th of 1986 I was privileged to serve as

Chairman of a two day workshop organized by the National Institute of

Allergy and Infectious Diseases to examine issues in the development of

vaccines to prevent AIDS. Most impressive was the enthusiasm -Ad optimism

of the many investigators who attended and shared research results. Again,

they represented every facet of the public and private biomedical

scientific establishmen,.. Most of those in attendance left the sessions

with guarded optimism and a renewed determination to seek effective

vaccines for the prevention of ill., infections and their dread consequences.

It was apparent that much information remains to be acquired regarding many

aspects of AIDS, ranging from its pathogenesis through the natural history,

the epidemiology, the relationship to other infectious agents, the immune



response and the availabilty of relevant animal models. Despite my earlier

statement r -rding our success with many other viruses in the past, it is

important to env*asize that we have no previous experience with the

prention of hum ini -lion due to this class of agents, the

retroviruses.

In thinking of the directions for vaccine development, my

judgment is that the most important intervention will be in the prevention

of original infection, but not in the prevention of disease in those

unfortunate individuals already infected. The latter aspects will be

better addressed by chemotherapy, irrunotherapy, and possibly coubirations

of both.

Even if induced animal infections such as those of chimpanzees

can serve as models of human infection and their prevention by

investigative vaccines, it is important to appreciate that retroviruses may

bet-lye quite variably in different species so that the eventual transition

from laboratory to lumen study will be fraught with anxiety. The eventual

vaccine strategies for prevention of Duman infection will be conclusively

deteneited only by studies in man. This raises major concerns regarding
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liability in the conduct of these studies. This is an area where

governmental intervention will be critical to the encouragement of

legitimate, thoughtfully planned clinical studies. The planning and

implementation of initial human clinical trials will merit the scrutiny of

expert advisory groups. Such trials will need to be conducted in special

settings for initial observation but then include the facilities for long-

term surveillance, both for safety and efficacy. If/when a putative

vaccine is shown to be successful in the generation of an immune response,

the next steps will be even more difficult. How does one select a group of

susceptible individuals at risk in order to assess the efficacy of such a

vaccine in prevention of HIV infection? Among rimy considerations will be

surveillance, maintenance of confidentiality, compliance with clinical

followup, and anticipated duratico of observations. Even if/ohen an

apparently successful vaccine has been developed, a more sensitive question

will be the selection of what population, and at what age, to administer

the vaccine. It would be exceedingly difficult, if not inFossible, to

identify in advance those individuals whose choice of lifestyle or other

enviromenta: factors will put them at high risk. The question will arise

whether this is a vaccine which should be administered to all infants,
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early in life, as is accepted practice now for the column preventable

diseases of infancy and childhood (diphtheria, whooping cough, tetanus,

poliomyelitis, measles, maps and rubella). The social stigma of AIDS may

arouse significant reluctance of parents to hvie their chilo:en immunized

against a disease which they cannot envision ever affecting then.

The mobilization of funds to support the lengthy and multiple

research efforts which will lead to the development of successful AIDS

vaccines will again be a collaborative one involving both the -overrment

and the private sector. Similarly the educational programs which will be

necessary in order to facilitate vaccine studies and eventual vaccine

utilization will require skilled materials and performance by educators and

health professionals. The necessary funding has already been estimated by

the Institute of Medicine group chaired by Drs. Sheldon Wolff and David

Baltimore. These must be allocated as new funds, nnt taken from other

essential programs the success of which may well hold unexpected clues to

our understanding of AIDS and human inrnuncdeficiency virus. Inappropriate

reallocation of funds originally intended for other research would be

counterproductive and deleterious to research in multiple other areas of
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major bur= nealth significance.

The recently enacted "National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of

1986" (Public Law 99-660) may well serve as a prototype for Federal

development of a program to establish a fair, constant approach to

compensation and liability for alleged vaccine-related injury. This issue

is considered at great length in the report of the Institute of Medicine

Study on Vaccine Supply and Innovation Obtional
Academy Press, Library of

Congress Catalog Card 885-60772). To encourage the pharmaceutical industry

to develop and distribute potential AIDS vaccines, the system must be

corrected in a way that will remove the current legal interpretation of

strict product liability while still protecting the vaccine recipient and

guaranteeing concensation for any injury incurred.

There can be no doubt that a vaccine to prevent infection with

human imunoclefic5ency virus receives the highest priority for development.

In considering those factors which bear on the establishment of such

priorities, all of the following items are relevant.

Current research progress relating to the agent

Morbidity any' -----iity of the infection and the disease

8
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Identification of target population

Technical feasibility and the probability of success

The cost of development and production

Predicted efficacy of the vaccine

Delivery of the vaccine (the route and the number of doses)

Adverse reactions encountered

The cost per dose and course of immunization

The duration of protection afforded

Acceptance by health personnel and by the intended target

population

In considering vaccines for AIDS, nearly all of these issues can

be viewed in a very positive fashion with the anticipation that the known

morbidity and mortality of the disease will ensure acceptance of a safe and

effective vaccine as well as the mobilization of to foster the

development.
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The Climax/ay. Thank you very much.
I think here in our panel we have individuals who are about asup to speed as anyone in the country or any individuals in terms ofwhat is happening out in the research area, certainly from withinthe governmental research programs, the national institutes, and Ithink David Martin in terms of what is happening out in the pri-vate sector. So I am looking forward to having the chance to get

your responses to some of the questions that I have.I think Dr. Fauci had indicated earlier that you do believe that
son' form of AIDS vaccine may be available for testing sometimeat tne end of this year or by the early part of next, is that right?

Dr. FAUCL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. One of the issues which must be resolved before

a vaccine can be tested is whether ita fficacy will be tested in pri-mates first or directly in humans. I would like to ask you, Dr.Find, and the whole panel, what your opinion about this questionwould be, given the sense of urgency about the development of avaccine, the delay that comes in the testing of the primates, but
given the other kinds of ethical issues which would be faced bytesting in individuals first.

What is your opinion about whether it is going to be essential totest it in primates or humans first?
Dr. FAUCI. You mentioned the term efficacy, Mr. Chairman, andI think that is really the critical word there. There is no questionthat any material that will be put into man should be tested firstfor safety, toxicity, and immunogenicity in animals.
The standard approach would be to get an animal model thatmost closely resembles the human. In this situation it is the chim-

panzee that can be infected with the human virus.The standard approach taken by most investigators is to showthat immunization with a candidate vaccine will prevent the infec-tion in an animal that is able to be infected and then go on tohumans.
The difficulty with the chimp model is that this animal does notget the disease. The chimp gets infected, but it does not getimmuno-suppressed and does not get the disease. So it could beargued by some that even though you inject a vaccine into thechimp and either show efficacy or not show efficacy, this may notbe directly extrapolated to man.
So it is an arguable point. It is not an open and shut case.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Katz?
Dr. !Um. I would support Dr. Fauci's presentation. It must betested in animals first, but that is not going to give all the answersbecause we do not have a perfect animal model.
With polio, you could produce polio, paralytic disease in mon-keys. With measles, you could produce measles in monkeys. Thenext step really was rubella, where what we were trying to preventwas the infection of a fetus in utero.
We were never able to develop an animal model of human ru-bella infection. We went through the monkey model because therewere a number of questions that could be answered, such as Dr.Fauci has mentioned, safety and immunogenicity. But we neverknew until we got to man and continued with trials that it wouldprevent the infection ofa baby in utero.
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So there will be, again, unanswered questions with HIV vaccines,
but there are still essential steps in the testing in primates that I
think have to precede human trials.

The CHAIRMAN. You included this testing when you talked about
the time that would elapse before we might have at least some re-
sults in terms of a vaccine that would be safe and efficacious and
that would be approved when you gave us that five to eight years?

Dr. FAUCI. Yes, that is including the initial testing for safety and
immunogenicity in animals, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. And would you agree that even vaccines that
h".ve been tested in primates and then in human beings in a few
instances ended up having unprecedented and undesirable effects?
Is there a danger of this kind of an outcome with a new AIDS vac-
cine?

Dr. FAUCI. There is no question that testing in animals can give
you a good sense of the types of toxicities you may see, but it cer-
tainly will never give you an absolute, complete answer.

We generally find out about the very rare toxic effects of a par-
ticular product after it has been administered to large numbers of
people. Sometimes you see problems early on with smaller num-
bers. This is one of the nor rationales for going gradually from a
phase I to a phase II to a phade

Hopefully, you will pick up the majority of the deleterious effects
in phase I studies which are geared toward safety and immunogeni-
city, but it is also conceivable that you will not see certain of them
un..2 the vaccine is widely used in phase Ill studies and thereafter.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Martin, I want you to respond to these, too.
Perhaps you would respond to the first question.

Dr. MARTD1. My response, I think, would be a little bit different.
I would say that given that the safety was shown in a chimp model,
for instancein fact, safety can be determined in ether non-human
primates than the chimpthen obviously an efficacy study would
need to be done in chimps.

Given that it is safe and non-toxic in chimps, I think a positive
resulti.e., some evidence of protection of infection by HIV in a
chimpwould be very encouraging. On the other hand, I do not
think that lack of protection in a chimp from HIV infection should
be unnecessarily discouraging, the reason being that chimps and
humans have the potential of responding somewhat differently to
different immunogens. Their immune systems, while very similar,
are not identical. Thus, lack of proven efficacy in a chimpanzee
model should not deter the study, at least phase I, in a human pop-
ulation.

The CHAIRMAN. For the purposes of the discussion, the animals
we are talking about are primates; specifically, chimps. Is that cor-
rect?

Dr. MARTIN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We all agree with that.
Are there sufficient numbers of chimps around?
Dr. MARTIN. I would categorically say no, there probably are not

at the moment sufficient numbers of -7ell-cared-for, studied chimps
available. I know Dr. Fauci has been very much involved in trying
to acquire such animals. That is, I believe, going to be a significant
problem.
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T CHAIRMAN. Dr. Fauci, to your respc Re to the earlier t,ues-tion about efficacy studies related to chimps or to other primates?Dr. FAUCI. The only animal model in which you can determineefficacy is the chimp and then only in regard to infection, not dis-ease. This is b...cause the chimpanzee is the only animal that can beinfect:Ai with the human virus. So I actually was referring to thechimp there.
And I agree with wbf...t Dr. Martin was saying that if you 'o notshow efficacy in this animal, that does not necessarily deter ..,-411from going into humans.
The Ciuditm.x. Could we talk a tittle bit about the problems thatwe might face that would prevent a vaccine from going to themarket area once it has been tested? What are they?
Dr. MARTIN. Well, I. think they fall into three areas. The first isthe lack of product liability protection for the manufacturer or dis-tributor. The second is the enormous cost --
The CHAIRMAN. I know the enormous problem we faced in thatwith childhood diseases. n' r Committee wrestled with that for 15years. We are talking a handful of cases that spin off fromthe use of the live a- iccines in polio in preflictab'e nkimber.
The failure to co. to grips wit:i it al most drave that companyright out of production, so this is an enormously important ques-tion. We finally came up with a solution to this in the last year,but it aroui enormous kinds of differences hare in this 'ody.So when we talk a. -.)ut eliminating product liabilita , that is amajor kind of a question as well that involves, even if 4- producethese, whether they are going to produce hem safely ,.id effective-ly or whether there is not going to be nefagence even in .he pro-duction of them and whether you free companies from puttin-

b
things out which may be an approved vaccine but not done in theway that it should be.

So we do not want to unduly alarm people, but we do alsowant to have sort of a magic wand tl at if you eliminate the prod-uct liability, we ale resolving the problem. That is obviously anissue that we have to worry about.
What are the others?
Dr. MARTIN. The others have to do with the enormous cost of thepre-clinical and clinical development. Perhaps you are aware thatin a research and development prop- am, for instance, for an 'SIDSvaccine that the successful research effort really accounts for onlyabout ten percent of the costs of developing an AIDS vaccine.The third if the current n.,,rket elimate; that is, what is going tobe the mark size. We do not know what the market size is, andtherefore when it comes to managing essentially a small-venturecompany r .ch as Genentech, we always have to concern ourselveswith whetuer we are betting the company on what is, in effect, aver risky project.
11,.1 CHAIRMAN. Any other comments'.
Dr. Kam. Yes, I would like to auu one comment to your remarks,Senator Kennedy, and that is -elating to whethe, a company couldco' le to the market with a sloppily-prepared or unsafe vaccine.I t' ink the ether agency, the Fond and Drug Administration,through which any vaccine must iJe passed and tested carefullyprior to licensure, is our best safeguard against that.
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I 'rink that that agency is staffed with scientists who are very
familiar with vaccine development, and all of the studies that we
are talking about now include deliberations and collaboration with
scientists in all the agencies. not just the National Institutes of
Health.

The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, you are the professional on it. When you
use live vaccines, you get a certain number of predictable cases ofpr':).

Lir. ICATz. That is correct.
The CHAIRMJ N. Those people bring the cases and they go to

juries and they see a malformed child out there, and they brought
those cases and that is predictable. They can produce under the
best of circumstances--it is predictable that some children will be
'njured.

Those findings against that company raised the price, as we
heard earlier, from 11 cents to $11 dollars.

It just about drove that company out of the production of it, and
it is not that they are prc iucing an inferior product and it is not
that they have not got 3,DA approval.

We have just been wrestling with this problem for a long time
and it is certainly a problem that we will have to solve with this
vaccine as well.

We are going to have to be creative and imaginative and work
with the scientists and the private sector to be able to do it.

Dr. MARTIN. Mr. Cunningham, I think, has a comment.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cunningham?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I would just like to add these remarks about

it. In the California model of tort reform, a couple of points were
the guiding points in development of that legislation.

One was that the sponsors of that legislation were not asking for
the manufacturer to be excluded or to excuse from fault, responsi-
bility for his fault. For instance, there was no change in the law as
it relates to the negligent ir anufacturer of a drug. If you do not
follow the recipe, you have liability.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. The two areas that were addressed were, one,

the design of the vaccine and the warning of known risks or known
side effects, and in that case the California Legislature basically es-
tablished that if the manufacturer had not been negligent in de-
signing the vaccine or in warning of the known risks, that would
be the area where strict product liability would not be applied. It
would be liability based on fault.

And then the other principle that the California Legislature fol-
lowed was that this is a societal problem and the costs of, again,
predictable side effectsyou do not know what they will be, but it
is predictable that there will be side effectsshould not be borne
either by th3 victim or by one or two companies whc have under-
taken to produce the vaccine.

Therefore, they sought to establish a victims compensation fund.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I do not want to get into this more than we

already are, but you had a person that was getting the polio vac-
cine; a mother goes in and the possibility of contracting the disease
may be one in 600,000. Now, that is notice.

Dr. KATz. One in three million.
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The CHAtuusial. One in three million, so the mother is going togo on in there and get the vaccine. There are going to be other chil-
dren who do not get the vaccines. The child who gets the vaccine,
through the effect of the live vaccine, effective*, immunizes theother children.

Now, the child gets polio. Now, are you going to say, well, you
were warned? You had one chance in three million and you werewarned? I mean, I do not want to get back into that debate heretoday, but it does not lend itself to a very quick, seat-of-the-pants
response.

It is a tough one and it is one we are going to have to address,
and I think we ought to be able to address it. I do not hesitate in
saying we have to address it; we will. You know, when we are talk-ing about all the progress that we are going to do and all thesematLrs, there are some very important ethical issues and ques-tions.

Let me ask Dr. Fauci, say we get a vaccine. Do you think we arebilking about a compulsory immunization program in this country?Dr. Ewa. The policy for vaccine usage is one that is establishedby the Public Health Service through a variety of consultative
mechanisms. Dr. Katz just mentioned he is the chairman now ofthe Vaccination and Immunization Advisory Committee.

And that is a question that I really cannot answer right now. Itreally will depend on bringing the best individuals from various
segments of society and approaching that very important question.

The CHAIRMAN. Where do you come out on it now?
Dr. FAUCI. As a scientist and not as a policymaker, I would saythat, given the fact that we know that this virus can be spread het-

erosexually and that it is a sexually transmitted disease, I wouldlean in favor of more extensive immunization, as opposed to re-stricted.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Katz?
Dr. Kau. I think we are loathe in this country to mandate that

you must do things of this sort.
The CHAIRMAN. We are.
Dr. Kan. And if this were to be a vaccine used in
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we do it tentatively with regard to the chil-

dren's diseases in order to be able to go to school.
Dr. KATZ. But you can get excused.
The CHAIRMAN. You can, that is true.
Dr. Kau. You can get a letter from your physician that saysyour mother does not believe in this.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right, but those are the exceptions.Dr. Kart. Thum are the exceptions, but I think Cud there areseveral issues involved here, and one is the one you have men-tioned. If this were a vaccine that is given to children, by and large

the preventive medicine practices in public health clinics and inprivate practice in this country are such that childhood immuniza-
tion is widely followed.

More than 98 percent of children have the recommended vac-cines even before they get to school, so that there is tie custom and
the tradition and the belief in the efficacy of preventive vaccines in
childhood.
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It is the adult vaccines where we do miserably, hepatitis B, the
pneumococcal vaccines, influenza vaccines. There is not the same
tradition and custom in giving vaccines to adults.

So I think part of the aneer to this is going to be to whom will
you administer it and for whom will it be recomme- 'ed, and then
to see the record of how you achieve immunization si.bh it.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Fauci, what can you tell us about when this
vaccine is developed in terms of phase I? Are they going to immu-
nize those without the antibocL a or those with the disease?

Dr. FAUCI. Again, that will be a matter of policy based upon
advice from a number of sectors. There are pros and cons to each
from a scientific star joint which I can address very briefly for
you.

The CHAIRMAN. Sure.
Dr. FAUCI. Excluding plias.: I or phase II testing, the pro of im-

munizing an individual who is not yet infected is that, in fact, you
may prevent the acquisition of the virus and thereby prevent the
development of the disease it causes.

Vaccination of only uninfected individuals does not do anything
for those million or more individuals right now in this country who
are already infected.

One of the potential positives of immunizing individuals who are
already infected is that you limy be able to prevent the progression
to full-blown disease. One of the potential disadvantages is that you
do not know what particular new toxic side effect you might see if
you rev up an immune system against an agent with which they
are already infected.

So, scientifically, there are prcs and cons to each.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you, how many people who are not

infected do you think are going to line up for this vaccine?
Dr. KATz. How many people that are not infected?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, that are not infected are going to volunteer

to take this. I mean, do you think that is realistic in terms of a
public behavioral kind of thing? Do you think they are going to
want to take it?

Dr. FAUCI. I think that you will so- -and this is just an opinion
that I get from speaking to individuals and groups. I have no scien-
tifically based way of giving you an accurate number, Mr. Kenne-
dy.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Dr. FAUCI. But I can tell you that I feel that there will be indi-

viduals within what we currently call the established risk groups
who would come forth to volunteer, even though they are not in-
fected. We are well aware that they are interested in participating
in research endeavors and that they see the possible benefit to
themselves in that they may obtain some protection Ur ugh im-
munization.

Dr. MARIE I might add that knov, _ng that a potent- vaccine is
made by recombinant DNA technology and understanding the dif-
ference between immunizing with a recombinant vaccine versus a
killed or inactivated virus will change the attitude that prevailed
at the time of the initial polio vaccination.

The public has to be educated as to what the risks are. The risks
are not getting AIDS from the vaccine. Those risks do not exist
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with the recombinant-derived subunit vaccine. The risks are theside effects.
The CHAIRMAN. Just a broader question, Dr. Fauci, and the

others. Do you see the danger in our society as this endemic plague
begins to manifest itself more dramatically in term: of our societywhere the scientific community is in danger of being stampeded tocut corners in terms of the FDA process and procedures, individ-uals who will be flying oversPos to take advantage of supposed vac-cines that are taking place in .thee parts of the world.I was around when we had the Laetrile pressure at that timeand it was just a little wood fire compared to the kind of fire-blast-ing that responsible researchers and thoughtful manufacturersand, I think, knowledgeable people would have with this

Are you concerned about that situation developing?Dr. Ewa. I do not think, Mr. Kennedy, that that will happen. Ithink we have passed the early phases of the AIDS epidemic when
there was such a panic to go to different countries to get drugsit
was an unfortunate time in the sense that there was a perceptionthat there was something available abroad that an individual couldnot get herd.

I think that things now are moving along extremely rapidly in
the area of drug de elopment and testing, as *7-11 as in the area ofvaccine development. I do not really see thr:i.. ...Jere will be a "cut-ting of corners", certainly not by the FDA and the Public HealthService, and I do not think by any of the other components of socie-
ty, such as industry and ePRdemia.

Things are moving aheau very rapidly, but also the public is be-coming progressively more aware and educated as to the truth
about the epidemic and its reread and with regard to treatmentsthat may be available.

The CHammArr. Let me ask Dr. Martin, what should we be doingat the federal government level to help the private sector to tryand deal with some of these questions that will very dramaticallyand significantly affect whether we are prepared to get this distrib-uted in a commercial way, should we get the kind of progress thatall of us are very hopeful about.
What should we be thinking about now? What should we bedoing to try and get ahead of the curve so that we ay_ not just re-acting somewhere down the road in a way that might not makesense in terms of an orderly, rational response from the privatesector and in important, positive impa "t in terms of the health ofthe Ar, ,.rican people?
Dr. warm. Senator, I think from the scientific point of view,

the two spes...ic things I mentioi. d; that is, to support those federal
agencie3 that are starting to d-....-velop repositories for virus isolatesand patient sera, and, secondly, to promote the serotyping of theseisolates, would be two things that would help not just private in-dustry, but every scientist involved in this effort towards vaL, iedevelopment.

In terms of the marketplace, when Dr. Baltimore and his col-leagues were in San Francisco at the IOM hearing, one of thepoints that I made, as did the repret entative from another biotech-
nology company, was that rather than havii.g federal funds putinto a program within private industry, a much more effective way
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and, actually, more American way to deal with that is to prow' de
us with a purchase order for a given number of doses for a FDA-
approved vaccine; that is, guarantee us the marketplace and give
us liability protection from non-negligent actions.

The CHAIPMAN. You know, when you mention that, I remember
back ears ago an item that affected my own State. They had the
scare about various sprays that were put on cranberries, and what
the military did was they pre-bo it their cranberries for Thanks-
giving that they would need anc they used it all up. It was a sound
investment, but it imsically saved an industry.

But what we are talking about here is doing this in a logical,
thoughtful way on something which we know we are going to face
over a long period of time and giving some degree of predictablity
to the private sector and some reliability, and an investment where
marginal resources now will be enormous in terms of the consumer
and in terms of the federal government over the period of the
future.

That is the kind of thinking that I would hope we would have. I
am not sure that we have got it right now, but it is an important
point and I am glad you made it.

We have heard this morning about a world wide health problem
of enormous scope and historic significance. It is the first epidemic
to threaten bath industrialized nations and developing countries.

The global nature of this problem must further impress upon us
the need to approach AIDS in a spirit of urgency and cooperation.
We must all turn our attention to this problem in govenment, at
the workplace, the private sector, the schools, churches, the family
and there is no room for stigma and scapegoats.

Let us come together with humanity, dignity and commitment. I
am grateful to all of those who appeared this morning and helped
us here on this Committee to be able to guide our colleagues in the
Senate.

I take a certain sense of pride in my own state of Massachusetts.
We have begun funding for some home health care and for support
services, which are out patient treatment, residences for displaced
AIDS victims, and a nits pork of help for AIDS persons. This seems
to me to be the first state that has taken this as comprehensively
as it has.

We are interested in noting the work that has been done in Cali-
fornia in a co-related area in terms of Liability. These are all con-
structive steps to be taken and all of us can profit from knowing
about them.

I am grateful to our panels here this morning, and in think that
you have gathered from the tenor of the discussion here that we
are very supportive of the efforts that are being undertaken in the
research area in the private sector, end we are hopeful that you
will continue to feel that you can communicate with us in ways.
that we can be more helpful to you in this area as we address this
national and international challenge.

We have a statement from Senator Stevens which we will put in
the record.

[The prepared statement of Senator Stevens follows:]
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Mr. Chairman,

I want to thank you for giving me the opportunity to

present my views on the issue of AIDS, the Acquired Immune

Deficiency Syndrome.

As you know, I've introduced a bill, S. 63, to establish

a National Commission on AIDS. I believe my bill is

essential if we are to effectively mobilize our resources

against this deadly disease.

Infections in the highly lethal HTLV -III virus have now

reached epidemic proportions. Proje 'ions for the next five

years of the epidemic -- 179,000 deaths and 270,000 cases

have been widely publicized by the Surgeon General, Dr.

Everett hoop. Other scientists pred.ct even larger numbers

of deaths and cases. By 1991, AIDS will add from between S8

to $16 billion to our annual health care budget. No vaccine

is currently available. And fundamental features of the

virus and its pathology remain to be discovered. It is

estimated that more than 1 in 10 Americans may be infected

by this virus in the foreseeable future.

A constantly increasing population of AIDS patients will

severely buden our health care system and cripple our armed

services. As Chairman of the Defense Appropriations

Subcommittee, I worked closely with several prominent

scientists involved in AIDS research and sponsored a medical
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te.ting and research program sponsored by the Department of

Defense.

The Arm/, as lead agency for the Department of Defense's

AIDS research, is coordinating its efforts with other

Federal agencies, including the National Institutes of

Health. Despite these cooperative efforts, there is a jack

of coordinated strategic planning with respect to how we

should direct our nation's resources against AIDS -- - fact

recently confirmed in a report issued by one of your

witnesses today, the National Academy of Sciences.

The time 3S ripe for us to form a national commission to

help us plan and coordinate Federally sponsored AIDS- related

programs. The commission that I have propcsed would irclude

representatives of all level of government, the academic

community, public and nonprofit pril.ate organizations, and

the general public. The commission would be charged with

comprehensively examining the AIDS issue -- everything from

health care to legal issues -- and making recommendations to

Congress and the President for legislative and

administrative action.

We need to make tough decisions, tempered with a large

measure of compassion, in order to fight this disease. A

national commission will point us in the right direction.
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The CHAIRMAN. Our Committee stands in recess.
[Whereupon, at 1:08 p.m., thy_ committee was adjourned.]
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